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Chapter 1

General introduction

The study of design optimization under various specified conditions is an attractive area of research for engineers and mathematicians. Hence, there are many different kinds of optimization methods applied to various optimal design problems.

Among them, structural optimization is a popular methodology for obtaining an optimal configuration, based on physical and mathematical theories, whereas traditional design methods typically rely on the intuition and experience of designers. The structural optimization methods are categorized into three types, i.e., size, shape, and topology optimizations, according to the degree of design flexibility. Figure 1.1 shows the schematic diagram of the structural optimization methods, where the stiffness maximization problem for a cantilever is described. Sizing optimization, which is the oldest approach proposed in the 1960’s [98], focuses on the size attributes of structural designs, such as length, width, and thickness. Shape optimization is also the one of well-studied approach in the 1970’s [134], and its key idea is to optimize a performance by moving structural boundaries. Topology optimization, proposed in the 1980’s [10], is the most flexible type of structural optimization method, since this allows the creation of new boundaries in the design domain. Such topological change during the optimization process is not allowed in the classical structural optimization methods.

The overall aim of this thesis is to construct topology optimization methods for fluid dynamics problems, whereas the majority of studies in topology optimization treat structural mechanics problems, e.g., stiffness maximization, stress minimization, and eigenvalue maximization. In the research field of structural optimization for fluids, Pironneau pioneered a shape optimization method for fluid dynamics problems and proposed the basic mathematical theory for obtaining minimum drag body profiles under Stokes flow [95] and Navier-Stokes
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Fig. 1.1 Classification of structural optimization.

flow [96]. The reader is referred to a recent monograph by Mohammadi and Pironneau [79], in which a variety of shape optimization methods are discussed. As mentioned above, shape optimization, however, only allows changes in boundary shapes, so feasible design modifications are strictly limited. Thus, although shape optimization is suitable for slight modifications in the stage of detail design, it is difficult to be applied to the conceptual design by only utilizing the shape optimization methods. This limitation can be overcome by applying topology optimization, which allows the creation of new structural boundaries that correspond to the interface between fluid and solid domains in fluid problems. Borravall and Petersson [14] pioneered a fluid topology optimization method that aims to minimize the viscous dissipation energy for the design of an internal flow channel or a body profile in an external flow.

An advantage of topology optimization is that the optimal configuration can be derived by just setting the design domain, which is fulfilled with fluid. This means that an initial layout of fluid and solid domains, which need to be often determined after conducting many numerical experiments, is unnecessary for obtaining an optimal solution in topology optimization. Consequently, topology optimization is possible to derive a promising conceptual design, without relying on the intuition and experience of designers.

In previous research in fluid topology optimization problems, the finite element method (FEM) is generally used for discretizing the Navier-Stokes equations (NSE). The FEM is well established for the use of body-fitted meshes, but the accuracy and numerical robustness depend on the mesh quality, which is difficult to appropriately control during the optimization process. In generally, Eulerian coordinates system with an immersed boundary method is employed, due to its simplicity and robustness. Hence, it is naturally conceived that the finite difference method is well suited for topology optimization problems, but it has not yet been developed for fluid topology optimization problems. In my opinion, this is because that the
original concept of topology optimization was established by the specialists of structural mechanics.

As a radical numerical scheme based on the finite difference method, the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has recently been an attractive scheme in the research field of computational fluid dynamics [76, 110]. Comparison the coding used in LBM and the other schemes based on the NSE such as the finite element, and finite volume methods, the simplicity of the LBM algorithm and its scalability for complex flow problems such as porous, miscible, and immiscible fluid flow problems, are advantageous. In particular, the LBM enables one to avoid the numerical treatment of iterative computation for the correction of fluid velocity and pressure in the incompressible viscous fluid flow, whereas such numerical treatment is typically needed in the conventional schemes based on the NSE.

This thesis focuses on topology optimization using the LBM for various fluid flow optimization problems that can be promising ways for the conceptual design of flow channel devices. For the efficient optimization calculation, a sensitivity analysis based on the adjoint lattice Boltzmann method (ALBM), in which the adjoint problem is solved by using the discretization strategy in the LBM, is proposed. In addition, the presented method is applied to the standard flow resistance minimization problem and scalar transport problems where optimal design methodologies for a heat sink and an extraction microchannel are constructed.

This thesis is a summary of research done during my doctoral course. The outline of each chapter is as follows:

In Chapter 2, the basic idea of topology optimization is introduced, and the formulation of the density approach and the level set-based approach are explained. Various optimization schemes based on the gradient method are provided, and derivation strategies for design sensitivities are introduced. A brief history of topology optimization for fluid dynamics problems based on the NSE is provided, and the standard formulation of topology optimization problems for a minimum dissipation energy is explained. As an application of fluid topology optimization, a heat sink design problem is formulated based on the level set-based topology optimization method, and several numerical examples are provided to confirm the utility of the presented method for thermal-fluid problems.

In Chapter 3, a topology optimization method using the LBM is constructed. The proposed method is applied to the flow resistance minimization problem. In the sensitivity formulation, the discrete Boltzmann equation, which is defined by using the continuous space and time and the discrete particle velocity space, is employed to formulate the optimization
problem, so that the adjoint equation can be solved using the LBM and the accurate boundary conditions in the LBM can be incorporated. The derived adjoint sensitivity is compared with the numerical solution of direct method based on the finite difference approximation. Several numerical examples in two- and three dimensional problem are provided to confirm the validity and utility of the proposed method.

In Chapter 4, a topology optimization method for a scalar transport problem, in which the fluid velocity, the pressure, and the scalar corresponding to the temperature, is calculated by using the LBM. The optimization problem is formulated as the heat exchange maximization problem that is also treated in Chapter 2, where the FEM is employed to discretize the NSE. Additionally, a constraint to restrict the maximum pressure drop for the optimal flow channel is presented. The adjoint sensitivity analysis constructed in Chapter 3 is applied, and the adjoint sensitivity for the thermal-fluid problem is compared with the finite difference approximation for the validation of proposed method. Several numerical examples in a two-dimensional heat sink design problem are provided to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method.

In Chapter 5, a topology optimization method for a scalar transport problem considering immiscible fluid flows is constructed, using the two-phase LBM with the same density. The optimization problem is formulated to maximize an efficiency of liquid-liquid extraction that is a separation operation using the microchannel device. The objective functional is defined as an error norm of the concentration in an observation domain with respect to a reference concentration. The key idea of this formulation is that the minimization of the error norm corresponds to the maximization of the extraction efficiency in a microchannel. In addition, the pressure drop constraint used in Chapter 4 is also introduced. Several numerical examples are provided to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.

The last Chapter of this thesis is dedicated to summarize the obtained results.
Chapter 2

Topology optimization

2.1 Introduction

Topology optimization has been an attractive structural optimization method, after Bendsøe and Kikuchi [10] first proposed the so-called homogenization design method. The basic idea of topology optimization is the introduction of an extended design domain, the so-called fixed design domain, and the replacement of the optimization problem with a material distribution problem, using the characteristic function originally presented in the paper of Murat and Tartar [82]. A homogenization method is utilized to deal with the extreme discontinuity of the material distribution in the design domain, and to provide the material properties viewed in a global sense as homogenized properties. The homogenization design method [10, 114] has been applied to a variety of optimization problem, and density approach, also called the Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization (SIMP) method [11], is another currently used topology optimization method. In particular, the density approach is widely employed to solve topology optimization problems, due to its simple formulation. Recent developments in the field of topology optimization have been categorized in a review paper by Sigmund and Maute [105]. Around the same time, Deaton and Grandhi [24] presented a review for topology optimization of continuum structures from the year 2000 to 2012.

The level set method [99, 85] for structural optimization is an another popular approach\(^1\), since Osher and Sethian [86] constructed a fundamental methodology for tracking fronts and free boundaries. The novel aspect of the use of a level set method for structural optimization method is that the structural boundaries can split and merge during the optimization in an

\(^1\) Note that this approach is essentially based on topology optimization rather than shape optimization, since the creation of new boundary is not allowed during the optimization process.
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Eulerian coordinate system. Additionally, although this approach essentially does not allow the creation of new boundary in the design domain during the optimization process, the grayscale areas can be eliminated. The areas, which have intermediate material density and are generally meaningless from an engineering standpoint, can be eliminated by using the level set approaches, since the structural boundaries are expressed as the iso-surface of a scalar function called level set function. The level set function is evolved using an advection equation, the so-called Hamilton-Jacobi equation, during the optimization process. This equation is used to capture the structural boundaries, and the convection velocity is typically defined using the shape derivative. Seminal research pertaining to the level set method for structural optimization problems can be found in [100, 123, 4], and the reader is referred to a recent monograph by Van Dijk et al. [119]. In addition, since the structural boundaries can be exactly represented as the iso-surface of the level set function, the design-dependent boundary conditions, such as the pressure load [4], jump condition for different material [3], and surface effect in an electromagnetic problem [126] can be naturally imposed as Dirichlet boundary conditions, whereas it is fundamentally impossible to incorporate such conditions in the density-based topology optimization methods.

As a similar approach with the level set-based approach, the phase field method [17, 5] is also used for solving structural optimization problems [15, 116]. In this method, the phase filed function, used for representing different phases in multi-phase problems, is defined as the design variable in optimization problems. The phase field-based approach does not need to treat the advection equation for updating the design variable, and alternatively employs a reaction-diffusion equation for evolving the phase filed function during the optimization process.

In addition to the above approaches, a different type of method, the so-called the Evolutionary Structural Optimization (ESO) method [124], has been proposed. The basic idea of this approach is that unnecessary finite elements are gradually removed based on heuristic criteria so that the optimal configuration is obtained as a subset of initial design domain.

As mentioned above, many different kind of approaches have been proposed, and these methods have provided promising results in various optimization problems. Of course it is difficult to answer a question, "Which is the best method?", because it is fully imagine that superiority between each approach is dependent on optimization problems. We therefore should understand the utility of each approach, and appropriately chose an optimization approach. In this chapter, we focus on the most popular approaches, i.e., density and level
set-based approach, and discuss their general formulations for solving optimization problems dealing with fluid dynamics problems.

### 2.2 Formulation of optimization problems

Consider a structural optimization problem to determine the boundary of a design domain, \( \Omega \), in which the objective function that expresses the intended performance of the target system is to minimized, or maximized, based on optimization theories. The basic concept of topology optimization is the introduction of a fixed design domain \( D \subseteq \mathbb{R}^d \) that includes the original design domain, i.e., \( \Omega \subseteq D \) (Fig. 2.1), and use of the characteristic function in order to replace the original structural optimization problem with a material distribution problem in the fixed design domain. Let \( \chi \) be the characteristic function, defined as

\[
\chi(x) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } x \in \Omega, \\
0 & \text{if } x \in D \setminus \Omega,
\end{cases}
\]

where \( x \) represents a position in the fixed design domain \( D \).

Using the characteristic function \( \chi(x) \) and a state variable \( u(x) \) given by solving a physical problem such as structural mechanics or fluid dynamics problems, we here consider the minimization problem with respect to the objective functional \( J : \mathbb{R}^d \times \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \), as follows:

\[
\inf_{\chi} J(u, \chi) = \int_D j(u, \chi) d\Omega + \int_{\Gamma_N} k(u) d\Gamma,
\]

Fig. 2.1 Schematic figure of fixed design domain \( D \) and original domain \( \Omega \subseteq D \).
where $\Gamma_N$ represents a specific boundary of $D$, and $j, k : \mathbb{R}^d \to \mathbb{R}$ are smooth functions. Note that this abstract formation is not the unique representation for topology optimization problems.

Since the characteristic function can be highly discontinuous, some relaxation or regularization technique must be introduced for the numerical treatment. In the following, we briefly introduce two popular approaches.

### 2.2.1 Density approach

In the density approach, to avoid the discontinuous property of the original design variable $\chi$, the characteristic function is replaced by a continuous function, $\gamma : D \to \mathbb{R}$, which is the design variable in topology optimization problems. Here, we assume that the design variable $\gamma$, whose distribution corresponds to an admissible topology in $D$, belongs to the following set,

$$
\mathcal{X}_{\text{ad}} = \{ \gamma \in L^\infty(D) | 0 \leq \gamma \leq 1, \text{a.e. in } D, |\Omega| \leq V \},
$$

(2.3)

where $|\Omega|$ represents the Lebesgue measure of $\Omega$, and $V$ that is the maximal fixed material volume in $D$ given by $V_{\text{max}} \int_D \text{d}\Omega$ with $V_{\text{max}} > 0$ is a parameter for determining the value of $V$. Noted that the inequality constraint with respect to $|\Omega|$ is an optional treatment, which should be originally used for the requirement of prescribed material volume. For instance, in the stiffness maximization problem for the design of industrial application such as automotive and aircraft, it is very important not only to maximize the stiffness but also to minimize or limit the maximum material volume, from an engineering standpoint. On the other hand, it is known that the use of volume constraint can help ones to stabilize the optimization computation. Consequently, many papers deal with the volume constraint in the optimization problem, even if it does not have the meaning of original subject for restricting the material volume.

The key idea of using the density approach for topology optimization is that a material property tensor $\mathbf{A}$ such as an elasticity tensor or permeability tensor, is represented using a density function $f(\gamma)$, as follows:

$$
\mathbf{A} = f(\gamma)\mathbf{A}^0,
$$

(2.4)
where $A^0$ is the material property tensor of a given material in $\Omega$. The density function is generally defined as a power function using a penalization parameter $p$, as follows [9, 11]:

$$f(\gamma) = \gamma^p. \quad (2.5)$$

This function is used for discriminating whether a material domain $\Omega$ or not.

Although the density approach is an useful methodology for topology optimization due to its simple formulation as mentioned above, it still has serious drawbacks. One particularly troublesome problem is that since the discontinuous design variable is replaced with the continuous variable to avoid the numerical instability, the density approach does essentially allow the existence of grayscale areas, where the density is an intermediate value between 0 and 1. Since the intermediate material property is hard to interpret and generally meaningless from an engineering standpoint, various scheme have been proposed to overcome this problem and provide grayscale-free optimal configurations. Such schemes can be categorized into two kind of treatments, i.e., geometric constraints, and filtering schemes. Reader is referred to a detailed reviews by Sigmund and Petersson [106] and Sigmund [104].

The optimal configuration, represented as the distribution of design variable $\gamma \in X_{ad}$, is typically derived using a mathematical programming method such as Sequential Linear Programming (SLP), Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP), Optimality Criteria (OC) method, a Convex Linearization (CONLIN) method, or the Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA). In particular, the MMA is well-known to be very efficient for topology optimization problems, since its algorithm suited for nonlinear optimization problems with large number of design variables and few constraints.

### 2.2.2 Level set-based approach

Here, we discuss structural optimization based on the level set method, in which the boundary of material domain $\Omega$ is captured based on the Eulerian approach using the iso-surface of a scalar function, the so-called level set function, during the optimization process. This approach is essentially based on topology optimization rather than shape optimization, but the novel aspect of level set-based approach is that any part of the shape boundary is allowed to split or merge during the optimization process, whereas such topological changes are typically inhibited in classical shape optimization methods based on the Lagrangian approach. Although level set-based approaches do not enable the creation of new boundaries during
the optimization process unless the bubble method is used [32], grayscales, i.e., areas with intermediate material density that are often meaningless from engineering standpoint, can be eliminated.

**Standard level set-based approach**

The basic idea of the level set method is to express a structural boundary, here, $\Gamma$, as the iso-surface of level set function $\phi : D \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$. As shown in Fig. 2.2, we define the level set function $\phi$ in $D$ as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
\phi(x) &= -d(x, \partial \Omega) \quad \text{if } x \in \Omega \setminus \partial \Omega \\
\phi(x) &= 0 \quad \text{if } x \in \partial \Omega \\
\phi(x) &= d(x, \partial \Omega) \quad \text{if } x \in D \setminus \Omega,
\end{align*}
$$

(2.6)

where $x$ is a point in the working domain$^2$ and $d(\cdot, \partial \Omega)$ is the Euclidean distance function to $\partial \Omega$.

---

$^2$ In level set-based approaches, $D$ is called the working domain or reference domain, instead of the fixed design domain used in topology optimization. Note that the original definition of $D$ is, however, identical, i.e., $\Omega \subset D$. 

---

Fig. 2.2 Schematic figure of fixed design domain $D$ and the level set function $\phi(x)$ based on the sign distance function.
The material property is extended to the working domain $D$ using the ersatz material approach. That is, we introduce an extended material property tensor $\mathbf{A}^*$, replacing the original tensor $\mathbf{A}$, as follows:

$$
\mathbf{A}^* = H(\phi) \mathbf{A}
$$

with

$$
H(\phi) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \phi(\mathbf{x}) \leq 0 \\
\epsilon^* & \text{if } \phi(\mathbf{x}) > 0,
\end{cases}
$$

where $\epsilon^* > 0$ is a small value to avoid the singularity problem of the rigidity matrix. The Heaviside function $H(\phi)$ corresponds to the characteristic function $\chi$ in Eq. (2.1), and most of conventional level set-based approaches use interpolation treatments, in which the Heaviside function is replaced by a continuous smoothed function, e.g. [123],

$$
\tilde{H}(\phi) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \phi(\mathbf{x}) \leq -h \\
\frac{3(1-\epsilon^*)}{4} \left( \frac{\phi^2}{h^2} - \frac{\phi^3}{3h^3} \right) + \frac{1+\epsilon^*}{2} & \text{if } -h < \phi(\mathbf{x}) \leq h \\
\epsilon^* & \text{if } \phi(\mathbf{x}) > h,
\end{cases}
$$

where $h > 0$ represents the parameter for determining the transition width of the smoothed Heaviside function $\tilde{H}(\phi)$. This approximation is necessary to stabilize the optimization computation, but the transition width $h$ should be set as a small value because the use of this interpolation treatment means that the existence of grayscale is allowed in the vicinity of structural boundary. The structural boundary is, however, clear and expressed as the iso-surface of $\phi$ in level set-based approaches, even if an intermediate value of material property is allowed. Note that the use of transition width is just to stabilize the optimization computation and the discrete material property using the original Heaviside function is theoretically treated, whereas the standard density approach does essentially allows the existence of grayscales for topology optimization problems.

Using the pseudo-time $t \in [0, \infty)$, the boundary $\partial \Omega$ is evolved using the following advection equation:

$$
\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial t} + \mathbf{V} \cdot \nabla \phi = 0,
$$

where $\mathbf{V}$ represents the convection velocity defined as $\mathbf{V} = -v \mathbf{n}$, where $v$ is a scaler function defined as shape sensitivity [4]. Since the unit normal is given by $\mathbf{n} = \nabla \phi / |\nabla \phi|$, Eq. (2.9) can
be reformulated as a Hamilton-Jacobi equation:

$$\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial t} - v |\nabla \phi| = 0.$$  (2.10)

An interesting feature of using the signed distance function is that we can ensure that the smoothness of the level set function is preserved, which is important when solving the advection equation with numerical schemes such as the finite element method and the finite difference method. In fact, since the property of the signed distance function, i.e., $|\nabla \phi| = 1$, is not retained by just solving Eq. (2.9) or (2.10), smooth solutions are not usually guaranteed during the optimization process. To avoid this numerical instability, the level set function must be reinitialized by periodically solving the following unsteady Eikonal equation:

$$\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial s} + \text{sign}(\phi_0)(|\nabla \phi| - 1) = 0,$$  (2.11)

where $s \in [0, \infty)$ represents the pseudo-time for the reinitialization, and $\text{sign}(\phi_0)$ represents the signed function with respect to the initial level set function at $s = 0$. Equation (2.11) provides as a stationary solution the signed distance to the initial interface, $\phi_0(x) = 0$.

One of the main limitations of a conventional level set method is that the profile of the level set function must preserve the property of a signed distance function for the computation to remain stable, whereas classical shape optimization and topology optimization methods do not require additional calculations in the form of a reinitialization scheme. In practice, with conventional level set-based approaches, this can lead to a tradeoff between substantial numerical instability or massive computational cost to achieve an optimal shape.

In the level set-based approach, the optimal configuration that is represented as the iso-surface of $\phi$ is obtained when the value of objective functional is sufficiently converged during the optimization process that is updated by solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in Eq. (2.10). That is, the level set-based approach is based on the steepest descent method, due to the definition of the time evolution equation$^3$.

**Level set-based topology optimization**

As a radical method that do without reinitialization treatments, new approach have been developed [125], where the regularization term is introduced in the objective functional to

---

$^3$ We can easily confirm that the discretized time evolution equation corresponds to a steepest descent method when using the upwind scheme with respect to the pseudo-time.
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preserve the smoothness of the level set function, redefined as a piecewise constant function that is originally based on the concept of the phase field method [17, 5]. In this method, the level set function is defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    0 > \phi(x) &\geq -1 \quad \text{if } x \in \Omega \setminus \partial \Omega \\
    \phi(x) = 0 &\quad \text{if } x \in \partial \Omega \\
    1 \geq \phi(x) &> 0 \quad \text{if } x \in D \setminus \Omega.
\end{align*}
\] (2.12)

As shown in Fig. 2.3, the structural boundary \( \partial \Omega \) is implicitly represented by the iso-surface of \( \phi \) as with the conventional level set-based approach. The material property is also extended using the ersatz material approach in which the Heaviside function \( H(\phi) \) is used as mentioned above.

While the standard level set method typically uses the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for updating the level set function during the optimization process, this method uses a different kind of time evolution equation, i.e., the reaction-diffusion equation, as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial t} = -K(D_TJ - \tau \nabla^2 \phi), \quad (2.13)
\]
where $K > 0$ is a coefficient of proportionality. The key idea of this method is that the level set function is evolved using the topological derivative $D_T J : D \to \mathbb{R}$ so that the objective functional $J$ is monotonically decreased. In addition, the second term in right side of Eq. (2.13) works to regularize the level set function so that it belongs to a smooth function space, i.e., $\phi \in H^1(D)$. The degree of regularization is controlled using the parameter $\tau > 0$ that is called the regularization coefficient and used for controlling the geometrical complexity of the optimal configuration. Otomori et al. [88] have recently provided the numerical code for the educational purpose.

In the following, a brief overview of the topological derivative is discussed. For a point $x_0 \in \Omega$ and a model hole $\omega \subset \mathbb{R}^d$, the translated and rescaled hole is defined as

$$\omega_\varepsilon = x_0 + \varepsilon \omega \quad \text{for } \forall \varepsilon.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.14)

The perforated domain is given by

$$\Omega_\varepsilon = \Omega \setminus \omega_\varepsilon.$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.15)

The topological derivative is defined as the difference of objective functionals $J(\Omega_\varepsilon)$ and $J(\Omega)$, as follows:

$$J(\Omega_\varepsilon) = J(\Omega) + \varepsilon^d D_T J(x_0) + o(\varepsilon^d),$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.16)

where $D_T J(x_0)$ is called the topological derivative at point $x_0$. The topological derivative is essentially different from the density gradient used in the density approach because the topological derivative considers the perturbed hole that has an exact boundary everywhere in the fixed design domain, whereas the density approach only considers the material density\(^4\).

The level set-based topology optimization method is based on the steepest descent method due to the use of time evolution equation defined in Eq. (2.13). Otomori et al. [87] applied the mathematical programing to this approach, instead of the use of time evolution equation for updating the level set function.

\(^4\) Since the density gradient does not include the information of topological change, the concept of density approach is originally related to that of sizing optimization where material densities at point $x_0$ are optimized, respectively.
2.3 Optimization methods

As mentioned earlier, the mathematical programming is used for updating the design variable in the density approach, while the standard level set-based approach is typically based on the steepest decent method due to the use of time evolution equation for evolving the level set function. Although the Optimality Criteria (OC) method is the one of popular method for topology optimization problems, this approach is limited to optimization problems in which the sign of design sensitivities are always identical. Thus, the OC method is mainly applied to the stiffness maximization problem that is often treated as a benchmark to confirm the validity of topology optimization methodologies.

In the case dealing with plus and minus sensitivities, it is suitable to utilize the sequential linear programming, or sequential convex programming. Recently, a lot of papers dealing with density approach employ the Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA)—a kind of sequential convex programming, due to its robustness and scalability in various topology optimization problems not only structural mechanics problems.

Here, we briefly discuss the basic concepts of each optimization method, where the design and state variables are respectively defined as $x = [x_1, \ldots, x_n]^T$ and $x \leftarrow u(x)$, an objective function and inequality constraint functions are respectively defined as $g_0, g_i : \mathbb{R}^n \times \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, and we now consider the following optimization problem.

$$
\begin{align*}
\min_x & \quad g_0(x, u) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad g_i(x, u) \leq 0, \quad i = 1, \ldots, l \\
& \quad x \in \mathcal{X} = \left\{ x \in \mathbb{R}^n \mid x_j^{\min} \leq x_j \leq x_j^{\max}, \quad j = 1, \ldots, n \right\},
\end{align*}
$$

(2.17)

where $x_j^{\min}$ and $x_j^{\max}$ represent the upper and lower limits of the design variable $x$, respectively.

To derive the optimality condition based on the Lagrange multiplier method, we introduce the Lagrangian $\mathcal{L} : \mathbb{R}^n \times \mathbb{R}^n \times \mathbb{R}^l \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, as follows:

$$
\mathcal{L}(x, u, \lambda) = g_0(x, u) + \sum_{i=1}^{l} \lambda_i g_i(x, u). 
$$

(2.18)
where $\lambda = [\lambda_1...\lambda_l]^T$ represents the Lagrange multiplier. The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions are given by

$$\frac{\partial L(x, u, \lambda)}{\partial x_j} \leq 0 \quad \text{if} \quad x_j = x_j^{\text{max}},$$

$$\frac{\partial L(x, u, \lambda)}{\partial x_j} = 0 \quad \text{if} \quad x_j^{\text{min}} < x_j < x_j^{\text{max}},$$

$$\frac{\partial L(x, u, \lambda)}{\partial x_j} \geq 0 \quad \text{if} \quad x_j = x_j^{\text{min}},$$

$$\lambda_i g_i(x, u) = 0,$$

$$g_i(x, u) \leq 0,$$

$$\lambda_i \geq 0,$$

$$x \in \mathcal{X},$$

for all $j = 1, \ldots, n$ and $i = 1, \ldots, l$.

### Optimality Criteria (OC) method

The OC method is a classical approach for topology optimization, in order to find an optimal solution that satisfies the KKT conditions. Bendsøe and Kikuchi [10] and Suzuki and Kikuchi [114] used a simple heuristics as follows:

$$x_i^{(k+1)} = x_i^{(k)} \left(A_i^{(k)}\right)^\eta,$$

with

$$A_i^{(k)} = \frac{\partial g_i}{\partial x_i^{(k)}} \frac{\partial x_i^{(k)}}{\partial A_i^{(k)}},$$

where superscript $(k)$ represents the number of iterations carried out during the optimization process, and $\eta$ is the parameter that is usually set to 0.75 so that $A_i^{(k)}$ monotonically converges to 1 in order to satisfy the KKT conditions. Here, only one constraint that is typically defined as the volume constraint in stiffness maximization problems is considered, but note that it is possible to extend this approach to multi-constraints problems.

Since this method can be easily implemented in an optimization algorithm, Sigmund [103], and Andreassen et al. [8] have provided numerical codes based on the density approach for the educational purpose.
Sequential Linear Programming (SLP)

In a SLP approximation of optimization problem defined as (2.17), the objective function and all constraint functions are linearized with respect to fixed design variable $x^0_i$, as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
\min_{\mathbf{x}} & \quad g_0(\mathbf{x}^0) + \frac{\partial g_0}{\partial x_i}|_{x_i = x^0_i} (x_i - x^0_i) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad g_i(\mathbf{x}^0) + \frac{\partial g_i}{\partial x_i}|_{x_i = x^0_i} (x_i - x^0_i) \leq 0, \quad i = 1, \ldots, l \\
& \quad \mathbf{x} \in \mathcal{X} \\
& \quad -l^0_j \leq x_j - x^0_j \leq u^0_j, \quad j = 1, \ldots, n.
\end{align*}
$$

(2.27)

Here, $l^0_j$ and $u^0_j$ are the so-called move limits that are used for restricting the feasible range of design variable in the vicinity of linearization point $\mathbf{x}^k$. The move limits are updated during the optimization process, according to some user-defined rule. Since the objective function and all constraints are affine functions with respect to $\mathbf{x}$, and they can be written on the form $\mathbf{a}^T \mathbf{x} + b$ where $\mathbf{a}$ and $b$ are constants, i.e., they are convex. Thus, the above optimization problem is a convex problem, which can be efficiently solved by using the Simplex algorithm.

It is well-known that numerical stability of convergence in an optimization algorithm based on the SLP is poor, unless the move limits are appropriately set. This approach is suitable for solving an optimization problem in which the objective function is close to a linear equation.

Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP)

The SQP approximation is based on the Taylor expansion up to a second order term of the objective function, as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
\min_{\mathbf{x}} & \quad g_0(\mathbf{x}^0) + \frac{\partial g_0}{\partial x_i}|_{x_i = x^0_i} (x_i - x^0_i) + \frac{1}{2}(x_i - x^0_i)^T \mathbf{H}(\mathbf{x}^0)(x_i - x^0_i) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad g_i(\mathbf{x}^0) + \frac{\partial g_i}{\partial x_i}|_{x_i = x^0_i} (x_i - x^0_i) \leq 0, \quad i = 1, \ldots, l \\
& \quad \mathbf{x} \in \mathcal{X},
\end{align*}
$$

(2.28)

where $\mathbf{H}(\mathbf{x}^0)$ represents the Hessian of $g_0(\mathbf{x}^0)$. Since the objective function is given as a convex function, the SQP is a convex problem. The advantage of SQP compared with the SLP is that the need of move limits can be avoided due to the introduction of $\mathbf{H}(\mathbf{x}^0)$ that is
Topology optimization typically derives as the first-order approximation of the Hessian of $g_0(x^0)$, instead of the use of the actual Hessian.

SNOPT, proposed by Gill et al. [36], is an extended approach of SQP, and is suitable to large-scale optimization problems with linear and nonlinear constraints.

**Sequential convex programming**

The sequential convex programming consists of a) the convex approximation of objective and constraints functions; b) the separation of optimization problem with respect to a single design variable; and c) the application of dual approach to solve the subproblem.

In this approach, the objective function $g_0(x)$ and constraint functions $g_i(x)$, $i = 1, \ldots, l$, are expanded using the Taylor expansion, as follows:

$$g_i(x) \approx g_i(x^0) + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{\partial g_i}{\partial x_j} \bigg|_{x_j=x_j^0} (y_j(x_j) - y_j(x_j^0)),$$

where the intervening variable $x_i \rightarrow y_i(x_i)$ is used for the convex approximation. In the Convex Linearization (CONLIN) developed by Fleury [34], $y_i(x_i)$ is defined as follows:

$$y_j(x_j) = \begin{cases} x_j & \text{if } \frac{\partial g_i}{\partial x_j} > 0 \\ \frac{1}{x_j} & \text{if } \frac{\partial g_i}{\partial x_j} \leq 0, \end{cases}$$

As a result, the approximation of $g_i$ at $x^0$ is given by

$$g_i(x) \approx g_i(x^0) + \sum_{j \in \Omega_+} \frac{\partial g_i}{\partial x_j} \bigg|_{x_j=x_j^0} (x_j - x_j^0) + \sum_{j \in \Omega_-} \frac{\partial g_i}{\partial x_j} \bigg|_{x_j=x_j^0} \frac{x_j^0(x_j-x_j^0)}{x_j},$$

where $\Omega_+ = \{ j : \frac{\partial g_i(x^k)}{\partial x_j} > 0 \}$ and $\Omega_- = \{ j : \frac{\partial g_i(x^k)}{\partial x_j} \leq 0 \}$. That is, one linearizes using the direct variables if the corresponding components of the gradient is positive, and using the reciprocal variables otherwise. This approximation turns out to be the most conservative approximation.

As an expanded approach of the CONLIN, the Method of Moving Asymptotes (MMA) was developed by Svanberg [115]. This method has the flexibility to improve the numerical stability of convergence by introducing additional parameters in the CONLIN. In the MMA,
the intervening variable $y_i(x_i)$ is defined as follows:

$$y_j(x_j) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{U_j - x_j} & \text{if } \frac{\partial g_j}{\partial x_j} > 0 \\
\frac{1}{x_j - L_j} & \text{if } \frac{\partial g_j}{\partial x_j} \leq 0,
\end{cases}$$

where $L_j$ and $U_j$ are called moving asymptotes that are changed during the iterations (this is the source of the name of the algorithm), and satisfy $L_j < x_j^k < U_j^k$, for iteration $k$.

The novel aspect of the sequential convex programming is the use of separable and convex approximations. The subproblem of the sequential convex programming is constructed based on sensitivity information at the current iteration point. At each iteration point, the subproblem is solved using for instance a dual method or an interior point algorithm, and the solution of subproblem is used as the next design variable. According to the previous studies, it seems that sequential convex programming is very efficient and suitable for topology optimization.

The advantage of sequential convex programming can be found in the monograph by Bendsøe and Sigmund [11] in which the various topics of topology optimization are described and it is indicated that MMA may be a bit slower than the OC method in simple structural mechanics problems such as stiffness maximization problem, but for more complicated problems involving several constraints MMA stands for excellent convergence properties.

### 2.4 Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis is an important element in the optimization procedure to obtain the design sensitivity, whose accuracy affects the quality of the optimal solution. Although there are various methods employed in sensitivity analysis, these methods can be roughly divided into two categories, i.e., the direct, and adjoint methods [23].

Let us consider the derivatives of an objective function $J : D \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ with respect to the design variable $\mathbf{x} \in \mathbb{R}^n$, in the case when $J(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{u})$ depends on a function $\mathbf{x} \rightarrow \mathbf{u}(\mathbf{x})$ that is the solution of a partial differential equation defined as $E(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{u}) = 0$. Thus, we here consider the
following minimization problem,

\[
\begin{align*}
\inf_x J(x, u) \\
\text{subject to } E(x, u) = 0 \\
x \in \mathbb{R}^n.
\end{align*}
\]

(2.33)

Although this optimization problem consists of an objective function with an equality constraint for simplifying the following explanation of each way of sensitivity analysis, an inequality constraint can be also imposed as with the equality constraint. Note that the relationship between the design variable and the state variable which depends on the design variable, \( u(x) \), is often seen as the typical situation in structural optimization problems.

### 2.4.1 Direct method

**Finite difference method**

The easiest method to obtain the design sensitivity is the finite difference method. For instance, the forward difference approximation of objective function \( J \) with respect to the design variable \( x \) is given by

\[
\frac{dJ}{dx} \approx \frac{J(x + \epsilon e, u(x + \epsilon e)) - J(x, u(x))}{\epsilon},
\]

(2.34)

where \( e \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is the unit vector, and \( \epsilon > 0 \) is a parameter for determining the perturbation of design variable. If \( -\epsilon \) is substituted in Eq. (2.34), the equation is then defined as the backward difference method. In addition, if the design variable is perturbed in both directions, the sensitivity is given by

\[
\frac{dJ}{dx} \approx \frac{J(x + \epsilon e, u(x + \epsilon e)) - J(x - \epsilon e, u(x - \epsilon e))}{2\epsilon},
\]

(2.35)

which is the so-called central difference method. Although these methods are numerically robust and easy to implement, there are well-known difficulties [79]:

- the choice of perturbation \( \epsilon \);
- the round-off error due to the subtraction of nearly equal terms;
- a computing cost proportional to the size of the state space times the design space.
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Complex variable method

To avoid the subtraction error in the finite difference method, we can use the complex variable method, which was first proposed by Lyness and Moler [71]. Like the finite difference method, this method is based on a Taylor series expansion of $J$ around the point $x$. But for a function of a complex variable, the gradient is easily accessible:

$$J(x + i\epsilon, u(x + i\epsilon)) = J(x, u(x)) + i\epsilon J' - \frac{\epsilon^2}{2} J'' - i\frac{\epsilon^3}{6} J''' + o(\epsilon^3).$$

(2.36)

This equation implies

$$\frac{dJ}{dx} \approx \frac{\Im(J(x + i\epsilon, u(x + i\epsilon)))}{\epsilon}.$$  

(2.37)

We note that there is no more subtraction and the choice of $\epsilon$ is less critical. The computing cost is, however, proportional to the size of the state and design spaces as with the finite difference method. In addition, this method requires a redefinition in the numerical code of all variable and functions from real to complex.

2.4.2 Adjoint method

In order to obtain analytical expressions for $dJ/dx$, the chain rule is first applied in the adjoint method [31], as follows:

$$\frac{dJ(x, u(x))}{dx} = \frac{\partial J(x, u(x))}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial J(x, u(x))}{\partial u} \frac{\partial u(x)}{\partial x}.$$  

(2.38)

where the partial derivatives, $\partial J(x, u(x))/\partial x$ and $\partial J(x, u(x))/\partial u$, are analytically obtained due to the definition of the objective function $J$, but $\partial u(x)/\partial x$ must be computed using for instance the finite difference method because the state variable $u$ given by solving the PDE, $E(x, u) = 0$, is implicitly dependent on the design variable $x$. Thus, the computing cost problem as with the finite difference method remains proportional to the number of design variable times to dimension of $u$.

To avoid the computing cost problem, the gradient of $E$ with respect to $x$ is introduced as follows:

$$\frac{dE(x, u(x))}{dx} = \frac{\partial E(x, u(x))}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial E(x, u(x))}{\partial u} \frac{\partial u(x)}{\partial x} = 0,$$

(2.39)
which is rewritten as
\[
\frac{\partial u(x)}{\partial x} = -\left(\frac{\partial E(x, u(x))}{\partial u}\right)^{-1} \frac{\partial E(x, u(x))}{\partial x}.
\]  
(2.40)

Insertion of this into Eq. (2.38) yields
\[
\frac{dJ(x, u(x))}{dx} = \frac{\partial J(x, u(x))}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial J(x, u(x))}{\partial u} \left(\frac{\partial E(x, u(x))}{\partial u}\right)^{-1} \frac{\partial E(x, u(x))}{\partial x}.
\]  
(2.41)

We then introduce a variable \( \hat{u}(x) \), the so-called adjoint variable, such that
\[
\left(\frac{\partial E(x, u(x))}{\partial u}\right)^T \hat{u}(x) = \frac{\partial J(x, u(x))}{\partial u},
\]  
(2.42)

which makes it possible to compute the gradient at a cost independent of the number of design variable, as only one solution of Eq. (2.42) is required:
\[
\frac{dJ(x, u(x))}{dx} = \frac{\partial J(x, u(x))}{\partial x} - \hat{u}^T(x) \frac{\partial E(x, u(x))}{\partial x}.
\]  
(2.43)

In structural optimization problems, Eq. (2.42) is solved for the objective function and each constraint function. We conclude that the adjoint method is to be preferred when there are fewer constraints than design variables, otherwise the direct method will be more efficient. Since a large number of design variables must be treated in general topology optimization problems, the adjoint method is the essential tool for efficiently solving optimization problems. In this thesis, the adjoint method is applied to topology optimization for fluid dynamics problems, in which a specific case of adjoint sensitivity analysis will be discussed in the later.

### 2.5 Topology optimization for fluid problems

#### 2.5.1 Background

As mentioned earlier, structural optimization is a methodology to obtain an optimal solution using a numerical model based on mathematical optimization theory. Since this methodology can obtain high performance structures using structural optimization techniques, it is very attractive, even in the field of fluid mechanics. In 1973, Pironneau pioneered a structural
optimization method for fluid dynamics problems [95, 96]. Considerable research has been carried out since then and a number of structural optimization methods applicable to fluid dynamics problems have been proposed [79, 56, 80, 121, 54, 122, 109, 137, 132]. However, since the above research was based on shape optimization, the feasible design modifications only consisted in the adjustment of the boundaries of selected parts to the fluid domain.

Based on topology optimization, Borrvall and Petersson [14] first proposed a topology optimization method for minimum power dissipation in a Stokes flow problem, where the material distribution in the fixed design domain is expressed as either the presence of fluid or an impermeable solid domain. Since the feasible design modifications pertain to adjustments of the material porosity in the fixed design domain, the no-slip boundary condition along the fluid-solid interface can be implicitly satisfied. In research based on this methodology, Aage et al. [1] proposed a topology optimization method for large-scale Stokes flow problems. Olesen et al. [84] proposed a topology optimization method using the steady-state NSE for incompressible fluids, and introduced a numerical implementation scheme using commercial software. Deng et al. [27], and Kreissl et al. [64], proposed a topology optimization method using the unsteady NSE for incompressible fluids. On the other hand, Kondoh et al. [60] obtained optimal body shapes in NS flows for drag minimization and lift maximization problems by introducing a new types of objective function. Furthermore, using Borrvall and Petersson’s methodology as a basis, considerable research has been carried out to develop engineering applications for fluidic devices [35, 7, 70, 68]. In addition, multiphysics topology optimization methods have been proposed to deal with fluid-structure [128], fluid-electric [37], fluid-thermal [89, 25, 75], and electro-fluid-thermal-compliant [129] problems.

All of the above-mentioned research encounters the problem of so-called grayscales, regions of intermediate density that are allowed to exist in the optimal configurations. In such cases, the no-slip boundary condition is incompletely satisfied, since a specific boundary along the solid-fluid interface does not exist in grayscale regions. Guest and Prévost [39] employed their nodal design variable method, a kind of penalization scheme, to eliminate grayscales in topology optimization for minimum power dissipation problems under Stokes flow.

Based on the level set-based approach, Challis and Guest [18] proposed a level set-based structural optimization method for minimum power dissipation problems under Stokes flow, and examined the same design problems as those treated in previous research using the density approach [14, 39]. Duan et al. [29], Zhou et al. [133], and Duan et al. [30] proposed
a level set-based structural optimization method for steady-state NS flow problems, and Deng et al. [28] extended it to unsteady NS flow optimization problems.

In structural optimization methods for fluid dynamics problems, reduction of flow field computational cost is a major factor when seeking to maintain practical total optimization times, since most numerical schemes for obtaining solutions to NSE for incompressible fluids include an iterative computation of a massive system of linear equations, which is related to the integration of the Poisson equation for the pressure field. That is, structural optimization methods for large-scale flow problems typically incur great computational cost to obtain optimal configurations. Similarly, since most previous research on structural optimization methods for fluid dynamics problems employ the FEM to obtain solutions of the incompressible NSE, the scale of feasible computational space has been very limited. Consequently, most numerical examples in previous research deal with two-dimensional cases, and those that do address three-dimensional cases have a relatively small number of finite elements. To deal with large-scale flow problems in structural optimization problems, these computational obstacles must be overcome.

As an alternative way for solving the flow field, the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has recently been an attractive scheme in the research field of computational fluid dynamics [76, 44, 20, 110]. Comparing the coding used in LBM and the conventional schemes based on the NSE, the simplicity of the LBM algorithm and its scalability for complex flow problems such as porous, miscible, and immiscible fluid flow problems, are advantageous. In addition, the LBM enables one to avoid the numerical treatment of iterative computation for the correction of fluid velocity and pressure in the incompressible viscous fluid flow. Topology optimization methods that use the LBM are therefore suitable for dealing with large-scale and complex flow optimization problems.

Pingen et al. [90] proposed a topology optimization using the LBM, and obtained optimal configurations similar to those using a conventional approach proposed by Borrvall and Petersson [14]. Based on this pioneering study using the LBM, Pingen et al. [94] and Kreissl et al. [66] proposed a level-set based structural optimization method using the LBM for a flow channel design problem. Pingen and Maute [93] dealt with non-Newtonian flows to represent the viscosity of blood in their design model of a flow channel. Kreissl et al. [65] proposed a topology optimization method for a fluid-structure interaction problem for micro-channel devices. In addition, Makhija et al. [74] proposed a topology optimization method using the LBM for a mixture efficiency maximization problem under multi-component flow.
In this thesis, the LBM is employed for solving fluid flow optimization problems, but the following in this chapter will introduce the basic formulation of the fluid flow topology optimization methods using the standard numerical scheme, e.g., the finite element method, for solving the NSE.

### 2.5.2 Topology optimization based on the Navier-Stokes formulation

We now discuss a brief summary of the fluid flow topology optimization that was first proposed by Borrvall and Petersson [14]. Although the original idea of the research focuses on Stokes flows, we extend it to NS flow optimization problems for formulating as general optimization problems of an incompressible viscous fluid. Let $\Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^d$ be filled with the fluid domain, and $D$ be the fixed design domain that is a bounded open set of $\mathbb{R}^d$ and contains all admissible shapes of $\Omega$. The fluid flow under the steady-state condition is governed by the continuity equation and NSE as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{u} &= 0 \\
\rho(\mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla)\mathbf{u} &= -\nabla p + \mu \nabla^2 \mathbf{u} + \rho \mathbf{g}
\end{align*}
\]  
\text{in } \Omega, \tag{2.44}
\]

where $\mathbf{u}(x)$, $p(x)$ and $\mathbf{g}(x)$ are the fluid velocity, pressure and a body force at the point $x$, respectively. $\rho$ and $\mu$ represents the fluid density and the viscosity of the fluid.

The key idea of fluid flow topology optimization is to consider the solid domain, $D \setminus \Omega$, as a porous medium governed by Darcy’s law, which has been derived from the NSE via homogenization, given by

\[
\mathbf{u} = -\frac{\kappa}{\mu} (\nabla p - \rho \mathbf{g}) \quad \text{in } D \setminus \Omega, \tag{2.45}
\]

where $\kappa$ is called the permeability. To discriminate the domains whether fluid or solid, the permeability is set so that $\kappa \ll 1$ in the solid domain. The NSE can be then formulated to represent the both fluid and solid domains, as follows:

\[
\chi \rho(\mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla)\mathbf{u} = -\nabla p + \left(\chi \mu \nabla^2 - (1 - \chi) \frac{\mu}{\kappa}\right) \mathbf{u} + \rho \mathbf{g} \quad \text{in } D, \tag{2.46}
\]

where $\chi(x)$ represents the characteristic function defined as $\chi = 1$ in the fluid domain $\Omega$, and $\chi = 0$ in the solid domain $D \setminus \Omega$. In fact, we can confirm that the NSE (2.44), and Darcy’s law defined as Eq. (2.45) are derived when $\chi = 1$, and $\chi = 0$, respectively. The schematic figure is
shown in Fig. 2.4, where the fixed design domain $D$ is fulfilled with the porous medium in which the structural boundary $\partial \Omega$ between the fluid domain $\Omega$ and the solid domain $D \setminus \Omega$ is implicitly represented using the characteristic function $\chi$. Here, let $(\Gamma_W \cup \Gamma_V) \subset \partial D$ denotes a Dirichlet boundary $\Gamma_D$, on which the velocity $\bar{u}$ is prescribed, and a Neumann boundary $\Gamma_N$ exists at $\Gamma_P \subset \partial D$ where a surface traction $\bar{t}$ is applied, i.e.,

$$u = \bar{u} \quad \text{on } \Gamma_D, \quad (2.47)$$

$$(-pI + \mu \nabla u) \cdot n = \bar{t} \quad \text{on } \Gamma_N, \quad (2.48)$$

where $I$ represents the identity matrix. We note that it is unnecessary to explicitly define a design-dependent boundary $\Gamma = \partial \Omega \subset (\Gamma_D \cup \Gamma_N)$ because the no-slip boundary condition, $u = 0$ on $\Gamma$, is automatically satisfied.

In practice, the characteristic function is replaced with a continuous function, used in the density approach. Thus, a set of admissible design, $X_{ad}$, is chosen as follows:

$$X_{ad} = \{ \gamma \in L^\infty(D) | 0 \leq \gamma \leq 1, \text{ a.e. in } D, |\Omega| \leq V, (\Gamma_D \cup \Gamma_N) \subset \partial D \}. \quad (2.49)$$

Additionally, Eqs. (2.46) is typically simplified as

$$\nabla \cdot u = 0$$

$$\rho(u \cdot \nabla)u = -\nabla p + \mu \nabla^2 u - \alpha(\gamma)u + \rho g \quad \text{in } D, \quad (2.50)$$
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Fig. 2.5 The interpolation function $\alpha(\gamma)$ plotted for $q = 0.01, 0.1, \text{ and } 1$.

where $\gamma \rightarrow \alpha(\gamma)$ denotes the inverse permeability$^5$, and is commonly defined using an interoperation function, as follows:

$$\alpha(\gamma) = \bar{\alpha} + (\alpha - \bar{\alpha})\gamma^\frac{1+q}{\gamma+q},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.51)

which is defined as a strictly convex function as shown in Fig. 2.5, with a penalty control parameter $q > 0$. The inverse permeability $\alpha(\gamma)$ is assumed to vary between zero and infinity, i.e., $\alpha = 0$ and $\alpha \rightarrow +\infty$.

The introduction of penalty term, $-\alpha(\gamma)\mathbf{u}$, is an unique treatment for implicitly representing the structural boundaries between the fluid and solid domains, whereas different domains are discriminated by expanding the material property, which composes both of the different material properties, in other physical problems such as structure, thermal, or electromagnetic problem.

Equations (2.50) can be transformed into a non-dimensional form using non-dimensional variables, whose definitions are shown in Appendix A, as follows:

$$\nabla^* \cdot \mathbf{u}^* = 0$$

$$(\mathbf{u}^* \cdot \nabla^*)\mathbf{u}^* = -\nabla^* p^* + \frac{1}{Re} \nabla^* \mathbf{u}^* - \alpha^*(\gamma)\mathbf{u}^* + \mathbf{g}^* \quad \text{in } D,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.52)

---

$^5$ This interpretation is widely used, but somewhat simplified due to the definition of $\alpha = \mu/\kappa$. 
where $\nabla^* = L \nabla$ represents the non-dimensional gradient operator, and $Re$ is the Reynolds number defined as

$$Re = \frac{\mu UL}{\rho}. \quad (2.53)$$

Here, $U$ and $L$ are the reference speed and length, respectively. It is well-known that the non-dimensional form is useful to treat the fluid governing equations in the numerical analysis, since only the Reynolds number is the parameter that determines fluid characteristics. For brevity, we will henceforth drop the asterisk of the non-dimensional variables.

In the fluid flow topology optimization, the total potential energy is widely used as a standard objective functional. Let $J^A : D \to \mathbb{R}$ denote the potential power of the viscous flow:

$$J^A(u; \gamma) = \int_D \frac{1}{2Re} \nabla u : \nabla u d\Omega - \int_D g \cdot u d\Omega. \quad (2.54)$$

Let us further define the power dissipation $J^B : D \to \mathbb{R} \cup \{+\infty\}$

$$J^B(u, \gamma) = \int_D \frac{1}{2} \alpha(\gamma) u \cdot u d\Omega. \quad (2.55)$$

Thus, the total potential energy $J$ is given by

$$J(u, \gamma) = J^A(u; \gamma) + J^B(u, \gamma). \quad (2.56)$$

Note that the requirement, $\alpha(\gamma) \to +\infty \Rightarrow u = 0$, is satisfied when $J^B(u, \gamma) < +\infty$.

Consequently, the total potential energy minimization problem in a steady-state incompressible viscous fluid is formulated as follows:

$$\begin{align*}
\inf_{\gamma} J(u, \gamma) \\
\text{s.t. } u \text{ and } p \text{ satisfy } (2.52) \\
\gamma \in X_{ad}.
\end{align*} \quad (2.57)$$

We note that minimization of the total potential energy corresponds to minimize drag or average pressure drop across the domain when the prescribed velocity is uniform and normal to the boundary [84, 68]. A derivation procedures of the design sensitivity in this optimization problem can be referred in [27, 26].
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2.5.3 Numerical implementation

For density-based approach
The optimization algorithm for Eq. (2.57) is structured as follows:

Step 1. The initial design is set in the fixed design domain.

Step 2. The governing equations are solved using the FEM.

Step 3. If the criteria of the objective functional and inequality constraint are satisfied, an optimal configuration is obtained and the optimization is finished, otherwise the adjoint equations are solved using the FEM and the procedure advances to Step 4.

Step 4. The design sensitivities are calculated using the current state and adjoint variables.

Step 5. The design variable is updated using MMA, after which the optimization procedure returns to Step 2 of the iterative loop.

For level set-based approach
We further construct an optimization algorithm for a thermal-fluid problem that will be introduced in the later Section. In this problem, the level set-based topology optimization [125] is applied. The algorithm is an iterative method based on the descent gradient method, and is structured as follows:

Step 1. The initial level set function is set in the fixed design domain.

Step 2. The governing equations are solved using the FEM.

Step 3. If the criteria of the objective functional and inequality constraint are satisfied, an optimal configuration is obtained and the optimization is finished, otherwise the adjoint equations are solved using the FEM and the procedure advances to Step 4.

Step 4. The design sensitivities are calculated using the current state and adjoint variables.

Step 5. The level set function is updated using the reaction-diusion equation that is solved using the FEM, after which the optimization procedure returns to Step 2 of the iterative loop.

In level set-based topology optimization, the design sensitivity is defined as the topological derivative that is used for the reaction term in the reaction-diusion equation. Although
several researchers [41, 6] revealed the topological derivative dealing with the NSE, it is hard to handle and limited to simple problems. This is because the topological derivative needs to deal with a fundamental solution of the state problem, in order to calculate a boundary integral of a perturbed small hole in the fixed design domain. To avoid this difficulty, we assume that the topological derivative can be approximated by the density gradient, which means that the boundary integral can be neglected due to its sufficiently small order compared with the other terms in the sensitivity. Note that this assumption is not always valid, but it seems that the boundary integral term is typically neglected in fluid problems because the no-slip boundary condition on the perturbed small hole is imposed.

**Convergence criterion for objective functional**

These procedures are iterated until the following criterion for the value of the objective functional is met:

\[
\left| J^N - J^{N-1} \right| < \epsilon_{opt},
\]

where superscript \( N \) represents the number of iterations carried out during the optimization process. The optimization procedures are iterated until the criterion \( \epsilon_{opt} > 0 \) will be sufficiently small \(^6\).

## 2.6 Application to a thermal-fluid problem

### 2.6.1 Governing equations

Here we discuss flow channel problems that deal with an incompressible thermal-fluid flow in a steady-state. The formulation of the governing equations must therefore take into account the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{u} &= 0 \\
(u \cdot \nabla)\mathbf{u} &= -\nabla p + \frac{1}{Re} \nabla^2 \mathbf{u} & \text{in } \Omega, \\
Pr Re (u \cdot \nabla)T &= \nabla^2 T
\end{align*}
\]

\(^6\) For detailed studies, the procedures should be stopped when necessary conditions of optimality, defined as the KKT conditions, are satisfied.
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where \( Pr \) is the non-dimensional parameter, the so-called Prandtl number:

\[
Pr = \frac{\mu c_p}{k_f},
\]

where \( c_p \) and \( k_f \) are the specific heat and the thermal conductivity of fluid, respectively.

As the general boundary conditions for \( T \), we consider the following Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions:

\[
T = \bar{T} \quad \text{on} \quad \Gamma_D, \quad (2.61)
\]

\[
\mathbf{n} \cdot \nabla T = 0 \quad \text{on} \quad \Gamma_N. \quad (2.62)
\]

### 2.6.2 Expansion of governing equations

To construct a topology optimization method for the thermal-fluid flow problems, the formulation of the governing equations must be expanded to the fixed design domain \( D \) from the fluid domain \( \Omega \subset D \). Based on the previous study [25, 75, 59], the governing equations in the coupled thermal-fluid problem are restated as

\[
\begin{align*}
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{u} &= 0 \\
(\mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla)\mathbf{u} &= -\nabla p + \frac{1}{Re} \nabla^2 \mathbf{u} - \alpha(\gamma)\mathbf{u} \\
Pr \ Re (\mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla)T &= \nabla^2 T + \beta(\gamma)(1 - T)
\end{align*}
\]

\text{in} \ D, \quad (2.63)

where \( \gamma \mapsto \beta(\gamma) \) represents the non-dimensional parameter called the heat generation coefficient:

\[
\beta(\gamma) = (1 - \gamma)\bar{\beta} \quad \text{with} \quad \bar{\beta} = \frac{hL^2}{k_s}, \quad (2.64)
\]

where \( k_s \) is the thermal conductivity of the solid, and \( h \) is a dimensional coefficient that controls the heat generation according to the temperature difference. The use of the design variable \( \gamma \) allows us to assume that heat generation only arises in the solid domain.

### 2.6.3 Heat exchange maximization problem

In this thesis, the formulation of the optimization problem for a cooling device (such as a liquid-cooled heat sink) aims to maximize cooling performance, which can be evaluated according to the heat transfer between the flow channel and the heated structure. However, the
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heat transfer is difficult to evaluate numerically during the optimization procedure, because its value may be different at each local point in the flow field. Therefore, to simplify the model used as the basis of our formulation, it is assumed that the heat transfer can be evaluated by considering the internal heat generation in the fixed design domain $D$. Note that the cooling performance can be qualitatively evaluated by the heat exchange defined according to this assumption and that, based on this assumption, previous research [75] has obtained appropriate solutions. However, since this assumption prevents representation of the actual heat transfer, it should be also noted that the present methodology must be developed based on heat transfer that is locally dependent on the flow field and evaluated quantitatively on the fluid-solid boundary.

Consequently, for the heat exchange maximization problem, the following objective functional $I : D \to \mathbb{R}$, defined as the heat generation in the fixed design domain $D$, is used:

$$I(T, \gamma) = \int_D \beta(\gamma)(1 - T) d\Omega,$$

which represents the non-dimensional internal heat generation in the fixed design domain $D$, and is assumed to represent the heat exchange between the fluid and solid domains.

Based on the above objective functional, an optimization problem that aims to derive an optimal channel configuration, which indicates the maximum heat exchange amount in the fixed domain $D$, is formulated. The boundary conditions for $p$ is considered as follows:

$$p = \Delta p \quad \text{on } \Gamma_{\text{in}},$$

$$p = 0 \quad \text{on } \Gamma_{\text{out}},$$

where $\Gamma_{\text{in}}$, and $\Gamma_{\text{out}}$ represent the inlet, and outlet boundaries, respectively.

In this optimization problem, since the prescribed velocity is not set on $\Gamma_{\text{in}}$, the characteristic velocity, which is generally defined using the mean value of a prescribed velocity at the inlet boundary, is not able to be defined in order to obtain the Reynolds number. Thus, the characteristic velocity is defined as follows:

$$U = \sqrt{\frac{\Delta \rho}{\rho}},$$

where $\Delta \rho$ represents the dimensional pressure difference between the pressures at the inlet and outlet. The characteristic velocity $U$ in Eq. (2.68) is used, to formulate the non-
dimensional governing equation in Eq. (2.63). Here, it must be noted that the Reynolds number based on Eq. (2.68) has different meaning of the traditional Reynolds number used as an index for checking whether the observed flow is laminar or turbulent. To clarify the difference, a non-dimensional parameter $\theta$ using $U$ in Eq. (2.68) is newly defined as follows:

$$
\theta = \frac{\rho U L}{\mu} = \frac{\rho L}{\mu} \sqrt{\frac{\Delta \bar{p}}{\rho}},
$$

(2.69)

which is not the traditional Reynolds number but is used for formulating the non-dimensional governing equations. As a result, the physical meaning of using identical values of $\theta$ is equivalent to using identical settings for the dimensional pressure difference $\Delta \bar{p}$.

On the other hand, the traditional Reynolds number could be used when formulating the optimization problem using the inlet boundary condition based on the prescribed velocity, but this would require an additional constraint to prevent the occurrence of an infinite pressure loss between the inlet and outlet. Dede [25], and Koga et al. [59] proposed an optimization method that avoids the use of an additional constraint by using an objective functional composed of two objective functionals, the heat exchange and the dissipation energy, but weighting coefficients are a priori parameters that must be set to appropriate values by trial and error. To avoid the above complex formulation and to simplify the optimization problem, the fixed pressure difference condition and non-dimensional parameter $\theta$ are used in the presented method.

Consequently, since the maximization problem can be formulated as a minimization problem by changing sign of the objective functional, the optimization problem for the coupled thermal-fluid problem is formulated as follows:

$$
\inf_{\gamma} \quad -I(T, \gamma)
$$

\begin{align*}
\text{s.t.} \quad & u, p \text{ and } T \text{ satisfy (2.63)} \\
& \gamma \in \mathcal{X}_{\text{ad}}.
\end{align*}

(2.70)

### 2.6.4 Numerical examples

Here, several numerical examples are provided to confirm the validity of the presented method. The level set-based topology optimization [125] is employed for obtaining optimal configurations that have clear boundaries.
The design requirements are shown in Fig. 2.6, where the inlet pressure and temperature are respectively set to $\Delta p = 1$ and $T = 0$ on the inlet boundary $\Gamma_{in}$. Since the design model is symmetrical, the fixed design domain $D$ is defined as the upper half of the model. The wall boundary conditions are defined as no-slip, i.e., $u = 0$, and adiabatic, i.e., $\nabla T \cdot n = 0$, and the outlet boundary condition is also defined as adiabatic.

In addition, the characteristic length is set to the inlet width $L$, and the characteristic velocity $U$ is set based on Eq. (2.68). As noted previously, Note that the non-dimensional parameter $\theta$ is used in order to formulate the non-dimensional governing equations, instead of the traditional Reynolds number. However, to appreciate the flow information of each optimal configuration, the Reynolds numbers in each optimization result are respectively calculated using the mean value of the magnitude of the inlet velocity, $\bar{U}_{in}$, which is the non-dimensional value, normalized by the characteristic velocity $U$ in Eq. (2.68), and obtained after the computation of flow field in each optimal configuration. That is, based on the definition of $\theta$ in Eq. (2.69), the Reynolds number, $Re$, can be derived from $Re = (\bar{U}_{in}/U)\theta = \bar{U}_{in}\theta$, where $\bar{U}_{in} (= U\bar{U}_{in})$ represents the dimensional mean value of the magnitude of the inlet velocity.

The parameters for the optimization problem are defined with $K = 1$, maximum fluid volume $V = 0.7$, transition width $w = 0.2$, and the time step for updating the level set function is set so that $\Delta \phi = 0.5$. In addition, the Prandtl number $Pr = 6.7$ (the standard value for water), and the initial level set function is set so that $\phi = 1$, which means that the initial configuration
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(a) $T_0 = 1$
(b) $T_0 = 100$
(c) $T_0 = 300$
(d) $T_0 = 500$

Fig. 2.7 $\theta$ dependency in heat exchange maximization problem (blue, solid domain; white, fluid domain). Reynolds numbers, $Re$, for each optimal configuration are (a) 1, (b) 70, (c) 170, and (d) 280.

(a) $T$ = 1
(b) $\theta$ = 100
(c) $\theta$ = 300
(d) $\theta$ = 500

Fig. 2.8 Temperature distribution ($T^* = T/T_{\text{max}}$ is the regularized temperature, where $T_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum temperature in each optimal configuration, (a) $T_{\text{max}} = 0.97$; (b) $T_{\text{max}} = 0.61$; (c) $T_{\text{max}} = 0.21$; (d) $T_{\text{max}} = 0.16$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\theta$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1 Value of objective functional with respect to each $\theta$

is filled with fluid. In this study, it is assumed that the heat generation coefficient $\beta$ and the Nusselt number have a comparable order of magnitude, due to their definitional similarity. Since the Nusselt number of water is estimated to range from $1 \sim 10$ in internal channel flow problems, the heat generation coefficient is set to $\beta = 10$ as an appropriate parameter value in all the numerical examples. In previous research [75], various optimal configurations obtained with values of $\beta = 10 \sim 100$ were compared, and it was revealed that the structural complexity of the optimal configurations increased as $\beta$ was increased. However, Note that
the dimensionless coefficient of heat generation cannot be set quantitatively to represent an actual thermal fluid.

The fixed design domain \( D \) is discretized using a structured mesh of unit length \( 1.6 \times 10^{-3} \), with quadrilateral quadratic elements for \( u \) and \( \bar{u} \), and quadrilateral linear elements for \( p, \bar{p}, T, \bar{T}, \) and \( \phi \).

**Dependency of optimal configurations on parameter \( \theta \)**

First, the dependency of the optimal configurations with respect to different value of \( \theta \) is demonstrated. The physical meaning of using identical values of \( \theta \) is equivalent to using identical settings for the dimensional pressure difference \( \Delta \bar{p} \). Thus, Note that the increase of \( \theta \) means the increase of pressure difference between inlet and outlet for transporting fluid flow in flow channels. For all numerical examples, the regularization parameter is set so that \( \tau = 2.0 \times 10^{-4} \).

The obtained optimal configurations and corresponding temperature distributions are respectively shown in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8. In addition, the Reynolds numbers, \( Re \), in each optimal configuration were (a) 1, (b) 70, (c) 170, and (d) 280, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2.7, the optimal configurations reveal an increasing number of thin and branched flow channels as the value of \( \theta \) is increased. Here, since a symmetrical boundary condition cannot be imposed in the asymmetrical flow regimes that are often observed in high Reynolds number flows, we must verify whether or not transient phenomena appear in the high \( \theta \) case examined here \((\theta = 500)\), when the symmetrical boundary condition is not imposed. Figure 2.9 shows the calculation results for transient flow with respect to non-dimensional time \( t = 0 \) to \( t = 30 \) for the optimal configuration shown in Fig. 2.7(d), and the velocity distributions based on velocity magnitude \( |u| \) are shown at various time steps. Since transient phenomena do not appear, the use of a symmetrical boundary condition and the assumption of a steady-state condition are valid in the proposed method.

The temperature distributions shown Fig. 2.8 illustrate the effect of the different \( \theta \) in these cases. It can be confirmed that in the low \( \theta \) cases, Fig. 2.8(a) and (b), the fluid temperature is higher toward the upper and lower wall boundaries, while for the high \( \theta \) cases, Fig. 2.8(c) and (d), the temperature gradient is minimal because the maximum temperature \( T_{\text{max}} \) is small. Thus, it appears that the cooling performance is best in the high \( \theta \) cases, since the minimal temperature distributions in the optimal configurations indicate a high degree of cooling performance as the fluid flows through the channel.
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Fig. 2.9 Results of transient flow field calculations to verify that a symmetrical boundary condition and the assumption of a steady-state flow condition are appropriate. The velocity distributions in the optimal configuration for $\theta = 500$ are shown at each time step. $V_{\text{max}}$ represents the maximum value of velocity magnitude $|u|$.

Fig. 2.10 Convergence history for objective functional $I$ when setting $\theta = 100$ in the heat exchange maximization problem.

Figure 2.10 shows the convergence history of the value of the objective functional when $\theta = 100$. Since the value of the objective functional is converged so that volume constraint is satisfied, it can be confirmed that a valid optimal configuration is obtained. In addition, as shown in Table 4.1, the final value of objective functional $I$ in Eq. (2.65) initially increases with increasing $\theta$, but for high $\theta$, e.g., $\theta = 300$, or 500, the values of the objective functional are almost the same. Note that, for this optimum design problem, $\theta = 300$ is sufficient, and
Fig. 2.11 Regularization parameter dependency in heat exchange maximization problem (blue, solid domain; white, fluid domain). Reynolds numbers, Re, for each optimal configuration are (a) 210, (b) 270, (c) 280, and (d) 800.

Fig. 2.12 Temperature distribution ($T^* = T/T_{\text{max}}$ is the regularized temperature, where $T_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum temperature in each optimal configuration, (a) $T_{\text{max}} = 0.16$; (b) $T_{\text{max}} = 0.19$; (c) $T_{\text{max}} = 0.19$; (d) $T_{\text{max}} = 0.62$).

Table 2.2 Value of objective functional with respect to each regularization parameter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\tau \times 10^{-4}$</th>
<th>12.0</th>
<th>8.0</th>
<th>2.0</th>
<th>0.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that higher $\theta$, which means higher pressure difference, do not provide better results from an engineering standpoint.

Dependency of optimal configuration geometric complexity on regularization parameter settings

Next, it is explored that how different settings of the regularization parameter $\tau$ affect the geometrical complexity of obtained optimal configurations. As noted previously, the geometric complexity of optimized structures can be adjusted by setting different values of parameter $\tau$. To confirm this behavior, the same fixed parameter values as for the previous case is used, is
set $\theta = 400$ that has qualitatively meaning of identical pressure difference condition, and is set different values of $\tau$ for four cases. The optimal configurations are shown in Fig. 2.11 and the corresponding thermal distributions are shown in Fig.2.12. In addition, the Reynolds numbers, $Re$, in each optimal configuration were (a) 210, (b) 270, (c) 280, and (d) 800, respectively.

The results shown in Fig. 2.11 allow us to confirm that optimal configurations with radically different geometric complexities can be obtained, depending on the set value of $\tau$, and that increasingly complex structures are obtained as $\tau$ is set to smaller values. These radically different configurations are obtained despite the use of identical $\theta$ and pressure difference. This is because the parameter $\theta$, which is based on the characteristic velocity $U$ defined in Eq. (2.68), is used. Since the inlet velocity is not prescribed, this velocity qualitatively depends on the geometric complexity of the channel configuration. For the optimal configurations shown in Fig. 2.11, the mean values of the magnitude of the inlet velocity were respectively obtained as (a) 0.528, (b) 0.675, (c) 0.689, and (d) 1.992.

The objective functional values for these cases are listed in Table 5.2 and, based on cooling performance, the highest-performing configuration is that shown in Fig. 2.11(a). The data indicate that parameter $\tau$ should be set to as small a value as possible in order to derive a high-performance configuration, but the configuration shown in Fig. 2.11(a) would be difficult to fabricate. The optimal configurations shown in Fig. 2.11(b) or (c) would be better choices from an engineering standpoint, since the structures are less complex and the performances are not significantly degraded.

2.7 Summary

This chapter presented general formulations of topology optimization and its basic procedures to obtain the optimal result. As popular approaches in the filed of topology optimization, the basic ideas of the density approach and the level set-based approach were briefly explained. The typical optimization methods for updating design variables were introduced, and the strategies for getting design sensitivities were discussed. In addition, the standard methodology of topology optimization for fluid flow problems, where the objective functional is defined as the total potential energy, was introduced. As an application of the fluid flow topology optimization method, a level set-based topology optimization method for thermal-fluid
flow problems was proposed. In this method, the maximization of heat exchange efficiency was aimed for the design of cooling device such as heat sink.
Chapter 3

Topology optimization using the lattice Boltzmann method

3.1 Introduction

In structural optimization methods for fluid dynamics problems, reduction of flow field computational cost is a major factor when seeking to maintain practical total optimization times, since most numerical schemes for obtaining solutions to Navier-Stokes equations (NSE) for incompressible fluids include an iterative computation of a massive system of linear equations, which is related to the integration of the Poisson equation for the pressure field. That is, structural optimization methods for large-scale flow problems typically incur great computational cost to obtain optimal configurations. Similarly, since most previous research on structural optimization methods for fluid dynamics problems employ the finite element method (FEM) to obtain solutions of the incompressible NSE, the scale of feasible computational space has been very limited. Consequently, most numerical examples in previous research deal with two-dimensional cases, and those that do address three-dimensional cases have a relatively small number of finite elements, such as the 47,151 elements used for the design of a flow channel in Aage et al. [1]. To deal with large-scale flow problems in structural optimization problems, these computational obstacles must be overcome.

On the other hand, the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) [76, 44, 43, 12, 20, 110, 2] has attracted attention as an alternative and promising numerical scheme for obtaining solutions to the NSE for incompressible fluids, without dealing with the Poisson equation
for the pressure field. In the LBM, the velocity distribution functions and a set of discrete fictitious particle velocities are explicitly computed, using the so-called lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE) that tracks the time evolution of the velocity distribution functions. The macroscopic variables such as the velocity and pressure are obtained by the moments of the velocity distribution functions, and satisfy the fluid dynamics conservation laws for mass, momentum, and energy. Considerable research has dealt with the construction of a mathematical theory that incorporates the above laws, such as the Chapman-Enskog expansion [20], the S-expansion of asymptotic theory [52, 50], and others [42, 55]. Because the LBM guarantees the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy, it can be applied to multiphase flows [101, 48, 131, 47] and the interface can be represented clearly, without any special treatments. Thus, with the LBM, the interface does not have to be explicitly tracked during the numerical computation. In addition, taking advantage of the fact that the algorithm is simple, computationally efficient, as well as highly scalable for parallel processing, many researchers have investigated complex and large-scale flows such as porous flows [111, 108, 40, 130] and turbulent flows [16, 45, 19, 67, 22], and an immersed boundary method based on the LBM [33, 102, 112, 113] has recently attracted attention in moving body problems.

The LBM is therefore extremely useful when working with complex and large-scale flow problems and can be successfully applied to structural optimization problems. In a pioneering study by Pingen et al. [90], a topology optimization methodology using the LBM was proposed and optimal configurations similar to those of a previous approach [14] proposed by Borrvall and Petersson using the FEM were obtained. Based on this pioneering study using the LBM, Pingen et al. [94] and Kreissl et al. [66] proposed a level-set based structural optimization method using the LBM for a flow channel design problem. Pingen and Maute [93] dealt with non-Newtonian flows to represent the viscosity of blood in their design model of a flow channel. Kreissl et al. [65] proposed a topology optimization method for a fluid-structure interaction problem for micro-channel devices. In addition, Makhija et al. [74] proposed a topology optimization method using the LBM for a mixture efficiency maximization problem under multi-component flow.

However, in the above-mentioned methodologies that employ the LBM, the design sensitivities cannot be treated precisely, since the LBE, which can be said to be an approximated equation, is used for the formulations of the optimization problems and the derivation of their adjoint equation. Furthermore, a large-scale asymmetric matrix must be dealt with
to obtain the design sensitivities in each iteration of the optimization process [91]. Thus, time-consuming numerical operations are required, and the advantages of the LBM, such as its algorithmic simplicity and computational efficiency, cannot be applied to the process of solving the adjoint equation.

To solve identification problems with the LBM, Tekitek et al. [117] proposed a methodology using the adjoint lattice Boltzmann equation (ALBE), and Krause et al. [62, 63] recently proposed the so-called adjoint lattice Boltzmann method (ALBM). The basic idea of these approaches is that both the state and adjoint fields are solved using the LBM, which can make use of highly efficient algorithms due to the similarity of the locality properties, and the design sensitivities can therefore be obtained without the use of matrix operations. Due to the different ways in which the adjoint sensitivity analysis is conducted, these approaches can be classified in two categories: 1) methods based on a discrete adjoint approach using the ALBE, in which the sensitivity analysis is conducted using discrete equations and the adjoint equation is therefore derived as a discrete equation, the so-called ALBE, and 2) the ALBM, which is based on a continuous adjoint approach in which the sensitivity analysis is conducted using the continuous Boltzmann equation with the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) approximation [13]. In the latter approach, the adjoint equation is therefore obtained as a continuous equation, whose formulation is similar to that of the Boltzmann equation, which is then discretized using the LBM. Krause et al. [62, 63] investigated the parallel performance of the ALBM and demonstrated that the ALBM is exceptionally useful for obtaining efficient parallel implementations, when compared with already well-established schemes.

In the research field of topology optimization, Liu et al. [69] recently applied the ALBE in a topology optimization method for a minimum power dissipation problem. Concerning an additional unique approach based on the LBM, Yonekura and Kanno [127] recently proposed a topology optimization method for a minimum power dissipation problem in which two computational steps, the gradient optimization algorithm and the lattice Boltzmann equation, are synchronized so that an optimal configuration is rapidly obtained.

In the ALBM [62, 63], the use of the continuous Boltzmann equation prevents the use of the high accuracy boundary conditions that are generally used in the LBM, since the LBM boundary conditions are formulated using discrete particle velocities. Liu et al. [69] recently asserted that most of the boundary conditions for the ALBE had to be defined a posteriori, due to the use of a discrete adjoint approach.
Although no-slip or periodic boundary conditions naturally influence the adjoint boundary conditions, their formulation is the same as those of the equations of the state problem, whereas other boundary conditions that are commonly used in fluid flow analysis, such as prescribed velocity or pressure boundary conditions (e.g., [136]), obviously require different formulations than those of the adjoint boundary conditions, due to the complex definition of these boundary conditions. Since various boundary conditions for the LBM [51, 72, 77] are provided, enabling analysis of diverse fluid flow problems, previous optimization methods employing the LBM must be expanded so that any desired boundary condition of the LBM can be treated in the optimization problem. In other words, the adjoint boundary conditions should be theoretically derived under the framework of sensitivity analysis based on the adjoint variable method.

To overcome the problem of how to incorporate the LBM boundary conditions in optimization problems, we propose a new sensitivity analysis based on the ALBM, in which we use the discrete velocity Boltzmann equation with the BGK approximation. Since the discrete velocity Boltzmann equation incorporates discrete particle velocities but continuous space and time, the various boundary conditions for the LBM can be easily introduced, and the adjoint equation can be analytically derived and discretized based on the strategy used in the ALBM [62, 63].

In this Chapter, we apply the proposed methodology to isothermal-fluid flow optimization problems in which prescribed flow velocity, and pressure are treated as representative boundary conditions in the LBM. Details of the sensitivity analysis dealing with these boundary conditions are provided to confirm the applicability of the proposed sensitivity analysis. Based on our new formulations, we construct a topology optimization method for the design of a flow channel in which the flow resistance minimization problem is formulated. In the following sections, the basic concept of the LBM is discussed first. Next, the topology optimization problem is formulated for the flow resistance minimization problem, and the procedures used in the sensitivity analysis based on the discrete velocity Boltzmann equation are described in detail. The numerical implementations and optimization algorithms are then explained and, finally, we introduce several numerical examples to confirm the utility of the proposed method.
3.2 Lattice Boltzmann method

3.2.1 Basic equation

We now discuss the concept of the LBM that will be applied here to an incompressible viscous fluid while considering the temperature field. The basic idea of the LBM is that the fluid regime is represented as an aggregation of fictitious particles, which makes it possible to obtain macroscopic variables such as the fluid velocity, pressure, and temperature, from the moments of the velocity distribution functions that express the distribution state of the particles. The concept of the LBM was originally constructed as a kinetic theory in which the distribution function is governed by the Boltzmann equation, and the LBM is a strategy for discretizing the Boltzmann equation in order to conduct a numerical simulation of macroscopic flow regimes. In kinetic theory, the velocity distribution function $f = f(x, t, \xi)$, in which $x$, $t$, and $\xi$ represent the position, time, and particle velocity, respectively, is governed by the following Boltzmann equation,

$$\frac{\partial f}{\partial t} + \xi \cdot \nabla f = Q(f), \quad (3.1)$$

where $Q$ is a collision operator that expresses the effect of collisions among the fictitious particles. For simplicity, and without losing generality, we use the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) collision model [13], as follows:

$$Q(f) = -\frac{1}{\tau_c} (f - f^{eq}), \quad (3.2)$$

where $\tau_c$ is the relaxation time that expresses the average time until the next collision, and $f^{eq}$ is a Maxwell distribution as a local equilibrium solution of the Boltzmann equation, as follows:

$$f^{eq} = \frac{\rho}{(2\pi RT)^{d/2}} \exp \left( -\frac{|\xi - u|^2}{2RT} \right), \quad (3.3)$$

where $d$, $R$, $\rho$, $u$, and $T$ represent the spacial dimension, gas constant, density, velocity, and temperature, respectively.

In the LBM, we consider a modeled fluid, which is composed of identical particles whose velocities are restricted to a finite set of $q$ vectors, $e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_q$, whereas the continuous particle velocity is used in the original Boltzmann equation. In the following, we briefly introduce the basic equations in the LBM, and use the non-dimensional variables defined in
Appendix A. If we use the BGK approximation [13] for collision terms, the behavior of the particles is described by the following discrete velocity Boltzmann equations:

\[ Sh \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial t} + \mathbf{c}_i \cdot \nabla f_i = -\frac{1}{\epsilon_f} (f_i - f_i^{eq}), \]  

(3.4)

where \( f_i \) is the velocity distribution function, \( f_i^{eq} \) is the local equilibrium distribution function given later, \( \epsilon_f \) is a dimensionless parameter of the same order as the Knudsen number, and \( Sh = U/c \) is the Strouhal number of \( O(\epsilon_f) \). Note that \( 1/\epsilon_f \) in Eq. (3.4) corresponds to the frequency of the collision between the particles. Also, it should be noted that the Strouhal number appears in Eq. (3.4) because we have two scales for a characteristic speed: one is a particle speed \( c \) which is of the order of sound speed, and the other is a flow speed \( U \) which is of \( O(1) \).

In the two-dimensional case, we employ the nine-velocity (D2Q9) model, which has the following velocity vectors:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 0 & -1 & 0 & 1 & -1 & 1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(3.5)

In the three-dimensional case, we employ the fifteen-velocity (D3Q15) model, which has the following velocity vectors:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 0 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 & -1 & 1 & 1 & -1 & -1 & 1
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & -1 & 1 & 1 & -1 & -1 & 1
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & -1 & -1 & -1 & -1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(3.6)

These velocity models are shown in Fig.3.1.

To formulate the LBE, the discrete velocity Boltzmann equation is discretized with respect to a position \( \mathbf{x} \) and time \( t \) using a lattice spacing \( \Delta x \) and a time step \( \Delta t \). Performing the same discretization as in [50], we obtain the following LBE for fluid flows:

\[ f_i(\mathbf{x} + \mathbf{c}_i \Delta x, t + \Delta t) = f_i(\mathbf{x}, t) - \frac{1}{\tau_f} (f_i(\mathbf{x}, t) - f_i^{eq}(\mathbf{x}, t)), \]

(3.7)
Fig. 3.1 Particle velocity vectors $\mathbf{c}_i$ of (a) D2Q9 model and (b) D3Q15 model.
where $\tau_f = \varepsilon_f / \Delta x$ is the dimensionless relaxation time and of $O(1)$, which is related to the viscosity of the fluid given below. Note that the time step $\Delta t$ is chosen so that the particles exactly travel the lattice spacing.

The discrete equilibrium distribution function $f_i^{eq}$ is given by

$$f_i^{eq} = E_i \rho \left( 1 + 3 c_i \cdot u + \frac{9}{2} (c_i \cdot u)^2 - \frac{3}{2} |u|^2 \right).$$

(3.8)

For the D2Q9 model, the weight $E_i$ is defined so that $E_1 = 4/9$, $E_2 = E_3 = E_4 = E_5 = 1/9$, $E_6 = E_7 = E_8 = E_9 = 1/36$, and for the D3Q15 model, the weight $E_i$ is defined so that $E_1 = 2/9$, $E_2 = E_3 = \cdots = E_7 = 1/9$, $E_8 = E_9 = \cdots = E_{15} = 1/72$. The density $\rho$, and the fluid velocity $\mathbf{u}$ are obtained from the following moments of the velocity distribution functions:

$$\rho = \sum_{i=1}^{q} f_i,$$

(3.9)

$$\mathbf{u} = \frac{1}{\rho} \sum_{i=1}^{q} c_i f_i.$$

(3.10)

In using the D2Q9 or D3Q15 models, the pressure $p$ is represented as follows:

$$p = \frac{\rho}{3}.$$

(3.11)

Applying the asymptotic theory [107] to Eq. (3.7), Inamuro et al. [52] verified that the macroscopic variables in Eqs. (3.9)–(3.11) satisfy the following macroscopic equations, with relative errors of $O((\Delta x)^2)$,

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{u} = 0,$$

(3.12)

$$Sh \frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial t} + (\mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla) \mathbf{u} = -\nabla p + v \nabla^2 \mathbf{u},$$

(3.13)

which represent the continuity equation (3.12), and the NSE (3.13), respectively. The kinematic viscosity $v$ is given by

$$v = \frac{1}{3} \left( \tau_f - \frac{1}{2} \right) \Delta x.$$

(3.14)

When an external body force $\mathbf{F}(\mathbf{x}, t)$ is applied, the evolution equation in Eq. (3.7) can be computed in a stepwise fashion as follows:
Step 1. $f_i$ is evolved without the body force, by the following equations:

$$f_i^*(x + c_i \Delta x, t + \Delta t) = f_i(x, t) - \frac{1}{\tau_f} \{f_i(x, t) - f_i^{eq}(x, t)\}, \quad (3.15)$$

Step 2. $f_i$ is corrected as follows:

$$f_i(x, t + \Delta t) = f_i^*(x, t + \Delta t) + 3\Delta x E_i c_i \cdot F(x, t + \Delta t). \quad (3.16)$$

### 3.2.2 Initial and boundary conditions

Since problems formulated with the LBM include initial and boundary conditions, values for these conditions must be provided, to enable computation of the time evolution of the velocity distribution function. In this study, it is assumed that the initial values of the particle distribution functions are those of the equilibrium distribution functions, given initial values of $\rho(x, 0)$, and $u(x, 0)$, as follows:

$$f_i(x, 0) = f_i^{eq}(\rho(x, 0), u(x, 0)), \quad (3.17)$$

where the initial values of the macroscopic variables are set so that $\rho(x, 0) = 1$, and $u(x, 0) = 0$ in this thesis.

On the other hand, the boundary conditions applied in the LBM are generally more complex than those in a conventional numerical scheme based on the NSE. Due to the characteristics of the particle propagations formulated in the lattice Boltzmann equations, the boundary values of the velocity distribution functions that satisfy $n \cdot c_i < 0$ (where $n$ is the outward normal vector) are unknown, and must be specified so that boundary conditions for the macroscopic flow, such as no-slip, or prescribed velocity or pressure boundary conditions, are adequately represented.

For instance, in Fig. 3.1(a), if the $x$-$y$ plane is defined so that $c_1 = (0, 0)^T$ is the origin of the coordinate axis and the fluid domain is defined such that $y > 0$, the velocity distribution functions $f_3$, $f_6$ and $f_7$ must be specified based on known values of $f_1$, $f_2$, $f_4$, $f_5$, $f_8$, and $f_9$. A no-slip boundary condition, which implies that $u = 0$ on wall boundary $\Gamma_W$, can be
represented using the following simple exchange of the unknown $f_i$ to the known $f_i$:

$$
\begin{align*}
  f_3 &= f_5 \\
  f_6 &= f_8 \\
  f_7 &= f_9
\end{align*}
$$
on $\Gamma_W$. \hspace{1cm} (3.18)

This is the so-called bounce back boundary condition \cite{110}, which is easy to implement in the LBM code and is often used to impose a no-slip boundary condition.

To treat the prescribed velocity boundary condition, Zhou and He \cite{136} proposed the following boundary conditions:

$$
\begin{align*}
  f_3 &= f_5 + \frac{2}{3} \rho v_0 \\
  f_6 &= f_8 + \frac{1}{6} \rho v_0 - \frac{1}{2} (f_2 - f_4) \\
  f_7 &= f_9 + \frac{1}{6} \rho v_0 + \frac{1}{2} (f_2 - f_4)
\end{align*}
on \Gamma_V, \text{ and } \rho = \frac{f_1 + f_2 + f_4 + 2(f_5 + f_8 + f_9)}{1 - v_0}, \hspace{1cm} (3.19)

$$

where $v_0$ represents the prescribed velocity in the $y$-direction on boundary $\Gamma_V$. Similarly, a prescribed density boundary condition, based on the pressure boundary condition arising from the relationship expressed in Eq. (4.9), can be introduced by using the following equations:

$$
\begin{align*}
  f_3 &= f_5 + \frac{3}{2} \rho_0 v \\
  f_6 &= f_8 + \frac{1}{6} \rho_0 v - \frac{1}{2} (f_2 - f_4) \\
  f_7 &= f_9 + \frac{1}{6} \rho_0 v + \frac{1}{2} (f_2 - f_4)
\end{align*}
on \Gamma_P, \text{ and } v = 1 - \frac{f_1 + f_2 + f_4 + 2(f_5 + f_8 + f_9)}{\rho_0}, \hspace{1cm} (3.20)

$$

where $\rho_0$ represents the prescribed density on boundary $\Gamma_P$. Similarly, each boundary condition can be applied to three-dimensional cases \cite{136}.

### 3.3 Formulation of a topology optimization problem

Here, we formulate the flow resistance minimization problem for the design of a flow channel that can efficiently transport fluid between an inlet and an outlet in an internal flow system. A schematic diagram of this problem is shown in Fig. 2.4, where the completely fluid domain $\Omega$ is defined such that $\gamma = 1$ in the design variable, and the completely solid domain $D \setminus \Omega$ is defined as $\gamma = 0$. The inlet boundary condition is set to the prescribed velocity, i.e., $\vec{u} = \vec{u}_{in}$ at $\Gamma_V$, and the outlet boundary condition is set to the prescribed pressure, i.e., $p = p_{out}$ at
3.3 Formulation of a topology optimization problem

Here, to represent both fluid and solid domains, we employ the typical way proposed by Borravall and Petersson [14], in which the fixed design domain is defined as a porous medium, based on Darcy’s law. Thus, we introduce the body force $F$, as follows:

$$F = -\alpha_y u,$$

(3.21)

where $\alpha_y$ is defined as

$$\alpha_y = \alpha_{\text{max}} + (\alpha_{\text{min}} - \alpha_{\text{max}}) \frac{\gamma(1 + q)}{\gamma + q},$$

(3.22)

where $q$ is a tuning parameter to control the convexity of $\alpha_y$, and we set this parameter to $q = 0.1$. Since the material distribution of fluid and solid domains is represented using the porous model, $\alpha_y$ is the so-called inverse permeability, as defined in Eq. (3.22). $\gamma = 0$ corresponds to a solid domain $D \setminus \Omega$ that is represented as having zero permeability, i.e., $\alpha_{\text{max}} \to \infty$, and $\gamma = 1$ corresponds to a fluid domain $\Omega$ that is represented as having infinite permeability, i.e., $\alpha_{\text{min}} = 0$. We note that a sufficiently large value must be chosen as $\alpha_{\text{max}}$ in the numerical computation, to model the no-slip boundary condition in the fixed design domain $D$.

Based on the above formulation, the fluid flow in $D$ is governed by the following problem concerning the initial and boundary values:

$$\begin{align*}
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{u} &= 0 \\
Sh \frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial t} + (\mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla) \mathbf{u} &= -\nabla p + \nu \nabla^2 \mathbf{u} + \alpha_y \mathbf{u} \\
\mathbf{u} &= \mathbf{0} \quad \text{on } \Gamma_W \\
\mathbf{u} &= \mathbf{u}_\text{in} \quad \text{on } \Gamma_V \\
p &= p_\text{out} \quad \text{on } \Gamma_p
\end{align*}$$

Governing equations in $D$

$$\begin{align*}
\mathbf{u}(x, 0) &= \mathbf{u}^\text{ini}(x) \\
p(x, 0) &= p^\text{ini}(x)
\end{align*}$$

Initial conditions, (3.23)

where $\mathbf{u}^\text{ini}(x)$ and $p^\text{ini}(x)$ represent the initial values of the fluid velocity and pressure, respectively.
As a result, the flow resistance minimization problem can be formulated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\inf_{\Gamma} & \quad J_1 = \int_I \int_{\Gamma_Y} p \, d\Gamma \, dt - \int_I \int_{\Gamma_Y} p \, d\Gamma \, dt \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad V = \int_D \gamma d\Omega - V_{\max} \int_D d\Omega \leq 0
\end{align*}
\]

where \( J_1 \) represents the objective functional corresponding to the pressure difference between the inlet and the outlet, and \( V \) represents the volume constraint, where \( V_{\max} \) is the volume ratio of fluid with respect to the volume of \( D \). \( I := [0, t_f] \) represents the observation time interval of the fluid flow, with the final time \( t_f \) that can be given as an arbitrary value. We note that the fluid velocity and pressure are calculated using the LBM in our study. That is, the initial-boundary value problem in Eq. (3.23) is solved using the LBM, whereas the FEM is typically used in previous studies dealing with the flow resistance minimization problem. We also note that the above optimization problem is formulated as a time-dependent problem, whereas in most previous studies, a steady-state condition is considered. This is because the LBM is used for computing the time-dependent fluid flow, so it is appropriate to formulate the optimization problem as a time-dependent problem. It should be noted that the above formulation can be used for solving not only time-dependent optimization problems, but also steady-state problems under sufficiently low Reynolds number conditions.

### 3.4 Sensitivity analysis based on the adjoint method

Based on the ALBM [62, 63], we now consider the strategy for deriving the design sensitivities for the optimization problems discussed in Section 3.3. The ALBM is based on the use of the LBM to compute the fluid flow in fluid optimization problems, and its key idea is that design sensitivities are derived using the adjoint variable method in which the Boltzmann equation is employed to formulate the Lagrangian. Based on the continuous adjoint approach, the adjoint equation is derived as an equation that closely resembles the Boltzmann equation, and is solved using the LBM. As a result, both the state and adjoint fields can be solved using the same efficient algorithm of the LBM, and the design sensitivities are obtained with a fully explicit calculation. The detailed formulation of the ALBM for fluid flow topology optimization problems is described in Appendix B.
3.4 Sensitivity analysis based on the adjoint method

Since boundary conditions when using the LBM are included in the equations for unknown velocity distribution functions, the ALBM, in which the Lagrangian is formulated using the Boltzmann equation, cannot be used because complex boundary conditions, such as the inlet and outlet boundary conditions in Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20), cannot be introduced. This means that boundary conditions for the adjoint equation, corresponding to the complex boundary conditions, cannot be imposed. Although simple inlet and outlet boundary conditions, such as $f = f^{eq}$ at the inlet and outlet, can be used, these are rarely used in research dealing with the LBM due to the poor accuracy of the solutions of the NSE.

To overcome this restriction, in the method proposed here, we formulate the optimization problem using the discrete velocity Boltzmann equation in Eq. (3.4) that includes the position $x$, time $t$, and discrete particle velocities $c_i$. Since the discrete velocity Boltzmann equation is only discretized with respect to the particle velocities, the various boundary conditions required in the LBM can be easily introduced and the adjoint equation can be systematically derived and discretized based on the strategy used in the ALBM.

The design sensitivity we consider in this paper is the gradient of the objective functional, $J_1$, with respect to the design variable $\gamma$. The design sensitivity is defined as the Gâteaux derivative, $\langle J'_1, \delta \gamma \rangle$, given by

$$
\langle J'_1, \delta \gamma \rangle = \left. \frac{d}{d\rho} J_1(\gamma + \rho \delta \gamma) \right|_{\rho=0},
$$

where $\rho$ represents a smooth function, and $\delta \gamma$ is an arbitrary function.

To clarify the difference between a conventional approach and the newly proposed method, the method proposed by Pingen et al. [90, 92] is briefly introduced for the formulation of the design sensitivities in an optimization problem using the LBE. We then discuss the approach in which the optimization problem is formulated using the discrete velocity Boltzmann equation.

### 3.4.1 Use of the steady-state lattice Boltzmann equation

In previous research by Pingen et al. [90, 92], the optimization problem was formulated under a steady-state flow condition. Since the standard LBM is an explicit time evolution scheme for computing time-dependent flows, the flow needs to be advanced in time until convergence to a steady-state condition is satisfied. Thus, the LBE for steady-state flow can
be represented as follows:

\[ R(f, p) = M(f, p) - f = 0, \]  

where \( R \) represents the residual vector, and \( f \) and \( p \) represent the vectors of the velocity distribution functions and design variables, respectively. The operator \( M \) performs one collision and one propagation step according to the LBE in Eq. (3.7). Here, the collision and propagation steps respectively represent collision operator \( C \) and propagation operator \( P \), and we define \( M = P(C) : f_t \rightarrow f_{t+1} \), where index \( t \) represents the time step of the LBE.

Objective function \( F = F(f, p) \) is now introduced in the optimization problem, and the design sensitivities that are the derivative of objective function \( F \) with respect to design variables \( p \) can be described as follows:

\[ \frac{dF}{dp} = \frac{\partial F}{\partial p} + \frac{\partial F^T}{\partial f} \frac{df}{dp}, \]

where \( f \) is the velocity distribution function at the steady-state governed by the steady-state LBE in Eq. (3.26). Due to the large number of design variables, it would be computationally extravagant to compute the design sensitivities using the direct method by computing \( df/dp \) for every design variable. In this case, the gradients of \( F \) can be efficiently computed using the adjoint variable method.

First, we differentiate the residual \( R \) in Eq. (3.26) with respect to the design variables \( p \),

\[ \frac{\partial R}{\partial p} + \frac{\partial R}{\partial f} \frac{df}{dp} = 0. \]

Thus, the gradients of \( f \) are given by,

\[ \frac{df}{dp} = -\frac{\partial R}{\partial f} \frac{1}{\partial f} \frac{dp}{dp}. \]

Substituting Eq. (3.29) into (3.27), the sensitivity formulation based on the adjoint variable method is obtained as follows:

\[ J^T a = \frac{\partial F}{\partial f}, \]

\[ \frac{dF}{dp} = \frac{\partial F}{\partial p} - a^T \frac{dR}{dp}, \]

where \( J = \partial R/\partial f \) is the Jacobian, and \( a \) represents the adjoint variables.
Based on the above sensitivity formulations, we can obtain the design sensitivities without computing \( \frac{d \mathcal{F}}{d \mathbf{p}} \) that incurs massive computational costs. However, in the above sensitivity formulations, the design sensitivities cannot be treated precisely, since the LBE, a so-called approximated equation, is used for the formulation of the optimization problems, and the derivation of their adjoint equation. Furthermore, even for the D2Q9 model, the Jacobian \( \mathbf{J} \) is a sparse asymmetric square matrix of size \((N \times 9)^2\) where \( N \) is the number of lattice nodes. That is, time-consuming numerical operations are required to compute the Jacobian \( \mathbf{J} \), and the advantages of the LBM, such as its algorithmic simplicity and computational efficiency, cannot be exploited in the adjoint equation.

### 3.4.2 Adjoint lattice Boltzmann method

We now discuss the sensitivity analysis for the flow resistance minimization problem. To conduct the sensitivity analysis based on the ALBM incorporating the discrete velocity Boltzmann equation, the adjoint variable, \( \tilde{f}_i = \hat{f}_i(x,t) \), is introduced, and the expanded objective functional, \( \tilde{J}_1 \), is defined as follows:

\[
\tilde{J}_1 = J_1 + R_1, \tag{3.32}
\]

where \( R_1 \) is defined as

\[
R_1 = \int_I \int_D \sum_{i=1}^{9} \tilde{f}_i \left\{ Sh \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial t} + \mathbf{c}_i \cdot \nabla f_i + \frac{1}{\varepsilon_f} (f_i - f_{i^{eq}}) + 3\alpha_i E_i \mathbf{e}_i \cdot \mathbf{u} \right\} d\Omega dt. \tag{3.33}
\]

To introduce the initial and boundary conditions, Eq. (3.33) is rewritten as

\[
R_1 = \int_D \sum_{i=1}^{9} \left[ Sh f_i \tilde{f}_i \right]_{t_0}^{t_1} d\Omega + \int_I \int_D \sum_{i=1}^{9} (\mathbf{c}_i \cdot \mathbf{n}) f_i \tilde{f}_i d\Gamma dt + \int_I \int_D \sum_{i=1}^{9} f_i \left\{ -Sh \frac{\partial \tilde{f}_i}{\partial t} - \mathbf{c}_i \cdot \nabla \tilde{f}_i + \frac{1}{\varepsilon_f} (\tilde{f}_i - \tilde{f}_{i^{eq}}) + 3\alpha_i E_i \mathbf{e}_i \cdot \mathbf{m} \right\} d\Omega dt, \tag{3.34}
\]
where $\tilde{m} = \sum_{i=1}^{9} E_i \mathbf{c}_i \tilde{f}_i$. The Gâteaux derivative of $\tilde{J}_1$ with respect to $\gamma$ can be derived as

$$\langle J'_1, \delta \gamma \rangle = \int_{\Gamma} \int_{V} \frac{1}{3} \delta f_i d\Gamma dt - \int_{\Gamma} \int_{P} \frac{1}{3} \delta f_i d\Gamma dt$$

$$+ \int_{D} \int_{1}^{9} Sh \delta f_i(t_1) \tilde{f}_i(t_1) d\Omega + \int_{I} \int_{1}^{9} (\mathbf{c}_i \cdot \mathbf{n}) \delta f_i \tilde{f}_i d\Gamma dt$$

$$+ \int_{I} \int_{D} \frac{1}{9} \delta f_i \left\{ -Sh \frac{\partial \tilde{f}_i}{\partial t} - \mathbf{c}_i \cdot \nabla \tilde{f}_i + \frac{1}{\varepsilon_f} (\tilde{f}_i - \tilde{f}_{eq}) + 3\alpha_e E_i \mathbf{c}_i \cdot \tilde{m} \right\} d\Omega dt$$

$$+ \int_{I} \int_{D} (3\alpha_e \mathbf{u} \cdot \tilde{m}) \delta \gamma d\Omega dt,$$

(3.35)

where $\delta f_i = (\partial f_i/\partial \gamma) \delta \gamma$, and $\tilde{f}_{eq}$ is defined as

$$\tilde{f}_{eq} = \tilde{\rho} + 3(\mathbf{c}_i - \mathbf{u}) \cdot \mathbf{j},$$

(3.36)

where $\tilde{\rho}$, and $\mathbf{j}$ are defined as follows [120]:

$$\tilde{\rho} = \sum_{j=1}^{9} E_j \tilde{f}_j \left( 1 + 3 \mathbf{c}_j \cdot \mathbf{u} + \frac{9}{2} \mathcal{H}_j^{(2)} : (\mathbf{u} \otimes \mathbf{u}) \right),$$

(3.37)

$$\tilde{j} = \sum_{j=1}^{9} E_j \tilde{f}_j \left( \mathbf{c}_j + 3 \mathcal{H}_j^{(2)} \mathbf{u} \right),$$

(3.38)

where $\mathcal{H}_j^{(2)}$ represents the second Hermite polynomial in the discrete case, $\mathcal{H}_j^{(2)} = \mathbf{c}_j \otimes \mathbf{c}_j - 3\delta$, with the Kronecker delta, $\delta$. From the fifth term of the right-hand side in Eq. (3.35), the adjoint equation can be immediately derived as

$$-Sh \frac{\partial \tilde{f}_i}{\partial t} - \mathbf{c}_i \cdot \nabla \tilde{f}_i = -\frac{1}{\varepsilon_f} (\tilde{f}_i - \tilde{f}_{eq}) - 3\alpha_e E_i \mathbf{c}_i \cdot \tilde{m}.$$  

(3.39)

In addition, the initial conditions can be obtained using the third term of the right-hand side in Eq. (3.35), as follows:

$$\tilde{f}_i(t_1) = 0.$$  

(3.40)

Next, the boundary conditions for the adjoint equation are derived using the first, second, and fourth terms in Eq. (3.35) for boundaries $\Gamma_w$, $\Gamma_v$, and $\Gamma_p$. The key point guiding the derivations of the boundary conditions is the handling of $\delta f^b_i$ in the fourth term of the right-
hand side in Eq. (3.35), which represents the velocity distribution functions in the discrete particle velocity space at each boundaries, whereas the ALBM [63] deals with continuous particle velocity space. The use of discrete particle velocities enables systematic derivations of each adjoint boundary condition as shown in Appendix C, where the deriving the adjoint boundary conditions are described in detail. As a result, the adjoint boundary conditions are obtained as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{f}_5 &= \tilde{f}_3 \\
\tilde{f}_8 &= \tilde{f}_6 \\
\tilde{f}_9 &= \tilde{f}_7
\end{align*}
\]

on \( \Gamma_W \). (3.41)

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{f}_5 &= -\frac{2}{3(1-v_0)} + \tilde{f}_3 + \frac{v_0}{3(1-v_0)} \{ 4\tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_6 + \tilde{f}_7 \} \\
\tilde{f}_8 &= -\frac{2}{3(1-v_0)} + \tilde{f}_6 + \frac{v_0}{3(1-v_0)} \{ 4\tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_6 + \tilde{f}_7 \} \\
\tilde{f}_9 &= -\frac{2}{3(1-v_0)} + \tilde{f}_7 + \frac{v_0}{3(1-v_0)} \{ 4\tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_6 + \tilde{f}_7 \}
\end{align*}
\]

on \( \Gamma_V \). (3.42)

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{f}_5 &= \tilde{f}_3 - \frac{1}{3} \{ 4\tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_6 + \tilde{f}_7 \} \\
\tilde{f}_8 &= \tilde{f}_6 - \frac{1}{3} \{ 4\tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_6 + \tilde{f}_7 \} \\
\tilde{f}_9 &= \tilde{f}_7 - \frac{1}{3} \{ 4\tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_6 + \tilde{f}_7 \}
\end{align*}
\]

on \( \Gamma_P \). (3.43)

Consequently, the design sensitivity of this optimization problem is obtained from Eq. (3.35), as follows:

\[
\langle J'_1, \delta \gamma \rangle = \int_I \int_D \left[ 3\alpha' \mathbf{u} \cdot \mathbf{m} \right] \delta \gamma d\Omega dt,
\]

with

\[
\alpha' = (\alpha_{\text{min}} - \alpha_{\text{max}}) \left( 1 - \frac{\gamma}{\gamma + q} \right) \left( \frac{1 + q}{\gamma + q} \right)
\]

where \( J'_1 = \int_I \int_D 3\alpha' \mathbf{u} \cdot \mathbf{m} dt \), which is used for the gradient algorithm when updating the design variables so that the value of the objective functional is decreased during the optimization process.

### 3.5 Numerical implementation

#### 3.5.1 Optimization algorithm

The optimization algorithm of the proposed method is now described.
Step 1. The initial design variable is set in the fixed design domain $D$.

Step 2. The lattice Boltzmann equations for the flow resistance minimization problem is calculated until a steady-state condition is satisfied.

Step 3. If the criteria of the objective functional and inequality constraint are satisfied, an optimal configuration is obtained and the optimization is finished, otherwise the adjoint equation is calculated and the procedure advances to Step 4.

Step 4. The design sensitivity $\bar{J}_1$ is calculated using the current state and adjoint variables.

Step 5. The design variable is updated using the MMA, after which the optimization procedure returns to Step 2 of the iterative loop.

These procedures are iterated until the following criterion for the value of the objective functional is met:

$$\left| \frac{J_1^N - J_1^{N-1}}{J_1^N} \right| < \epsilon_{\text{opt}},$$

where superscript $N$ represents the number of iterations carried out during the optimization process. The value of this criterion is set so that $\epsilon_{\text{opt}} = 1.0 \times 10^{-4}$. In addition, the following criteria is used for judging the steady-state condition:

$$\left\| \frac{\mathbf{u}^N - \mathbf{u}^{N-1}}{\mathbf{u}^N} \right\|_{L^2(D)} < \epsilon_u,$$

where $\epsilon_u$ represents the judgment criteria for the steady-state condition of fluid velocity. The value of this criterion is set so that $\epsilon_u = 1.0 \times 10^{-4}$. Note that the criterion represented in Eq. (3.47) must be satisfied to obtain an optimal configuration in the flow resistance minimization problem.

Since the state variables must be recorded for all time steps when the LBE is used to solve the adjoint problem that includes state variables, memory requirements will be prohibitive in many practical engineering problems if data for all time steps are preserved. Fortunately, in steady-state problems, each converged state and adjoint value at each optimization step $N$ can be used as an initial value when calculating the time evolution equations in next optimization step, $N + 1$. Since the state and adjoint equations are formulated as an explicit scheme, the calculations at each optimization step rapidly converge except for the first optimization step. Although the use of this numerical technique is only allowed in steady-state problems, the characteristics of the explicit scheme are highly advantageous and enable an optimal
configuration to be obtained quickly [69]. Similarly, the design sensitivities are calculated using only each converged value of the state and adjoint variables, whereas the time integral is contained in the original definition of the sensitivity in Eq. (3.44).

In addition, note that employing a filtering technique to preserve the smoothness of the design variables or design sensitivities during the optimization process is unnecessary here. This is because none of the design sensitivities given by Eq. (3.44) contain a derivative in its integrand. A filtering technique, e.g., [38] can, of course, be used to avoid the dependency of optimal configurations with respect to the mesh discretization of the design domain. However, it should be noted that such numerical treatment often causes difficulty in setting certain parameters.

### 3.5.2 Adjoint lattice Boltzmann equation

Due to the similarity between the configuration of the discrete Boltzmann equation and that of the adjoint equations represented in the previous Section, which is a consequence of the discretization strategy used in the LBM, the adjoint equation can also be discretized as simple time evolution equation, in the form of the so-called adjoint lattice Boltzmann equation (ALBE). That is, the adjoint problem based on the LBM in the flow resistance minimization problem can be formulated as follows:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\tilde{f}_i^*(x - c_i \Delta x, t - \Delta t) &= \tilde{f}_i(x, t) - \frac{1}{\tau_f} (\tilde{f}_i(x, t) - \tilde{f}_i^{eq}(x, t)) \\
\tilde{f}_i(x, t - \Delta t) &= \tilde{f}_i^*(x, t - \Delta t) - 3 \Delta x \alpha_y(x) E_i c_i \cdot \hat{m}(x, t - \Delta t) \\
\tilde{f}_i(x, t_i) &= 0 \quad \text{(Initial condition)} \\
\tilde{f}_i(x, t) &= \tilde{f}_i^b(x, t) \quad \text{(Boundary condition)},
\end{aligned}
\]

where

\[
\tilde{f}_i^{b} = \begin{cases} 
\tilde{f}_{3,6,7} & \text{on } \Gamma_W \\
\tilde{f}_{3,6,7} - \frac{2}{\nu_{1-\nu_0}} \tilde{f}_{3,6,7}^{v_0} + \frac{\nu_0}{\nu_{1-\nu_0}} (4 \tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_6 + \tilde{f}_7) & \text{on } \Gamma_V \\
\tilde{f}_{3,6,7} - \frac{1}{2} (4 \tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_6 + \tilde{f}_7) & \text{on } \Gamma_P,
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \tilde{f}_i^{b} \) represents the boundary values based on Eqs. (3.41), (3.42), and (3.43) that express the boundary conditions for \( \tilde{f}_i \) at \( y = 0 \) in Fig. 3.1(b), in which the analysis domain is located in \( y \geq 0 \) and the unknown values are \( \tilde{f}_5, \tilde{f}_8, \) and \( \tilde{f}_9 \). Note that the unknown values of
the adjoint problem at the $y = 0$ boundary are different from those of the state problem, in which the unknown values are $f_3$, $f_6$, and $f_7$. The unknown state values are in diametrically opposite locations with respect to those of the adjoint variables. For the other boundaries, e.g., the boundary at which $x = 0$ and the analysis domain is located in $x \geq 0$ in Fig. 3.1(a), the unknown values of the state variables are $f_2$, $f_6$, and $f_9$, and correspond to the unknown values of the adjoint variables $f_4$, $f_8$, and $f_7$, respectively. It should be noted that the boundary conditions for the adjoint equations at each boundary must be individually derived. We also note that the above discretized adjoint equation allows us to avoid having to deal with matrix operations when obtaining design sensitivities during the optimization process.

### 3.6 Numerical examples

In this Section, two- and three-dimensional numerical examples are provided. All numerical examples use the same parameters of MMA, and the initial design variable is set $\gamma = 1$ so that the fixed design domain $D$ is filled with fluid. Since all numerical examples are treated as internal channel flow problems, the wall boundary of $\partial D$ is set to a no-slip boundary condition by using the bounce back boundary condition. The inlet boundary is set as a prescribed velocity boundary based on Eq. (3.19), and the outlet boundary is set as a prescribed pressure boundary based on Eq. (3.20).

In addition, the Reynolds number $Re$ is given by

$$Re = \frac{LU}{\nu}. \quad (3.50)$$

In this research, the non-dimensional values of reference length $L$ and reference speed $U$, are set as the inlet width and mean value of the inlet speed, respectively.

#### 3.6.1 Validation of adjoint sensitivity

To confirm the validity of the proposed method, the design sensitivities computed using the proposed sensitivity analysis were compared with the outcome of finite differences, as shown in Fig. 3.2. The evaluation nodes illustrated in this figure were selected in the design domain, in which a cylinder with a radius of $15\Delta x$ was placed at the center of the design domain, to magnify the variation of the sensitivities. The design variables were set so that $\gamma = 0.1$ for the cylinder and $\gamma = 0.9$ elsewhere.
Fig. 3.2 Analysis domain for the validation of design sensitivity. The analysis domain was discretized using a $100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x$ grid, where a circle whose radius is set to $30\Delta x$ is put at the center of the domain. The design variables in the fluid and solid domains were set as $\gamma = 0.9$ and $0.1$, respectively. The finite difference sensitivities were evaluated at the “evaluation nodes” that are composed of 25 nodes between $(x, y) = (50\Delta x, 25\Delta x)$ and $(x, y) = (50\Delta x, 50\Delta x)$.

To confirm the relationship between the state and adjoint fields, Fig. 3.3 shows the state field, the adjoint field, and the design sensitivity in the flow resistance minimization problem. To adapt previous research that discusses the adjoint field in fluid problems (e.g. [56]), the expanded objective functional is reformulated as $\bar{J}_1 = J_1 - R_1$. As shown in Fig. 3.3, it can be confirmed that the adjoint variable $\tilde{m}$ is the inverse vector of the fluid velocity. Note that this characteristic is also observed in the adjoint field dealing with NSE. The adjoint sensitivity $J'_1$ that is defined using $u$ and $\tilde{m}$ were obtained as shown in Fig. 3.3(c), in which it is indicated that the objective functional is decreased by removing the vicinity of structural boundary.

Let confirm the validity of the above adjoint sensitivity by using the finite difference approximation. The finite difference, $J'_{FD1}$, is defined using the central difference scheme, as follows:

$$J'_{FD1} = \frac{J_1(\gamma + \epsilon) - J_1(\gamma - \epsilon)}{2\epsilon}, \quad (3.51)$$
where $\epsilon$ is an small positive value. We can validate the adjoint model if and only if the adjoint sensitivity in Eq. (3.44) and finite difference sensitivity in Eq. (3.51) are equal.

Figure 3.4 illustrates that the proposed method computes sensitivities which are in agreement with the finite differences except the case of $\epsilon = 1.0 \times 10^{-6}$. The evaluation index is introduced for the relative error of the finite difference sensitivity with respect to the adjoint sensitivity, as follows:

$$E_{L^2}(x) = \left( \frac{J'_1(x)}{\max(J'_1(x))} - \frac{J'_{FD1}(x)}{\max(J'_{FD1}(x))} \right)^2,$$

(3.52)

where both sensitivities are normalized using each maximum value. As shown in Fig. 3.5, the relative error $E_{L^2}(x)$ was approximately obtained as $10^{-7} \sim 10^{-2}$, whereas the numerical instability was observed when setting $\epsilon = 1.0 \times 10^{-6}$ due to the machine precision errors. Consequently, it can be confirmed that certain values of the adjoint sensitivity were obtained.
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Fig. 3.4 Comparison of the finite differences with respect to the adjoint sensitivities in flow resistance minimization problem. The node in the horizontal axis corresponds to each evaluation node in the analysis domain as shown in Fig. 3.2.

Fig. 3.5 Relative errors of the finite difference approximation with respect to the adjoint sensitivity in the flow resistance minimization problem.
3.6.2 Diffuser

Here, we confirm the validity of our proposed method by applying it to the diffuser problem shown in Fig. 3.4, which is often treated in fluid flow topology optimization research [14, 39, 90, 18, 69, 127]. As shown in Fig. 3.6, the analysis domain is discretized using a $100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x$ grid, and the volume constraint is set so that $V_{\text{max}} = 0.5$. Since previous research on this diffuser problem constructed methodologies for Stokes flow, or very low Reynolds number flow, we set our fluidic system to a low Reynolds number flow to enable a
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Fig. 3.8 Optimization history of design variable for the diffuser problem using the LBM.

Fig. 3.9 Convergence histories of the relative objective functional and fluid volume. The relative objective functional is defined as $\tilde{J}_1 = J_1/J_1^{\text{init}}$, with $J_1^{\text{init}}$ representing the initial value of the objective functional. The relative fluid volume is defined as $\tilde{V} = \int_D \gamma d\Omega/\int_D d\Omega$. The maximum fluid volume is set to $V_{\text{max}} = 0.5$. 
valid comparison. Here, $Re = 1$ in Eq. (3.50), and the following settings are used: $L = 100\Delta x$, $U = 1.0 \times 10^{-3}$, and $\tau_f = 0.8$. The prescribed pressure at the outlet boundary was set to $p_0 = \rho_0/3$ where $\rho_0 = 1.0$.

Figure 3.7 shows the optimal configuration obtained with the proposed method, and its close similarity to the configuration obtained by Borrvall and Petersson [14] confirms that it can obtain appropriate results. Although the dissipation energy is generally used for the objective functional when formulating a fluid flow optimization problem, it is noted that the pressure drop that corresponds to the flow resistance is essentially equivalent to the dissipation energy [84, 68] under low Reynolds number flows, where the loss of dynamic pressure and the effect of body force can be safely ignored [90]. The convergence histories of the objective functional and the volume fraction are shown in Fig. 3.9, in which both values are monotonically converged by approximately the 40th step.

From the physical viewpoint, the squeezed shape near the outlet in Fig. 3.7(a) is difficult to understand why this is valid as the optimal shape. The reason why such shape is obtained that the magnitude of the fluid velocity near both end of the outlet boundary is almost zero. This means that the design sensitivity is almost zero in the vicinity of both end of the outlet boundary. That is, in this case, the outlet shape of the optimal configuration does not practically affect the performance of flow channel that aims to minimize the flow resistance. Since it is expected that such unimportant shape is changed when changing the volume constraint of the fluid, Fig. 3.10 shows the effect of parameter $V_{\max}$ on optimal configuration in the flow resistance minimization problem. In fact, the optimal configuration has a straight channel as shown in Fig. 3.10(a) and (b).
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Fig. 3.11 Dependency of optimal configurations on grid size in the diffuser problem using the LBM: (a) $50\Delta x \times 50\Delta x$, (b) $100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x$, (c) $1000\Delta x \times 1000\Delta x$.

Table 3.1 Values of relative objective functional in different settings of grid size in the diffuser problem using the LBM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grid</th>
<th>$50\Delta x \times 50\Delta x$</th>
<th>$100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x$</th>
<th>$1000\Delta x \times 1000\Delta x$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative objective</td>
<td>1.003</td>
<td>1.001</td>
<td>1.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 Values of relative objective functional in different settings of Reynolds number in the pipe bend problem using the LBM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$Re$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>250</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative objective</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>64.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6.3 Effect of grid size

Next, it is examined the dependency of the optimal configurations with respect to the grid size, using the design model shown in Fig. 3.4. Here, three cases are treated, using grid sizes of $50\Delta x \times 50\Delta x$, $100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x$ and $1000\Delta x \times 1000\Delta x$ under the same volume constraint condition.

The Reynolds number is set as $Re = 1$ in order to ensure that the Reynolds number condition is the same in both cases that use different grid sizes.

The similarity of the optimal configurations in Fig. 3.11 indicates that dependency with respect to grid size is low. The final values of objective functional are shown in Table 3.1, where it can be confirmed that the obtained values are almost same.
Next, the pipe bend problem shown in Fig. 3.12 is addressed to confirm the dependency of the optimal configurations with respect to the Reynolds number. The analysis domain is discretized using a $100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x$ grid, and the volume constraint is set so that $V_{\text{max}} = 0.25$. Here, the following settings are used: $L = 40\Delta x$, $\tau_f = 0.8$, $p_0 = \rho_0/3$ where $\rho_0 = 1.0$. The Reynolds number is controlled by setting the inlet speed $U$. 

**Fig. 3.12 Design settings in the pipe bend problem using the LBM.**

**Fig. 3.13 Dependency of optimal configurations on the value of Reynolds number in the pipe bend problem using the LBM: (a) $Re = 1$, (b) $Re = 100$, (c) $Re = 250$.**

**3.6.4 Pipe bend**

Next, the pipe bend problem shown in Fig. 3.12 is addressed to confirm the dependency of the optimal configurations with respect to the Reynolds number. The analysis domain is discretized using a $100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x$ grid, and the volume constraint is set so that $V_{\text{max}} = 0.25$. Here, the following settings are used: $L = 40\Delta x$, $\tau_f = 0.8$, $p_0 = \rho_0/3$ where $\rho_0 = 1.0$. The Reynolds number is controlled by setting the inlet speed $U$. 

**Fig. 3.12 Design settings in the pipe bend problem using the LBM.**

**Fig. 3.13 Dependency of optimal configurations on the value of Reynolds number in the pipe bend problem using the LBM: (a) $Re = 1$, (b) $Re = 100$, (c) $Re = 250$.**
Figure 3.13 shows the optimal configurations for the pipe bend problem and it is noted that they are radically different for the three Reynolds number values used, (a) $Re = 0.1$, (b) $Re = 50$, and (c) $Re = 200$. The values of the objective functional in each result are shown in Table 3.2. The differences in the optimal configurations indicate that the value of the Reynolds number affects the curvature of the obtained channel configuration. That is, under the high Reynolds number flow regime, the optimal configuration is noticeably curved, whereas under the low Reynolds number flow regime, the configuration is almost straight. This dependency on the Reynolds number is a characteristic noted in previous research [69], and can be appreciated as a natural outcome of physical phenomena that would cause a large flow resistance due to a large inertial force if the straight channel configuration were used under high Reynolds number flow. Thus, we can confirm that our proposed method is applicable to fluid flow topology optimization and that the form of the obtained optimal configurations changes when different Reynolds numbers are employed.

### 3.6.5 Three-dimensional problems

Here, we discuss the three-dimensional problem in the flow resistance minimization problem.
Fig. 3.15 Optimal configurations of the three-dimensional diffuser problem in different grid size: (a) $50\Delta x \times 50\Delta x \times 50\Delta x$, (b) $100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x$. The iso-surface of $\gamma = 0.5$ is shown as the optimal configuration. The volume constraint is set to $V_{\text{max}} = 0.25$. 
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Fig. 3.16 Design settings in the three-dimensional multi-outlets problem. The analysis domain is discretized using a $100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x$ grid.

Fig. 3.17 Optimal configurations of the three-dimensional multi-outlets problem, in which the analysis domain is discretized using a $100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x$ grid. The iso-surface of $\gamma = 0.5$ is shown as the optimal configuration. The volume constraint is set to $V_{\text{max}} = 0.25$. 
First, we consider the three-dimensional diffuser problem shown in Fig. 3.14, in which the volume constraint is set to $V_{\text{max}} = 0.25$, and the analysis domain is discretized using two cases: (a) $50\Delta x \times 50\Delta x \times 50\Delta x$, and (b) $100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x$ lattices. Since the reference length in this problem is the diameter of the inlet, the Reynolds number is set as $Re = 1$. Figure 3.15 shows the optimal configuration in the three-dimensional diffuser problem, where the iso-surface of $\gamma = 0.5$ is shown, and it is found that the optimal configurations are almost independent of the resolution in the analysis domain.

In the second numerical example for a three-dimensional case, we consider a problem with a single inlet and four outlets, as shown in Fig. 3.16. In this problem, the volume constraint, and Reynolds number are respectively set as $V_{\text{max}} = 0.25$, and $Re = 1$. The analysis domain is discretized using $100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x$ lattices. Figure 3.17 shows the optimal configuration for the three-dimensional multi-outlet problem.

These optimal configurations indicate that the proposed method can derive a valid optimal structure in a three-dimensional case.

### 3.7 Summary

This chapter presented a topology optimization method using the LBM incorporating a new sensitivity analysis based on the discrete Boltzmann equation. The presented method was applied to the flow resistance minimization problem. We achieved the following:

1. A topology optimization problem was formulated for flow resistance minimization problem. The design sensitivity for the optimization problem was derived based on the ALBM, and we newly introduces a discrete velocity Boltzmann equation to formulate the Lagrangian, whereas the Boltzmann equation is used in the original ALBM. As a result, the accurate boundary conditions generally used in the LBM could be incorporated in the optimization problem formulations, and derivation of adjoint systems in which the adjoint boundary conditions reflect the boundary conditions of the LBM was enabled.

2. An optimization algorithm was constructed based on the formulations of the optimization problem. The use of the LBM discretization strategy allowed discretization of the adjoint equation as simple time evolution equation, in the same manner as that used for the LBE. Additionally, the converged state variable values and adjoint variable
values at each optimization step were used as initial values when calculating the time evolution equation in the next optimization step, which greatly reduced computational cost.

(3) Several numerical examples for both two- and three-dimensional problems were provided to confirm the validity and utility of the presented method, for a flow resistance minimization problem. It is demonstrated that the presented method obtains an optimal configuration similar to that when using an FEM-based method. Based on the obtained results, we confirmed that the presented method obtains optimal configurations that show minimal dependency upon the mesh size. In addition, it was also found that the optimal configurations show dependency with respect to Reynolds number settings.
Chapter 4

Thermal-fluid flow channel design

4.1 Introduction

Multiphysics optimization problems that combine fluid behavior formulations with those of other physical phenomena are especially challenging, and the development of particularly useful optimal configurations based on designer intuition is extremely difficult.

One example of a typical multiphysics optimization problem for an engineering application is a thermal device used for cooling mechanical or electronic systems, i.e., a heat sink. Since the physical phenomena active in a heat sink are mainly governed by thermal and fluid dynamic interactions, optimal cooling performance can be obtained by maximizing the exchange of heat. Among various heat sink designs, the liquid-cooled type [118, 78] has recently attracted much attention as a high-performance cooling device. This basic design has been implemented in a variety of sizes, including compact designs for micro-scale thermal devices used in microelectromechanical system (MEMS) applications. Many researchers have investigated the relationship between the performance of heat sinks and the geometrical configuration of their channels, using experimental [81], analytical [57], and numerical [97, 61] approaches.

However, as mentioned above, the intuition of designers is usually ineffective when the goal is to develop optimal configurations for such devices, since their performance must satisfy multiple demands, such as maximal heat exchange with minimal pressure drop or pumping power. Thus, given the utility of mathematical optimization approaches for the design of these devices, several optimization methods for the design of high-performance devices have been proposed [118, 58, 46]. However, most previous research has been based
on size optimization that only allows changes in sizes, such as length, height, and depth, with respect to the geometry of the device. Therefore, the initial channel configuration setting for the optimization is crucially important to the realization of a high-performance device, and the optimal solution strongly depends on this initial setting. Although size optimization methods are useful at the detailed design stage of a heat sink design problem, the low degree of design freedom is an obstacle to achieving dramatic improvements in heat sink performance during the conceptual design stage. As a conceptual design optimization method, topology optimization is a particularly useful approach for obtaining optimal configurations based on mathematical and physical laws.

In this chapter, a topology optimization method for a thermal-fluid engineering application is presented, to derive a highly efficient cooling device. The optimization problem is formulated as a heat exchange maximization problem in which the fluid velocity, pressure and temperature are computed using the LBM. In addition, the design sensitivity is derived using the adjoint sensitivity analysis constructed in Chapter 3. Several numerical examples are provided to confirm the applicability of the proposed method.

### 4.2 Lattice Boltzmann method for a thermal-fluid flow

#### 4.2.1 Basic equation

Here, the following lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE) proposed by Inamuro et al. [50] is employed, to compute the incompressible viscous fluid flow while considering the scalar transport:

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_i(x + e_i \Delta x, t + \Delta t) &= f_i(x, t) - \frac{1}{\tau_f} (f_i(x, t) - f_{i}^{eq}(x, t)), \\
    g_i(x + e_i \Delta x, t + \Delta t) &= g_i(x, t) - \frac{1}{\tau_g} (g_i(x, t) - g_{i}^{eq}(x, t)),
\end{align*}
\]

(4.1)

where \(\tau_f\) and \(\tau_g\) are the non-dimensional relaxation times of \(f_i\) and \(g_i\), respectively. Although Inamuro et al. proposed their method to introduce a buoyancy force, based on the Boussinesq approximation, it is note that this buoyancy force is not treated in our study. The equilibrium
distribution functions, $f^\text{eq}_i$ and $g^\text{eq}_i$, are given by

\[
f^\text{eq}_i = E_i \rho \left(1 + 3 c_i \cdot u + \frac{9}{2} (c_i \cdot u)^2 - \frac{3}{2} |u|^2 \right),
\]
(4.3)

\[
g^\text{eq}_i = E_i T (1 + 3 c_i \cdot u).
\]
(4.4)

Density $\rho$, fluid velocity $u$, temperature $T$, and heat flux $q_T$ are obtained from the moments of the velocity distribution functions, as follows:

\[
\rho = \sum_{i=1}^{9} f_i,
\]
(4.5)

\[
u = \frac{1}{\rho} \sum_{i=1}^{9} c_i f_i,
\]
(4.6)

\[
T = \sum_{i=1}^{9} g_i,
\]
(4.7)

\[
q_T = \sum_{i=1}^{9} c_i g_i - T u.
\]
(4.8)

The pressure $p$ is given by

\[
p = \frac{\rho}{3}.
\]
(4.9)

Applying the asymptotic theory [107] to Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), Inamuro et al. [50] verified that the macroscopic variable in Eqs. (4.5)–(4.7) and (4.9) satisfy the following macroscopic equation, with relative errors of $O((\Delta x)^2)$,

\[
\nabla \cdot u = 0,
\]
(4.10)

\[
Sh \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} + (u \cdot \nabla) u = -\nabla p + \nu \nabla^2 u,
\]
(4.11)

\[
Sh \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + (u \cdot \nabla) T = \alpha_T \nabla^2 T,
\]
(4.12)

which represent the continuity equation (4.10), the NSE (4.11), and the convection-diffusion equation (4.12) for the temperature, respectively. The kinematic viscosity $\nu$ and the thermal
diffusivity $\alpha_T$ of the fluid are given by
\[
\nu = \frac{1}{3} \left( \frac{\tau_f}{2} - \frac{1}{2} \right) \Delta x, \quad (4.13)
\]
\[
\alpha_T = \frac{1}{3} \left( \frac{\tau_g}{2} - \frac{1}{2} \right) \Delta x. \quad (4.14)
\]

When a heat source $Q_T(x, t)$ is applied, the evolution equations in Eq. (4.2) can be computed in a stepwise fashion as follows:

**Step 1.** $g_i$ is evolved without the heat source, by the following equations:
\[
g_i^* (x + c_i \Delta x, t + \Delta t) = g_i(x, t) - \frac{1}{\tau_g} [g_i(x, t) - g_{eq_i}(x, t)]. \quad (4.15)
\]

**Step 2.** $g_i$ is corrected as follows:
\[
g_i(x, t + \Delta t) = g_i^*(x, t + \Delta t) + \Delta x E_i Q_T(x, t + \Delta t). \quad (4.16)
\]

### 4.2.2 Initial and boundary conditions

As with the setting of initial value of $f_i$ in Eq. (3.17), it is assumed that the initial value of the particle distribution function $g_i$ is that of the equilibrium distribution function, given initial values of $u(x, 0)$, and $T(x, 0)$, as follows:
\[
g_i(x, 0) = g_{eq_i}(T(x, 0), u(x, 0)), \quad (4.17)
\]
where the initial values of the macroscopic variables are set so that $u(x, 0) = 0$, and $T(x, 0) = 1$ in this study.

For the boundary conditions of $g_i$, Inamuro et al. [50], and Yoshino and Inamuro [130] proposed an adiabatic boundary condition, as follows:
\[
\begin{align*}
g_3 &= \frac{1}{5} T(1 + 3v) \\
g_6 &= \frac{1}{36} T(1 + 3v) \\
g_7 &= \frac{1}{36} T(1 + 3v)
\end{align*}
\]
on $\Gamma_A$, and $T = \frac{6(g_5 + g_8 + g_9)}{1 - 3v}$. \quad (4.18)
Likewise, a prescribed temperature boundary condition can be introduced by using the following equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
   g_3 &= \frac{1}{9} T (1 + 3 \nu) \\
   g_6 &= \frac{1}{36} T (1 + 3 \nu) \\
   g_7 &= \frac{1}{36} T (1 + 3 \nu)
\end{align*}
\]

on \( \Gamma_T \), and

\[
T = \frac{6(T_0 - (g_1 + g_2 + g_4 + g_5 + g_8 + g_9))}{1 + 3 \nu},
\]

(4.19)

where \( T_0 \) represents the prescribed temperature.

### 4.3 Formulation of a topology optimization problem

#### 4.3.1 Heat exchange maximization problem

The second problem we formulate is to maximize heat exchange for a flow channel design that can be applied for cooling devices such as a heat sink. Here, we consider the design domain shown in Fig. 2.4. A heat source \( Q_T \) is defined in the solid domain \( D \setminus \Omega \) and the aim is to find an optimal configuration of the flow channel so that the coolant flow removes a maximal amount of heat input through an area of the solid domain. The boundary conditions for \( u \) and \( p \) are same as those applied in the pressure drop minimization problem. Additionally, the adiabatic boundary condition, \( n \cdot \nabla T = 0 \), and the prescribed temperature condition, \( T = T_{\text{in}} \), are imposed at \( \Gamma_W \cup \Gamma_P \) and \( \Gamma_V \), respectively.

Based on previous research dealing with heat exchange maximization problems [75], the heat generation coefficient \( \beta_T \), which is dependent on design variable \( \gamma \), is introduced as follows:

\[
Q_T = \beta_T (1 - T),
\]

(4.20)

where \( \beta_T(x) \) is defined as

\[
\beta_T = \beta_{\text{max}} + (\beta_{\text{min}} - \beta_{\text{max}}) \frac{\gamma(1 + q)}{\gamma + q},
\]

(4.21)

We note that since the dimensionless temperature \( T \) is normalized according to the value of the reference temperature \( T_{\text{ref}} \), the heat source \( Q_T \) restricts the maximum value of dimensional temperature so that \( T \approx T_{\text{ref}} \), which corresponds to a maximum value for dimensionless temperature of \( T = 1 \). Due to the definition of \( \beta_T \) in Eq. (4.21), the maximum value of heat
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generation coefficient $\beta_{\text{max}}$ is given in the solid domain corresponding to $\gamma = 0$, while the minimum value of heat generation coefficient $\beta_{\text{min}}$ is given in the fluid domain corresponding to $\gamma = 1$. In this study, the minimum value of heat generation coefficient is set to $\beta_{\text{min}} = 0$.

Based on the above formulation, the thermal-fluid flow in $D$ is governed by the following problem concerning the initial and boundary values:

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{u} = 0$$
$$Sh \frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial t} + (\mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla) \mathbf{u} = -\nabla p + \nu \nabla^2 \mathbf{u} - \alpha \gamma \mathbf{u}$$
$$Sh \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + (\mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla) T = \alpha T \nabla^2 T + \beta \gamma (1 - T)$$

$$\begin{cases}
    \mathbf{u} = 0 & \text{on } \Gamma_W \\
    \mathbf{u} = \mathbf{u}_{\text{in}} & \text{on } \Gamma_V \\
    p = p_{\text{out}} & \text{on } \Gamma_P \\
    \mathbf{n} \cdot \nabla T = 0 & \text{on } \Gamma_W \cup \Gamma_P \\
    T = T_{\text{in}} & \text{on } \Gamma_V
\end{cases}$$

Boundary conditions

$$\begin{cases}
    \mathbf{u}(x, 0) = \mathbf{u}_{\text{ini}}(x) \\
    p(x, 0) = p_{\text{ini}}(x) \\
    T(x, 0) = T_{\text{ini}}(x)
\end{cases}$$

Initial conditions, \( (4.22) \)

where \( T_{\text{ini}}(x) \) represents the initial temperature value.

Based on a previous study [75], the heat exchange maximization problem can be formulated as

$$\inf_{\gamma} J_2 = - \int_I \int_D \beta \gamma (1 - T) d\Omega dt$$

s.t. \( P = \int_I \int_{\Gamma_V} p d\Gamma dt - \int_I \int_{\Gamma_P} p d\Gamma dt - \eta_{\text{max}} \Delta p_{\text{ini}} \leq 0 \)

$$u, p, \text{ and } T \text{ satisfy the initial-boundary value problem in Eq. (4.22)}, \quad (4.23)$$

where \( J_2 \) is the objective functional that corresponds to the total amount of heat exchanged in the fixed design domain and \( P \) is an inequality constraint that limits the maximum pressure drop based on the value of an initial pressure drop, \( \Delta p_{\text{ini}} \), obtained after computing the first optimization step. The parameter \( \eta_{\text{max}} \) is used for determining the maximum pressure drop in the fluidic system. In this optimization problem, we note that \( P \) is an essential constraint that prevents optimal configurations from having channels with infinitesimal widths, which would be allowed in the absence of a pressure drop constraint, due to the occurrence of infinite pressure drops [7, 74, 73].
As with the above pressure drop minimization problem, the fluid velocity, pressure and temperature are calculated using the LBM. That is, the initial-boundary value problem in Eq. (4.22) is solved using the LBM in this study.

### 4.3.2 Sensitivity analysis

Next, we discuss the sensitivity analysis for the heat exchange maximization problem. The basic procedure for conducting the sensitivity analysis is similar to that used in the above pressure drop minimization problem, but the Lagrangian with respect to $J_2$ is formulated here using the augmented Lagrange multiplier method (e.g. [53]), which enables the inequality constraint $P$ to be precisely imposed on the optimization problem. We use the Lagrange multipliers $\tilde{g}_i = \tilde{g}_i(x, t)$ and $\mu > 0$, and a penalty parameter $\sigma > 0$. Consequently, the Lagrangian, $\bar{J}_2$, is defined as follows:

$$
\bar{J}_2 = J_2 + R_1 + R_2 + \frac{1}{2\sigma} \left\{ \left( \max \{0, \mu + \sigma P\} \right)^2 - \mu^2 \right\},
$$

(4.24)

where $R_1$ is as defined in Eq. (3.33) above, and $R_2$ is defined as

$$
R_2 = \int_I \int_{D_1} \sum_{i=1}^9 \tilde{g}_i \left\{ Sh \frac{\partial g_i}{\partial t} + c_i \cdot \nabla g_i + \frac{1}{\varepsilon_g} (g_i - g_i^{eq}) - \beta \gamma (1 + \bar{T}) \right\} \Omega \Omega dt.
$$

(4.25)

In this study, we set the value of penalty parameter to $\sigma = 1.0 \times 10^{-2}$. Since the design sensitivity of $\bar{J}_2$ is derived using $\langle J'_2, \delta \gamma \rangle$ in the same manner as for $\langle J'_1, \delta \gamma \rangle$, the adjoint equation for $\tilde{g}_i$ can be derived as follows:

$$
- Sh \frac{\partial \tilde{g}_i}{\partial t} - c_i \cdot \nabla \tilde{g}_i = - \frac{1}{\varepsilon_g} (\tilde{g}_i - \tilde{g}_i^{eq}) + \beta \gamma (1 + \bar{T}),
$$

(4.26)

where $\tilde{g}_i^{eq}$ is defined as

$$
\tilde{g}_i^{eq} = \bar{T} + 3u \cdot \tilde{q},
$$

(4.27)
where $\tilde{T}$ and $\tilde{q}$ are defined as follows:

$$
\tilde{T} = \sum_{i=1}^{9} E_i \tilde{g}_i, \quad (4.28)
$$

$$
\tilde{q} = \sum_{i=1}^{9} E_i c_i \tilde{g}_i. \quad (4.29)
$$

On the other hand, based on Eq. (3.39), the adjoint equation for $\tilde{f}_i$ is defined as follows:

$$
-Sh \frac{\partial \tilde{f}_i}{\partial t} - c_i \cdot \nabla \tilde{f}_i = -\frac{1}{\epsilon_f} (\tilde{f}_i - \tilde{f}_i^{eq}) - 3\alpha_f E_i c_i \cdot \tilde{m} + G^f_i, \quad (4.30)
$$

where $G^f_i$ is derived from the derivative of $E_2$ with respect to $f_i$, and is defined as

$$
G^f_i = \frac{3T}{\rho \epsilon_g} (e_i - u) \cdot \tilde{q}. \quad (4.31)
$$

In addition, the initial conditions applied in Eq. (4.26) are defined as follows:

$$
\tilde{g}_i(t_f) = 0. \quad (4.32)
$$

Based on the derivation strategy for the boundary conditions discussed in Appendix C, the boundary conditions corresponding to Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19) can be derived as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
\tilde{g}_5 &= \frac{1 + 3\nu}{6(1 - 3\nu)} (4\tilde{g}_3 + \tilde{g}_6 + \tilde{g}_7) \\
\tilde{g}_8 &= \frac{1 + 3\nu}{6(1 - 3\nu)} (4\tilde{g}_3 + \tilde{g}_6 + \tilde{g}_7) \\
\tilde{g}_9 &= \frac{1 + 3\nu}{6(1 - 3\nu)} (4\tilde{g}_3 + \tilde{g}_6 + \tilde{g}_7) \\
\end{align*}
\quad \text{on } \Gamma_A. \quad (4.33)
$$

$$
\begin{align*}
\tilde{g}_5 &= -\frac{1}{6} (4\tilde{g}_3 + \tilde{g}_6 + \tilde{g}_7) \\
\tilde{g}_8 &= -\frac{1}{6} (4\tilde{g}_3 + \tilde{g}_6 + \tilde{g}_7) \\
\tilde{g}_9 &= -\frac{1}{6} (4\tilde{g}_3 + \tilde{g}_6 + \tilde{g}_7) \\
\end{align*}
\quad \text{on } \Gamma_T. \quad (4.34)
$$

As a result, the design sensitivity for this optimization problem is defined as follows:

$$
\langle J'_2, \delta \gamma \rangle = \int_I \int_D \left\{ 3\alpha'_f \mathbf{u} \cdot \tilde{m} + \beta'_f (1 - T)(1 + T) \right\} \delta \gamma d\Omega dt, \quad (4.35)
$$
with

\[ \beta' = (\beta_{\text{min}} - \beta_{\text{max}}) \left( 1 - \frac{\gamma}{\gamma + q} \right)^{\frac{1+q}{\gamma + q}}, \] 

(4.36)

where \( J_2' \) is therefore given by \( \int_1 \{ 3 \alpha' \dot{\bar{\mathbf{u}}} \cdot \dot{\bar{m}} + \beta' (1 - T)(1 + T) \} \, dt \).

### 4.4 Numerical implementation

#### 4.4.1 Optimization algorithm

The optimization algorithm of the proposed method is now described.

**Step 1.** The initial design variable is set in the fixed design domain \( D \).

**Step 2.** The LBE for the heat exchange maximization problem, is calculated until a steady-state condition is satisfied.

**Step 3.** If the criteria of the objective functional and inequality constraint are satisfied, an optimal configuration is obtained and the optimization is finished, otherwise the adjoint equations are calculated and the procedure advances to Step 4.

**Step 4.** The design sensitivity \( \bar{J}_2' \) is calculated using the current state and adjoint variables.

**Step 5.** The design variable is updated using the MMA, after which the optimization procedure returns to Step 2 of the iterative loop.

The following criteria is employed for judging the steady-state condition:

\[
\begin{align*}
\left\| \frac{\mathbf{u}^N - \mathbf{u}^{N-1}}{\mathbf{u}^N} \right\|_{L^2(D)} &< \epsilon_u, \\
\left\| \frac{\mathbf{q}_T^N - \mathbf{q}_T^{N-1}}{\mathbf{q}_T^N} \right\|_{L^2(D)} &< \epsilon_q,
\end{align*}
\]

(4.37) \hspace{1cm} (4.38)

where \( \epsilon_u \) and \( \epsilon_q \) represent the judgment criteria for the steady-state condition of fluid velocity and heat flux, respectively. The values of these criteria are set so that \( \epsilon_u = \epsilon_q = 1.0 \times 10^{-4} \). Note that the criteria represented in Eqs. (4.37) and (4.38) must be simultaneously satisfied to obtain an optimal configuration in the heat exchange maximization problem, whereas only the criterion represented in Eq. (4.37) is considered in the pressure drop minimization problem.
The adjoint problem based on the LBM in the heat exchange maximization problem can be formulated as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{f}_i^*(x - c_i \Delta x, t - \Delta t) &= \tilde{f}_i(x, t) - \frac{1}{\tau_f} (\tilde{f}_i(x, t) - \tilde{f}_i^{eq}(x, t)) + \frac{3T}{\rho \eta} (c_i - u) \cdot \tilde{q} \\
\tilde{f}_i(x, t - \Delta t) &= \tilde{f}_i^*(x, t - \Delta t) - 3\Delta x \alpha_T(x) E_i c_i \cdot \tilde{m}(x, t - \Delta t) \\
\tilde{f}_i(x, t) &= 0 \quad \text{(Initial condition)} \\
\tilde{f}_i(x, t) &= \tilde{f}_i^b(x, t) \quad \text{(Boundary condition)}
\end{align*}
\]

(4.39)

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{g}_i^*(x - c_i \Delta x, t - \Delta t) &= \tilde{g}_i(x, t) - \frac{1}{\tau_g} (\tilde{g}_i(x, t) - \tilde{g}_i^{eq}(x, t)) \\
\tilde{g}_i(x, t - \Delta t) &= \tilde{g}_i^*(x, t - \Delta t) + \Delta x \beta_T(x)(1 + \tilde{T}(x, t - \Delta t)) \\
\tilde{g}_i(x, t) &= 0 \quad \text{(Initial condition)} \\
\tilde{g}_i(x, t) &= \tilde{g}_i^b(x, t) \quad \text{(Boundary condition)}
\end{align*}
\]

(4.40)

where

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{f}_{5,8,9}^b &= \begin{cases} 
\tilde{f}_{3,6,7} & \text{on } \Gamma_W \\
\tilde{f}_{3,6,7} - \frac{2(\max\{0, \mu + \sigma\})}{3(1 - v_0)} \left(4\tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_6 + \tilde{f}_7\right) & \text{on } \Gamma_V \\
\tilde{f}_{3,6,7} - \frac{1}{3} \left(4\tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_6 + \tilde{f}_7\right) - \frac{12T(1+3\nu)}{\rho_0(1-3\nu)}\left(4\tilde{g}_3 + \tilde{g}_6 + \tilde{g}_7\right) & \text{on } \Gamma_P 
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

(4.41)

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{g}_{5,8,9}^b &= \begin{cases} 
\frac{1+3\nu}{6(1-3\nu)} \left(4\tilde{g}_3 + \tilde{g}_6 + \tilde{g}_7\right) & \text{on } \Gamma_W \cup \Gamma_P \\
-\frac{1}{6} \left(4\tilde{g}_3 + \tilde{g}_6 + \tilde{g}_7\right) & \text{on } \Gamma_V
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

(4.42)

The detail derivation process of the above adjoint problem is described in Appendix C.

4.5 Numerical examples

Here, we confirm the utility of our proposed method. In all the numerical examples, the reference length and speed are defined as the inlet width and inlet mean velocity magnitude, respectively. Using the kinematic viscosity in Eq. (3.14), and the thermal diffusivity $\alpha_T$ in Eq. (4.14), the Prandtl number $Pr$ is defined as

\[
Pr = \frac{\nu}{\alpha_T}.
\]

(4.43)
4.5 Numerical examples

Fig. 4.1 State field \((p, u, T)\), adjoint field \((\tilde{m}, \tilde{T})\), and the distribution of adjoint sensitivity in the heat exchange maximization problem using the LBM.

For all numerical examples, the initial conditions for the fluid velocity, density, and temperature are set so that \(u(x,0) = 0\), \(\rho(x,0) = 1\) (corresponding to \(p(x,0) = 1/3\)), and \(T(x,0) = 1\), respectively. Based on the initial conditions for \(f_i\) and \(g_i\) in Eqs. (3.17) and (4.17), the velocity distribution functions are \(f_i(x,0) = g_i(x,0) = E_i\).

### 4.5.1 Validation of adjoint sensitivity

To confirm the validity of the proposed method, the design sensitivities computed using the proposed sensitivity analysis were compared with the outcome of finite differences using the same procedure as that of the previous Chapter.

At first, to confirm the relationship between the state and adjoint fields, Fig. 4.1 shows the state field, the adjoint field, and the design sensitivity in the heat exchange maximization problem. It can be confirm that the adjoint variable \(\tilde{m}\) is circulated in the fixed design domain, and \(\tilde{\rho}\) is totally different from the pressure (density). The adjoint sensitivity \(J'_2\) that is defined using \(u, \tilde{m}, T,\) and \(\tilde{T}\) were obtained as shown in Fig. 4.1(c), in which it is indicated that the objective functional is improved by putting the heated structural domains at the positive value of the sensitivity.
Next, we confirm the validity of the above adjoint sensitivity by comparing with the finite difference approximation. Here, certain nodes were selected in the design domain shown in Fig. 3.2, where the design domain is discretized using $100\Delta x \times 100\Delta x$ grids. As shown in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, the proposed method computes sensitivities which are in agreement with the finite differences.
4.5 Numerical examples

Fig. 4.4 Design settings in heat exchange maximization problem using the LBM. The analysis domain, where the symmetrical boundary condition is imposed, is discretized using $200\Delta x \times 100\Delta x$.

Fig. 4.5 Heat exchange maximization problem: (a) design settings, (b) optimal configuration (black: solid, white: fluid), (c) temperature distribution.

4.5.2 Heat sink design

We now confirm the utility of the proposed method by applying it to a heat sink design problem, which is also treated in previous studies [75]. As shown in Fig. 4.4, the analysis domain is discretized using a $200\Delta x \times 100\Delta x$ grid, and a symmetrical boundary condition is
Fig. 4.6 Optimization history of design variable for the heat exchange maximization problem.

Fig. 4.7 Convergence histories of the objective functional $J_2$ and the relative pressure drop $\Delta p/\Delta p^{\text{init}}$, with $\Delta p$ representing the current pressure drop.
4.5 Numerical examples

Fig. 4.8 Effect of parameter $\eta_{\text{max}}$ settings on optimal configurations: (a) $\eta_{\text{max}} = 5$, (b) $\eta_{\text{max}} = 10$, (c) $\eta_{\text{max}} = 20$.

Table 4.1 Values of objective functional and relative pressure drop for different $\eta_{\text{max}}$ settings in the heat exchange maximization problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\eta_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective ($\times 10^{-3}$)</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative pressure drop</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>9.99</td>
<td>19.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

imposed. The initial design variable value is set to $\gamma = 1$ in the fixed design domain $D$. The inlet temperature is set to $T_0 = 0$ and the outlet pressure is set to $p_0 = \rho_0/3$, with $\rho_0 = 1.0$. The maximum value of inverse permeability was set to $\alpha_{\text{max}} = 2.0 \times 10^2$.

Figures 4.5(a) and (b) show the optimal configuration and temperature distribution for parameter settings of $Re = 7$, $Pr = 6$, $\eta_{\text{max}} = 10$, and $\beta_{\text{max}} = 0.1$. The optimization history of the design variable $\gamma$ is illustrated in Fig. 4.6, and the convergence histories of the objective functional and the pressure drop are shown in Fig. 4.7, in which both values are monotonically converged by approximately the 350th step. The optimal configuration is an appropriately complex channel that is suitable for efficient heat exchange between the fluid and solid domains. The complexity of the channel suggests that a large surface area between the fluid and solid domains is advantageous for heat exchange. This characteristic, of optimal configurations composed of geometrically complex channels, was also revealed in previous studies [75].
4.5.3 Effect of pressure drop coefficient

As described above, inequality constraint \( P \) is an essential constraint that prevents the optimal configuration from including channels with infinitesimal widths. For this reason, we investigated the effect of \( \eta_{\max} \) settings on the optimal configuration.

Figure 4.8 shows the optimal results when parameter \( \eta_{\max} \) is set to 5, 10, and 20. The different values of \( \eta_{\max} \) result in dramatically different optimal configurations, and indicate that the allowable maximum value of the pressure drop greatly affects the geometrical complexity. That is, when the value of \( \eta_{\max} \) is small, the result is a geometrically simple channel configuration, whereas a larger value of \( \eta_{\max} \) produces a much more complex configuration. Table 4.1 shows the objective functional values for the three \( \eta_{\max} \) settings at their respective final optimization steps. We can confirm that the proposed method enables a quantitative control of the maximum pressure drop in an optimal configuration, by setting an appropriate value of \( \eta_{\max} \).

4.5.4 Effect of heat generation coefficient

Here, we investigate the effect of \( \beta_{\max} \) settings on the optimal configuration. Figure 4.9(a) shows the optimal configurations for different \( \beta_{\max} \) settings: \( \beta_{\max} = 0.01, 0.1, 0.3 \). Additionally, the temperature distributions for each \( \beta_{\max} \) setting are shown in Figs. 4.9(b), (c), and (d).

Figure 4.9(a) clearly shows that the value of \( \beta_{\max} \) greatly affects the geometrical complexity of the optimal configuration. Table 4.2 shows the crosscheck of objective functional values for the different optimal configurations and \( \beta_{\max} \) settings. For the crosscheck, the optimal configurations were analyzed across the different \( \beta_{\max} \) settings, and we can confirm that the configuration that is optimized for a certain flow condition is better than the others for its particular flow condition.

\( \beta_{\max} \) is the coefficient that controls the heat generation according to the temperature difference. Thus, setting a large \( \beta_{\max} \) value corresponds to the characteristic of a solid domain that is difficult to cool. In fact, as shown in Figs. 4.9(b), (c), and (d), we observe that temperatures in the solid domains tend to be high when \( \beta_{\max} \) is set to a large value. Given high temperatures in the solid domains, the optimal configuration when \( \beta_{\max} = 0.3 \) is set to a large value is complex, with many small islands of solid distributed so that a large surface area is obtained under the prescribed maximum pressure drop. Although one might imagine that having more islands of solid in the optimal configuration to increase the
Fig. 4.9 Effect of $\beta_{\text{max}}$ settings on optimal configurations and the temperature distributions for different $\beta_{\text{max}}$ settings: (a) Optimal configurations for different $\beta_{\text{max}}$ values, (b) temperature distributions when $\beta_{\text{max}} = 0.01$, (c) temperature distributions when $\beta_{\text{max}} = 0.1$, and (d) temperature distributions when $\beta_{\text{max}} = 0.3$. 
Table 4.2 Crosscheck of objective functional values ($\times 10^{-3}$) for the heat exchange maximization problem shown in Fig. 4.9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis $\beta_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>Optimization $\beta_{\text{max}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3 Relative volume of fluid, defined as $\int_D r d\Omega/\int_D d\Omega$, for the optimal configurations in Fig. 4.9(a), when different $\beta_{\text{max}}$ settings in the heat exchange maximization problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\beta_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>0.01</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative volume of fluid</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

objective functional value would be an improvement, we note that this would violate the pressure drop constraint.

On the other hand, the optimal configuration when setting $\beta_{\text{max}} = 0.01$ is geometrically simple, with only three large islands of solid. In this scenario, the total volume of solid domains takes precedence over the surface area, to increase the objective functional. Table 4.3 shows the fluid volume in the design domain for each optimal configuration shown in Fig. 4.9, and we observe that the fluid volume is increased as the value of $\beta_{\text{max}}$ is increased. As shown in the left figure of 4.9(b), the interior of the solid domains are relatively cool due to the small value of $\beta_{\text{max}}$, which corresponds to a small heat generation condition. On the other hand, when a larger value of $\beta_{\text{max}}$ is set, as shown in the left figure in 4.9(d), the temperature distribution for the solid domains except in the vicinity of their boundaries is given as $T \approx 1$, which does not lead to improvement of the objective functional value. As a result, the optimal configurations shown in Fig. 4.9(a) can be viewed as being the most appropriate configurations for each flow condition.

### 4.6 Summary

This chapter presented a topology optimization method for thermal-fluid flow using the LBM incorporating the sensitivity analysis based on the discrete velocity Boltzmann equation.
The presented method was applied to the heat exchange minimization problem under the prescribed maximum pressure drop.

Optimal configurations for the heat exchange maximization problem were obtained, and the dependency of the optimal configurations with respect to settings of the pressure drop coefficient $\eta_{\text{max}}$ was investigated. Based on the results, it was clarified the relationship between pressure drop coefficient settings and the geometrical complexity of the optimal configurations. That is, setting $\eta_{\text{max}}$ to a relatively large value leads to an optimal configuration that has a complex channel configuration, whereas a relatively small value of this parameter results in a simpler geometry. In addition, the effects of $\beta_{\text{max}}$ was investigated. It was found that the optimal configurations strongly depend on the each parameter settings, and the proposed method can derive an appropriate result, which is composed of a complex channel that is a promising configuration to improve the objective functional with considering the prescribed pressure drop constraint.
Chapter 5

Two-phase fluid flow channel design

5.1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to construct a topology optimization method for the design of a flow channel considering two-phase fluid flows. Using this approach, fluidic devices such as two-phase microchannels can be designed so that they achieve a desired flow and accomplish maximal mixing and reaction, or extraction efficiencies.

These performances strongly depend on the design of the channel configuration, so that each process, such as mixing, reaction, or extraction, is finished as quickly as possible. In addition, to prevent damage to the microchannels, minimizing the pressure drop in the microchannel system is an important factor. Thus, to meet the most important design requirements of a two-phase microchannel, the maximization of the above efficiencies and the minimization of the pressure drop must be simultaneously considered. Designer intuition alone, however, seldom yields an optimal channel configuration that sufficiently satisfies these requirements. To overcome this problem, topology optimization is a particularly powerful approach for obtaining useful designs for the channel configuration of the devices under consideration here.

Based on this methodology, Okkels and Bruus [83] proposed a topology optimization method for the design of a micro reactor in which the reaction effect is mathematically modeled, and the aim was to achieve maximal reaction efficiency in the microchannel system given a uniform concentration of reactants. Andreasen et al. [7] proposed a topology optimization method for the design of a micro mixer in which maximization of mixing performance was the aim. And Makhija et al. [74] applied the LBM in mixing performance
maximization problem and investigated the relationship between the mixing performance and the pressure drop.

The basic idea of the above optimization methodologies for multi-component fluid flows is the introduction of concentration, governed by a convective-diffusion equation, into the formulation of the optimization problem. That is, since the fluid flow is not affected by concentration (one-way coupling), the above research cannot treat fluid flows of immiscible fluids in which the interface effect between the different phases must be considered. In particular, since the extraction process strongly depends on the difference between mass diffusivities in two-phase fluid flows [135], the conventional approach must be extended so that flows can be treated in extraction efficiency maximization problems.

Here, a new topology optimization method for an extraction efficiency maximization problem is constructed. In this method, two-phase fluid flows with the same density are analyzed based on the two-phase LBM proposed by Inamuro et al. [49]. In the LBM, mass and momentum are preserved even if a special treatment for tracking an interface is not conducted. It is well-known that the LBM is therefore suitable for the computation of multiphase fluid flows. In the following section, the basic concept of the two-phase LBM is discussed and the topology optimization problem is formulated for the extraction efficiency maximization problem. The numerical implementations and optimization algorithms are then explained and, finally, we provide a numerical example to validate the utility of the proposed method.

5.2 Two-phase lattice Boltzmann method with the same density

We now discuss the concept of the two-phase LBM [49] that will be applied here to incompressible fluids while considering two-phase fluid flows under identical density conditions. In the following, we use the non-dimensional variables shown in Appendix A. Here, we use the two-dimensional nine-velocity model, and two particle velocity distribution functions, $f_{Ai}$, and $f_{Bi}$. The function $f_{Ai}$ is used for obtaining an index function that represents an interface profile between the phase $X$ and phase $Y$, and $f_{Bi}$ is used for computing the pressure and velocity of the two-phase fluid flows.
The evolution of the particle distribution functions \( f_{Ai}(x, t) \) and \( f_{Bi}(x, t) \) with velocity \( c_i \) at point \( x \) and at time \( t \) are computed with the following equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_{Ai}(x + c_i \Delta x) - f_{Ai}(x, t) &= \frac{1}{\tau_A} \left\{ f_{Ai}(x, t) - f_{Ai}^{eq}(x, t) \right\}, \\
    f_{Bi}(x + c_i \Delta x) - f_{Bi}(x, t) &= \frac{1}{\tau_B} \left\{ f_{Bi}(x, t) - f_{Bi}^{eq}(x, t) \right\},
\end{align*}
\]

(5.1)

(5.2)

where \( f_{Ai}^{eq} \) and \( f_{Bi}^{eq} \) are equilibrium distribution functions, \( \tau_A \) and \( \tau_B \) represents non-dimensional single relaxation times.

The index function \( \psi(x, t) \), pressure \( p(x, t) \), and velocity \( u(x, t) \) are defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    \psi &= \sum_{i=1}^{9} f_{Ai}, \\
    p &= \frac{1}{3} \sum_{i=1}^{9} f_{Bi}, \\
    u &= \sum_{i=1}^{9} c_i f_{Bi}.
\end{align*}
\]

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

Note that the definition of \( u \) is different from the standard one. The equilibrium distribution functions \( f_{Ai}^{eq}(x, t) \), and \( f_{Bi}^{eq}(x, t) \) are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
    f_{Ai}^{eq} &= H_i \psi + F_i \left( p_0 - \kappa_f \psi \nabla^2 \psi \right) + 3E_i \psi \mathbf{e}_i \cdot \mathbf{u} + E_i \kappa_f G : (\mathbf{e}_i \otimes \mathbf{e}_i), \\
    f_{Bi}^{eq} &= E_i \left\{ 3p + 3c_i \cdot \mathbf{u} - \frac{3}{2} |\mathbf{u}|^2 + \frac{9}{2} (c_i \cdot \mathbf{u})^2 \right\} + E_i \kappa_g G : (\mathbf{e}_i \otimes \mathbf{e}_i),
\end{align*}
\]

(5.6)

(5.7)

where parameters \( E_i, H_i, \) and \( F_i \) are defined so that \( E_1 = 4/9, E_2 = E_3 = E_4 = E_5 = 1/9, E_6 = E_7 = E_8 = E_9 = 1/36, H_1 = 1, H_2 = H_3 = \cdots = H_9 = 0, F_1 = -7/3, \) and \( F_i = 3E_i (i = 2, 3, \cdots, 9) \). \( \kappa_f \) and \( \kappa_g \) are parameters with constant values that determine the width of the interface and the strength of the interfacial tension, respectively. The tensor \( G(\psi) \) is defined as follows:

\[
G = \frac{9}{2} \nabla \psi \otimes \nabla \psi - \frac{3}{2} |\nabla \psi|^2 \delta,
\]

(5.8)

where \( \delta \) represents the Kronecker delta. In addition, \( p_0(\psi) \) is given by

\[
p_0 = \psi \left( \frac{1}{1-b \psi} - a \psi^2 \right),
\]

(5.9)

where \( a, b, \) and \( T \) are parameters for determining the profile of index function \( \psi \).
Applying the asymptotic theory to Eqs. (5.1)–(5.9), we find that the macroscopic variables, \( \psi \), and \( p \) and \( u \), respectively satisfy the Cahn-Hilliard equation including the advection term, and the Navier-Stokes equations (NSE). Note that the pressure is given by \( p + (2/3)\kappa_g |\nabla \psi|^2 \) in the interface [49].

### 5.3 Model of the liquid-liquid extraction

The extraction is the one of separation operation for extracting ingredients from a solvent by using two kind of solvents that have different molecular diffusive coefficients each other.

Among them, the liquid-liquid extraction that uses two immiscible solvents is often utilized in chemical analysis dealing with microchannel devices. As shown in Fig. 5.1, the basic principal of liquid-liquid extraction is that the ingredient \( B \) is only to be moved from the red phase composed by the mixture of ingredients \( A \) and \( B \). Žnidaršič-Plazl and Plazl [135] proposed a mathematical model for simulating this extraction phenomenon by using a convective-diffusion equation for a passive scalar.

Based on this model and the two-phase LBM, a topology optimization method for the design of extraction microchannel is constructed. Although the convective-diffusion equation can be solved using a general numerical scheme such as the finite difference method, the LBM to solve the scalar transport problem is employed for the simplicity of numerical algorithm. That is, based on the previous chapter for the thermal-fluid problems, the lattice
5.4 Formulation of a topology optimization problem

Boltzmann equation (LBE) is introduced as follows:

\[ f_{Ci}(x + e_i \Delta x) - f_{Ci}(x, t) = \frac{1}{\tau_C} \{ f_{Ci}(x, t) - f_{Ci}^{eq}(x, t) \}, \tag{5.10} \]

where \( f_{Ci}^{eq} \) is the equilibrium distribution functions for the scalar field \( T \), and is given by

\[ f_{Ci}^{eq} = E_i T (1 + 3 e_i \cdot u). \tag{5.11} \]

The scalar field \( T(x, t) \) is defined as

\[ T = \sum_{i=1}^{9} f_{Ci}. \tag{5.12} \]

In addition, the mass diffusivity \( \kappa \) is given by

\[ \kappa = \frac{1}{3} \left( \tau_C - \frac{1}{2} \right) \Delta x. \tag{5.13} \]

As previously mentioned, since the liquid-liquid extraction is conducted by using two solvents that have different molecular diffusive coefficients each other, the relaxation time \( \tau_C \) is expanded as follows:

\[ \tau_C(\psi) = \frac{\psi^Y - \psi}{\psi^0 - \psi^X} \tau_C^X + \frac{\psi - \psi^X}{\psi^0 - \psi^X} \tau_C^Y, \tag{5.14} \]

where \( \tau_C^X \) and \( \tau_C^Y \) presents each relaxation time parameter for the phase \( X \) and \( Y \), \( \psi^0 \), and \( \psi^Y \) are a reference value of order parameter. Note that the extraction is sufficiently completed when the scalar field \( T \) achieves the equilibrium state. And, the optimization problem should be formulated so that this equilibrium state is observed at the outlet of fluidic system defined as the fixed design domain.

5.4 Formulation of a topology optimization problem

The topology optimization problem for the design of a flow channel dealing with two-phase fluid flows is formulated. A schematic diagram of this problem is shown in Fig. 5.2, with fixed domain \( D \) composed of the fluid domain \( \Omega \) and the solid domain \( D \setminus \Omega \). The inlet boundary condition includes a prescribed velocity, \( u = u_{in} \) at \( \Gamma_{in} \), and the outlet boundary
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Fig. 5.2 Schematic figure of fixed design domain $D$ composed of the fluid domain $\Omega$, solid domain $D \setminus \Omega$ and observation domain $\Omega_{\text{obs}}$. The boundary of fixed design domain is defined as $\Gamma = \Gamma_{\text{in}} \cup \Gamma_{\text{out}} \cup \Gamma_{\text{wall}}$ with $\Gamma_{\text{in}} \cap \Gamma_{\text{out}} \cap \Gamma_{\text{wall}} = \emptyset$.

condition includes a prescribed pressure, $p = p_{\text{out}}$ at $\Gamma_{\text{out}}$. At the inlet boundary $\Gamma_{\text{in}}$, the order parameters $\psi$ and concentrations $T$ are respectively set to $\psi = \psi_{\text{in}}^X$ at $\Gamma_{\text{in}}^X$, $\psi = \psi_{\text{in}}^Y$ at $\Gamma_{\text{in}}^Y$, $T = T_{\text{in}}^X$ at $\Gamma_{\text{in}}^X$, and $T = T_{\text{in}}^Y$ at $\Gamma_{\text{in}}^Y$, where $\Gamma_{\text{in}} = \Gamma_{\text{in}}^X \cup \Gamma_{\text{in}}^Y$ and $\Gamma_{\text{in}}^X \cap \Gamma_{\text{in}}^Y = \emptyset$. In addition, the boundary condition for $\psi$ and $T$ at $\Gamma_{\text{out}} \cup \Gamma_{\text{wall}}$ is set to a Neumann condition, with $\partial \psi / \partial n = 0$ and $\partial T / \partial n = 0$.

The important requirements in the design of extraction channel are shown as follows:

- The extraction is sufficiently completed at the outlet of channel;
- The pressure drop in the fluidic system is small as much as possible.

The first requirement can be satisfied by using a long channel, but such channel commonly occurs the large pressure drop between the inlet and outlet. In particular, since the large pressure drop can lead the damage to microchannel devices, the reduction of pressure drop is important element.

To simultaneously evaluate the extraction efficiency and pressure drop, we consider the following optimization problem:

$$
\inf_{\gamma} \cJ_{\beta} = \int_I \int_{\Omega_{\text{obs}}} \frac{(T - (T)_{\text{in}})^2}{2(T)_{\text{in}}^2} \, d\Omega \, dt
$$

s.t. $P = \int_I \int_{\Gamma_{\text{in}}} p \, d\Gamma \, dt - \int_I \int_{\Gamma_{\text{out}}} p \, d\Gamma \, dt - \eta_{\text{max}} \Delta p_{\text{init}} \leq 0$     \hfill (5.15)
where $\langle T \rangle_{in}$ is the average value of $T$ at the inlet boundary. In the above optimization problem, the objective functional $J_3$ represents the relative error of $T$ with respect to $\langle T \rangle_{in}$ in the observation domain, $\Omega_{obs} \subset D$. The phase $X$ and phase $Y$ concentrations are set to different values, i.e., $T^X_{in} \neq T^Y_{in}$. Thus, $J_3$ seldom becomes equal to zero during the optimization process. It is assumed that the extraction process is completely finished when the value of $J_3$ does become equal to zero.

In addition, the KKT conditions as the first order optimality condition are given by

$$
\bar{J}_0' = 0, \quad \mu P = 0, \quad \mu \geq 0, \quad \lambda V = 0, \quad \lambda \geq 0,
$$

$$
l_0 \gamma(x) = 0, \quad l_0 \geq 0, \quad l_1(\gamma - 1) = 0, \quad l_1 \geq 0,
$$

(5.16)

where $\mu \in \mathbb{R}$, $\lambda \in \mathbb{R}$, $l_0(x) \in L^\infty(D)$, and $l_1(x) \in L^\infty(D)$ represent the Lagrange multiplier for each inequality constraint, and $\bar{J}_0'(x)$ is the design sensitivity defined as the Gâteaux derivative in Eq. (3.25) with respect to the Lagrangian $\bar{J}_3 = J + \mu P + \lambda V + l_0 \gamma + l_1(\gamma - 1)$. Note that the design sensitivity $\bar{J}_3'$ is derived based on the adjoint LBM described in previous Chapters 3 and 4.

### 5.5 Numerical implementation

The optimization algorithm of the proposed method is now described.

**Step 1.** The initial design variable is set in the fixed design domain $D$.

**Step 2.** The LBE for the extraction maximization problem, are calculated until a steady-state condition is satisfied.

**Step 3.** If the criteria of the objective functional and inequality constraint are satisfied, an optimal configuration is obtained and the optimization is finished, otherwise the adjoint equations are calculated and the procedure advances to Step 4.

**Step 4.** The design sensitivity $\bar{J}_3'$ is calculated using the current state and adjoint variables.

**Step 5.** The design variable is updated using the MMA, after which the optimization procedure returns to Step 2 of the iterative loop.
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Fig. 5.3 Design domain is composed of the fluid domain \( \Omega \) and the solid domain \( D \setminus \Omega \). The objective functional \( J_3 \) is evaluated in the observation domain \( \Omega_{\text{obs}} \). The two-phase fluid flows are composed of the phase \( X \) and \( Y \) that are prescribed on the inlet boundary.

5.6 Numerical examples

Here, numerical examples using the proposed method are provided. Figure 5.3 shows the design settings in the extraction efficiency maximization problem. The analysis domain is discretized using a \( W \times H \) grid, and the volume constraint is set with \( V_{\text{max}} = 0.6 \). The main parameters for the two-phase LBM are shown in Table 5.1. The other parameters for the LBM were set to same values in the previous study [49].

Table 5.1 Setting parameters for the two-phase LBM with the same density in the extraction efficiency maximization problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( U_{\text{in}} )</td>
<td>( 5.3 \times 10^{-2} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_{\text{out}} )</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Re )</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (\psi_{\text{in}}^X, \psi_{\text{in}}^Y) )</td>
<td>(0.40, 0.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (T_{\text{in}}^X, T_{\text{in}}^Y) )</td>
<td>( (1.0 \times 10^{-2}, 1.0) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (\kappa^X, \kappa^Y) )</td>
<td>( (1.0 \times 10^{-3} \Delta x, 1.8 \times 10^{-2} \Delta x) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.6 Numerical examples

Fig. 5.4 Optimal configurations in the extraction efficiency maximization problem, with the distributions of order parameter $\psi$ and scalar field $T$ in the different settings of pressure drop coefficient: $\eta_{\text{max}} = 4$ (left side figures); $\eta_{\text{max}} = 8$ (middle figures); $\eta_{\text{max}} = 16$ (right side figures).

5.6.1 Effect of pressure drop coefficient

Figure 5.4 shows the optimal configurations in different $\eta_{\text{max}}$ settings: $\eta_{\text{max}} = 4$, 8, 16. The analysis domain is discretized using $W \times H = 120\Delta x \times 120\Delta x$. As shown in Fig. 5.4, a sinuous channel is obtained as an optimal channel, which is a suitable shape that sufficiently diffuses the concentration so that the extraction is sufficiently completed. The distribution of concentration $T$ is shown in Fig. 5.4(c). It can be confirmed that the interface between phase $X$ and phase $Y$ is expressed by the order parameter value, whose distribution is shown
Fig. 5.5 Optimization history of design variable for the extraction efficiency maximization problem.

Fig. 5.6 Convergence histories of the relative objective functional $\hat{J}_3 = J_3/J_3^{\text{init}}$, with $J_3^{\text{init}}$ representing the initial value of the objective functional, and the relative pressure drop $\Delta p/\Delta p^{\text{init}}$, with $\Delta p$ representing the current pressure drop in the extraction efficiency maximization problem.
Fig. 5.7 Optimal configuration for the extraction efficiency maximization problem when setting $\eta_{\text{max}} = 25$, with the distributions of order parameter $\psi$ and scalar field $T$. 
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Fig. 5.8 Convergence histories for the extraction efficiency minimization problem in the case of $200\Delta x \times 120\Delta x$ grids with $\eta_{\text{max}} = 25$. Normalized values of objective functional $\hat{J}_3 = J_3/J_3^{\text{init}}$, with $J_3^{\text{init}}$ representing the initial value of the objective functional. Pressure drop fraction $\Delta p/\Delta p^{\text{init}}$, with $\Delta p$ representing the current pressure drop.

Table 5.2 Values of objective functional $J_3$ and relative pressure drop for different $\eta_{\text{max}}$ settings in the extraction efficiency maximization problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\eta_{\text{max}}$</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in Fig. 5.4(b). The optimization history is shown in Fig. 5.5, the convergence histories of objective functional and pressure drop in the case of $\eta_{\text{max}} = 8$ are shown in Fig. 5.6, and the final values of objective functional in each optimal configuration in Fig. 5.4 are shown in Table 5.2. As shown in Fig. 5.6, the pressure drop constraint is appropriately satisfied and the value of $J_3$ is sufficiently converged.

Note that the obtained optimal configuration is similar to the results of previous study [74, 73], in which the fluid flows are treated as miscible fluids that are governed by the NSE and the convective-diffusion equation.
5.6.2 Effect of aspect ratio of the analysis domain

Next, a numerical example where the design domain was discretized using a $W \times H = 200\Delta x \times 120\Delta x$ grid is provided. The numerical parameters were set as the same in Section 5.6.1, while the pressure drop coefficient was set to $\eta_{\text{max}} = 25$. As shown in Fig. 5.7, it can be confirmed that the optimal configuration is to be more sinusoidal channel than the examples in Fig. 5.4 where the design domain is discretized using a $W \times H = 120\Delta x \times 120\Delta x$ grid. The value of objective functional $J_3$ in Fig. 5.7 is shown in Fig. 5.8, in which the pressure drop constraint is appropriately satisfied and the value of $J_3$ is sufficiently converged to zero that means the extraction process is sufficiently finished. Note that it is necessary to set a larger number of $\eta_{\text{max}}$ in order to obtain such complex flow channel, since the complex channel causes the large pressure drop between the inlet and outlet of the design domain.

5.7 Summary

This chapter proposed a topology optimization method using a two-phase LBM with the same density for the design of a liquid-liquid extraction microchannel. The extraction process was modeled using concentration values governed by a convective-diffusion equation that is solved using the LBM. The optimization problem was formulated as an extraction efficiency maximization problem in which the uniform concentration is aimed so that the extraction process is sufficiently completed in the vicinity of outlet. In addition, the inequality constraint for the pressure drop was imposed to restrict the maximum pressure drop that can be controlled using a parameter called the pressure drop coefficient. The presented method was applied to an extraction efficiency maximization problem and several numerical examples demonstrated the utility of the proposed method. It was found that the optimal configuration depends on the pressure drop coefficient and the size of design domain, and there is a trade-off relationship between the extraction efficiency and the pressure drop in the fluidic system.
Chapter 6

General conclusions

This thesis focused on topology optimization for the design of flow channel, in which the fluid flow is calculated using the LBM. The following is a summary of achievements.

In Chapter 2, the basic idea of topology optimization was introduced, and the two popular approaches, i.e., the density and level set-based approaches, were presented. As an application of topology optimization for fluid dynamics problems, the heat exchange maximization problem was formulated on the basis of NSE. A level set-based topology optimization method was employed to derive an optimal configuration that has clear boundaries without grayscales. A non-dimensional parameter $\mu$ was defined for formulating the optimization problem, in which a Dirichlet boundary condition was imposed based on the prescribed pressure difference between the inlet and outlet. Based on the proposed formulation, several numerical examples for the design of heat sink device were obtained. Four different optimal configurations obtained for each numerical example allowed us to confirm the dependency of optimal configurations on the parameter $\mu$, with higher $\mu$ resulting in more complex configurations. It was confirmed that the geometric complexity of optimal configuration can be qualitatively controlled by setting a regularization parameter to an appropriate value. A design engineer can therefore obtain flow channel designs for thermal device problems such as heat sinks that have a geometric layout that corresponds to a desired level of performance and manufacturability.

In Chapter 3, A topology optimization using the LBM was offered. The proposed method was applied to the flow resistance minimization problems for incompressible viscous flow. The optimization problem was formulated using the discrete Boltzmann equation, so that the accurate boundary conditions generally used in the LBM could be incorporated in the optimization problem formulation, and to enable a derivation of adjoint system in which the
boundary conditions for the adjoint equation reflect the boundary conditions of the LBM. It was demonstrated that the adjoint discrete Boltzmann equation can be discretized using the LBM, in contrast to previous research in which the use of the LBM required large-scale matrix operations due to the use of a typical strategy of sensitivity analysis based on the discrete formulation. That is, the proposed method enables the design sensitivity to be completely derived without matrix operations. In addition, due to the characteristics of explicit scheme, the converged state variable values and adjoint variable values at each optimization step were used as initial values when calculating the time evolution equation in the next optimization step, which greatly reduced computational cost. Based on the proposed formulation, several numerical examples for both two- and three-dimensional optimization problems were provided to confirm the validity and utility of the presented method for the flow resistance minimization problem. For the validation of proposed method, the design sensitivity that is derived using the sensitivity analysis based on the discrete Boltzmann equation was compared with the numerical result of direct method based on the finite difference approximation. The result showed that the adjoint sensitivity is in good agreement with the finite difference approximation, confirming that the proposed sensitivity analysis yields an appropriate and useful solution. The diffuser and pipe bend problems were treated for benchmark problems, and it was found that the presented method obtains an optimal configuration similar to that when using an FEM-based method. In addition, it was also found that the presented method obtains optimal configurations that show minimal dependency upon the mesh size and dependency with respect to Reynolds number settings.

In Chapter 4, the topology optimization method using the LBM constructed in Chapter 3 was applied to a thermal-fluid coupling optimization problem. The heat exchange maximization problem that is also treated in Chapter 2 was formulated using the discrete Boltzmann equations, which corresponds to the NSE and the convective-diffusion equations as the macroscopic equations, respectively. An inequality constraint for restricting the maximum pressure drop was newly introduced, to quantitatively evaluate the pressure drop between the inlet and outlet in the design domain. The design sensitivity was derived using the adjoint variable method in which the adjoint equations were solved using the LBM, and the adjoint sensitivity was compared with the numerical result of direct method based on the finite difference approximation for the validation of proposed method. Numerical results showed that the proposed method successfully found optimal configurations for the design of heat sink. In addition, it was found that the maximum pressure drop in the fluidic system
can be appropriately controlled by setting the pressure drop coefficient parameter, and the geometrical complexity of optimal configuration is dependent on the value of pressure drop coefficient and the other parameters.

In Chapter 5, a topology optimization method for two-phase fluid problem was constructed based on the methods constructed in Chapter 3 and 4, in which the discrete Boltzmann equations are employed to formulate the optimization problems as the continuous formulation, whereas the particle velocity space is only discretized for incorporating the accurate boundary conditions in the LBM. To improve the performance of liquid-liquid extraction that is often utilized as the separation operation, the extraction efficiency maximization problem was formulated for the design of microchannel. Since the basic principal of the extraction is to use two kind of solvents that have different mass diffusivities each other, the two-phase LBM with the same density was used for computing the immiscible fluid flows. Additionally, based on a mathematical model for the liquid-liquid extraction, a passive scalar field, which represents the extraction phenomenon and is governed by the convective-diffusion equation, were introduced. The objective functional was defined as the error norm for the uniform concentration that corresponds to be finished the extraction process in the microchannel. In addition, the pressure drop constraint used in Chapter 4 was also imposed, to appropriately evaluate the pressure drop between the inlet and outlet in the extraction channel. Numerical results showed that the proposed method found optimal configurations that enables the concentration to be uniformed for achieving high-performance extraction channel, under the prescribed maximum pressure drop. It was found that the optimal configuration depends on the setting of pressure drop coefficient and the aspect ratio of the design domain.

Concluding, this thesis developed the topology optimization for fluid dynamics problems using the LBM, whereas typical topology optimization approaches for fluid flow problems were constructed based on the NSE in which the FEM is generally employed, due to its simple formulation based on the conventional framework for deriving the design sensitivity. Since the LBM is accompanied by several advantages including simplicity, parallelism, scalability and applicability to complex flow problems such as porous and immiscible fluids. It is my hope that this thesis will be useful to the design of flow channels that provide enhanced performances in a variety of practical applications.
Appendix A

Non-dimensional variables

The non-dimensional variables in this thesis are defined in the following, using a reference length $L$, a reference particle speed $c$, a reference time $t_{\text{ref}} = L/U$, where $U$ is a reference flow speed, a reference density $\rho_{\text{ref}}$, a reference temperature $T_{\text{ref}}$, a reference order parameter $\psi_{\text{ref}}$, a reference diffusive coefficient of fluid $k_f$, and the specific heat at constant pressure $c_p$.

Note that the asterisk of the non-dimensional variables are dropped for brevity in this thesis.

For Chapter 2

\[
\begin{align*}
  x^* &= x/L \\
  t^* &= t/t_{\text{ref}} \\
  u^* &= u/U \\
  p^* &= p/(\rho_{\text{ref}}U^2) \\
  T^* &= T/T_{\text{ref}} \\
  \alpha^*_\gamma &= L\alpha_\gamma/(\rho_{\text{ref}}U) \\
  \beta^*_\gamma &= L\beta_\gamma/k_f
\end{align*}
\]  

(A.1)

For Chapter 3

\[
\begin{align*}
  x^* &= x/L \\
  t^* &= t/t_{\text{ref}} \\
  \Delta x^* &= \Delta x/L \\
  \Delta t^* &= \Delta t/t_{\text{ref}} \\
  e^*_i &= e_i/c \\
  f^*_i &= f_i/\rho_{\text{ref}} \\
  \rho^* &= \rho/\rho_{\text{ref}} \\
  u^* &= u/c \\
  p^* &= p/(\rho_{\text{ref}}c^2) \\
  \alpha^*_\gamma &= L\alpha_\gamma/(\rho_{\text{ref}}c)
\end{align*}
\]  

(A.2)

For Chapter 4

\[
\begin{align*}
  x^* &= x/L \\
  t^* &= t/t_{\text{ref}} \\
  \Delta x^* &= \Delta x/L \\
  \Delta t^* &= \Delta t/t_{\text{ref}} \\
  e^*_i &= e_i/c \\
  f^*_i &= f_i/\rho_{\text{ref}} \\
  g^*_i &= g_i/T_{\text{ref}} \\
  \rho^* &= \rho/\rho_{\text{ref}} \\
  u^* &= u/c \\
  p^* &= p/(\rho_{\text{ref}}c^2) \\
  \alpha^*_\gamma &= L\alpha_\gamma/(\rho_{\text{ref}}c) \\
  \alpha^*_T &= \alpha_T/(cL) \\
  \beta^*_\gamma &= L\beta_\gamma/k_f \\
  q^*_\gamma &= q_\gamma/(\rho_{\text{ref}}c_T T_{\text{ref}}) \\
  \beta^*_\gamma &= L\beta_\gamma/c.
\end{align*}
\]  

(A.3)
For Chapter 5

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{x}^* &= \frac{x}{L} & t^* &= \frac{t}{t_{\text{ref}}} & \Delta x^* &= \frac{\Delta x}{L} & \Delta t^* &= \frac{\Delta t}{t_{\text{ref}}} \\
\text{c}^*_i &= \frac{c_i}{c} & f_{A_i}^* &= \frac{f_{A_i}}{c_i} & f_{B_i}^* &= \frac{f_{B_i}}{\rho_i} & f_{C_i}^* &= \frac{f_{C_i}}{T_i} \\
\rho^* &= \frac{\rho}{\rho_{\text{ref}}} & \text{u}^* &= \frac{u}{c} & p^* &= \frac{p}{(\rho_{\text{ref}}c^2)} & \psi^* &= \frac{\psi}{\psi_{\text{ref}}} \\
T^* &= \frac{T}{T_{\text{ref}}} & \nu^* &= \frac{\nu}{(cL)} & \alpha^*_\gamma &= \frac{\alpha_\gamma}{(\rho_{\text{ref}}c)}
\end{align*}
\]
(A.4)
Appendix B

Adjoint lattice Boltzmann method

Here, we discuss the details concerning the derivation of the continuous adjoint equation, the so-called adjoint BGK-Boltzmann equation in [62, 63].

First, the specific formulation of $\delta_f J[f]$, which is represented as the variation of the objective functional, is derived as follows:

$$\delta_f J[f] := \langle J', \delta \gamma \rangle = \left. \frac{d}{d\phi} J(f + \phi \eta) \right|_{\phi = 0} = \lim_{\phi \to 0} \frac{J[f + \phi \eta] - J[f]}{\phi}, \quad (B.1)$$

which is based on the Gâteaux derivative. We consider an objective functional $J := J_D + J_\Gamma$, where $J_D = \int_D A(\rho, u) d\Omega$, and $J_\Gamma = \int_{\Gamma_{in} \cup \Gamma_{out}} a(\rho, u) d\Gamma$. Based on Eq. (B.1), $J_D[f + \phi \eta]$ is derived as follows:

$$J_D[f + \phi \eta] = J_D[A(\rho[f + \phi \eta], u[f + \phi \eta])] = J_D[A(\rho[f + \phi \eta], u[f + \phi \eta], v[f + \phi \eta])], \quad (B.2)$$

and we $u$ is defined as

$$u = \frac{v}{\rho}, \quad (B.3)$$

$$v = \int_{\Xi} \xi f d\xi. \quad (B.4)$$

Since $\rho$ and $v$ are linear functionals, the integrand $A$ in Eq. (B.2) can be rewritten as

$$A(\rho[f + \phi \eta], u(\rho[f + \phi \eta], v[f + \phi \eta])) = A(\rho[f] + \phi \rho[\eta], u(\rho[f] + \phi \rho[\eta], v[f] + \phi v[\eta])), \quad (B.5)$$
where \( \mathbf{u}(\rho[f] + \varrho \rho[\eta], \mathbf{v}[f] + \varrho \mathbf{v}[\eta]) \) is expanded as follows, using the Taylor expansion:

\[
\mathbf{u}(\rho[f] + \varrho \rho[\eta], \mathbf{v}[f] + \varrho \mathbf{v}[\eta]) = \mathbf{u}(\rho[f], \mathbf{v}[f]) + \varrho \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial \rho} \rho[\eta] + \frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial \mathbf{v}} \mathbf{v}[\eta] \right) + o(\varrho). \tag{B.6}
\]

Furthermore, using Eq. (B.6), Eq. (B.5) can also be expanded as follows, using the Taylor expansion:

\[
A\{\rho[f] + \varrho \rho[\eta], \mathbf{u}(\rho[f] + \varrho \rho[\eta], \mathbf{v}[f] + \varrho \mathbf{v}[\eta])\} = A\{\rho[f], \mathbf{u}(\rho[f], \mathbf{v}[f])\} + \varrho \left( \frac{\partial A}{\partial \rho} \rho[\eta] + \frac{\partial A}{\partial \mathbf{v}} \mathbf{v}[\eta] \right) + o(\varrho), \tag{B.7}
\]

where

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial \rho} = -\mathbf{v},
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial \mathbf{v}} = 1. \tag{B.9}
\]

Hence, based on Eq. (B.1), the variation \( \delta_f J_D \) is obtained as follows:

\[
\delta_f J_D = \lim_{\varrho \to 0} \frac{J_D[f + \varrho \eta] - J_D[f]}{\varrho} = \int_D \left\{ \frac{\partial A}{\partial \rho} \rho[\eta] + \frac{\partial A}{\partial \mathbf{v}} \left( \mathbf{v}[f] \rho[\eta] + \frac{1}{\rho[f]} \mathbf{v}[\eta] \right) \right\} d\Omega \\
= \int_D \left\{ \frac{\partial A}{\partial \rho} \rho[\eta] + \frac{\partial A}{\partial \mathbf{v}} \left( \mathbf{u}[f] \rho[\eta] + \frac{1}{\rho[f]} \mathbf{v}[\eta] \right) \right\} d\Omega \\
= \int_D \left\{ \frac{\partial A}{\partial \rho} \rho[\eta] + \frac{\partial A}{\partial \mathbf{v}} \left( \mathbf{u}[f] \rho[\eta] + \frac{1}{\rho[f]} \mathbf{v}[\eta] \right) \right\} d\Omega \\
= \int_D \frac{1}{\rho[f]} \left\{ \frac{\partial A}{\partial \rho} \rho[f] + \frac{\partial A}{\partial \mathbf{v}} \left( \mathbf{u}[f] - \mathbf{u}[f] \right) \right\} \rho[\eta] d\Omega \\
= \int_D \left\{ \frac{\partial A}{\partial \rho} \rho[f] + \frac{\partial A}{\partial \mathbf{v}} \left( \mathbf{u}[f] \right) \right\} \eta d\xi d\Omega, \tag{B.11}
\]
with the following functional used with respect to the arbitrary function η:

$$
\rho[\eta] = \int_{\Omega} \eta d\xi, \quad \text{(B.12)}
$$

$$
\mathbf{u}(\rho[\eta], v[\eta]) = \frac{1}{\rho[\eta]} \int_{\Omega} \xi \eta d\xi. \quad \text{(B.13)}
$$

Similarly, $\delta_f J_\Gamma$ can be derived as follows:

$$
\delta_f J_\Gamma = \lim_{\theta \to 0} \frac{J_\Gamma[f + \rho \eta] - J_\Gamma[f]}{\theta} = \int_{\Gamma_{in} \cup \Gamma_{out}} \int_{\Omega} \frac{1}{\rho[f]} \left\{ \frac{\partial A}{\partial \rho} \rho[f] + \frac{\partial A}{\partial \mathbf{v}} \cdot \{ \xi - \mathbf{u}(\rho[f], v[f]) \} \right\} \eta d\xi d\Gamma. \quad \text{(B.14)}
$$

Consequently, we obtain the following variation, $\delta_f J = \delta_f J_D + \delta_f J_\Gamma$, as

$$
\delta_f J = \int_{\Omega} \int_{\Omega} \frac{1}{\rho[f]} \left\{ \frac{\partial A}{\partial \rho} \rho[f] + \frac{\partial A}{\partial \mathbf{v}} \cdot \{ \xi - \mathbf{u}(\rho[f], v[f]) \} \right\} \eta d\xi d\Omega
$$

$$
+ \int_{\Gamma_{in} \cup \Gamma_{out}} \int_{\Omega} \frac{1}{\rho[f]} \left\{ \frac{\partial A}{\partial \rho} \rho[f] + \frac{\partial A}{\partial \mathbf{v}} \cdot \{ \xi - \mathbf{u}(\rho[f], v[f]) \} \right\} \eta d\xi d\Gamma. \quad \text{(B.15)}
$$

Next, we consider the derivation of $\delta_f E[f, g, \phi]$ that represents the functional for the BGK-Boltzmann equation. We now consider the variation of $\delta_f G$, $\delta_f I$, and $\delta_f B_n$ individually, since $E = G + I + B_n$. Therefore, using the above derivation of $\delta_f J$ as a basis, we obtain the following variations:

$$
\delta_f G = \left[ \int_{\Omega} g \eta d\xi d\Omega \right]_{t_0}^{t_1} - \int_{\Omega} \int_{\Omega} \frac{\partial g}{\partial t} \eta d\xi d\Omega dt + \int_{\Gamma} \int_{\Omega} \int_{\Omega} g \xi \cdot \eta d\xi d\Omega dt + \frac{1}{2} \int_{\Gamma} \int_{\Omega} (g - g_{\text{eq}}) \eta d\xi d\Omega dt, \quad \text{(B.16)}
$$

$$
\delta_f I = \int_{\Omega} g \vert_{t=t_0} \eta d\xi d\Omega, \quad \text{(B.17)}
$$

$$
\delta_f B_1 = \int_{\Gamma} \int_{\Omega} \int_{\Omega} g(\eta(\xi) - \eta(-\xi)) d\xi d\Gamma dt, \quad \text{(B.18)}
$$

$$
\delta_f B_2 = \int_{\Gamma} \int_{\Omega} \int_{\Omega} (g - g_{\text{eq}}) \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt, \quad \text{(B.19)}
$$

$$
\delta_f B_3 = \int_{\Gamma} \int_{\Omega} \int_{\Omega} (g - g_{\text{eq}}) \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt, \quad \text{(B.20)}
$$
where \( g^{eq} \) is the variation of \( \int_I \int_D \int_Z f^{eq} g d\xi d\Omega dt \) with respect to \( f \), and can be obtained as follows:

\[
\int_I \int_D \int_Z f^{eq} \left[ f + \rho \eta \right] g d\xi d\Omega dt = \int_I \int_D \int_Z f^{eq} \left[ \rho [f + \rho \eta], u(\rho [f + \rho \eta], v(f + \rho \eta))] g d\xi d\Omega dt \right.
\]

\[
= \int_I \int_D \int_Z f^{eq} \left[ \rho [f] + \rho \rho \eta, u(\rho [f] + \rho \rho \eta), v(f) + \rho v(\eta)) \right] g d\xi d\Omega dt + o(\rho)
\]

\[
= \int_I \int_D \int_Z \left\{ f^{eq} \left[ \rho [f], u(\rho [f], v(f))] \right. \right.
\]

\[
+ \rho \frac{\partial f^{eq}}{\partial \rho} \rho \eta + \frac{\partial f^{eq}}{\partial u} \left( \rho \frac{\partial u}{\partial \rho} \rho \eta + \rho \frac{\partial u}{\partial v} v(\eta) \right) \right\} g d\xi d\Omega dt + o(\rho),
\]

(B.21)

Thus,

\[
\int_I \int_D \int_Z g^{eq} \eta d\xi d\Omega dt = \int_I \int_D \int_Z \left\{ \frac{\partial f^{eq}}{\partial \rho} \rho \eta + \frac{\partial f^{eq}}{\partial u} \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial \rho} \rho \eta + \frac{\partial u}{\partial v} v(\eta) \right) \right\} g d\xi d\Omega dt
\]

\[
= \int_I \int_D \int_Z \left\{ \frac{\partial f^{eq}}{\partial \rho} + \frac{\partial f^{eq}}{\partial u} \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial \rho} + \frac{\partial u}{\partial v} \right) \right\} g \eta(\xi) d\xi d\Omega dt
\]

\[
= \int_I \int_D \int_Z \left\{ \frac{1}{\rho} f^{eq} + \frac{\xi - u}{2RT} f^{eq} \left( -\frac{v}{\rho^2} + \frac{1}{\rho} \right) \right\} g \eta(\xi) d\xi d\Omega dt
\]

\[
= \int_I \int_D \int_Z \frac{g^{eq}}{2RT} \left\{ 2RT + (\xi - u) \cdot (\xi - u) \right\} \eta(\xi) d\xi d\Omega dt. \quad \text{(B.22)}
\]

In addition, \( g^{eq}_{in} \) and \( g^{eq}_{out} \) can be also obtained using the above formulation. Thus, we have

\[
g^{eq} = \int_Z \frac{g^{eq}(\xi)}{2RT} 2RT \left( 2RT + (\xi - u) \cdot (\xi - u) \right) \eta(\xi) d\xi, \quad \text{(B.23)}
\]

\[
g^{eq}_{in} = \int_Z \frac{g^{eq}(\xi)}{\rho} \eta(\xi) d\xi, \quad \text{(B.24)}
\]

\[
g^{eq}_{out} = \int_Z \frac{g^{eq}(\xi)}{2RT \rho} (\xi - u) \cdot (\xi - u) d\xi. \quad \text{(B.25)}
\]

The adjoint equation and its boundary and initial conditions are derived, using the Eqs. (B.15)–(B.20). First, the adjoint equation is obtained from Eq. (B.16), ignoring first and third
terms, as
\[
\int_I \int_D \int_\Omega \left\{ -\frac{\partial g}{\partial t} - \xi \cdot \nabla g + \frac{1}{\tau_c} (g - g_{eq}) \right\} \eta d\xi d\Omega dt = 0.
\]  
(B.26)

Since \( \eta \) represents any function, the adjoint equation is defined as the integrand of Eq. (B.26):
\[
-\frac{\partial g}{\partial t} - \xi \cdot \nabla g + \frac{1}{\tau_c} (g - g_{eq}) = 0 \quad \text{in} \ I \times D \times \Xi.
\]  
(B.27)

Next, we consider the initial condition of the adjoint equation. From Eqs. (B.15), (B.16) and (B.17), we obtain the following equation:
\[
\int_D \int_\Xi A' \eta(t_1) d\xi d\Omega + \int_{\Gamma_{in} \cup \Gamma_{out}} \int_\Xi a' \eta(t_1) d\xi d\Omega + \int_D \int_\Xi (g(t_1) \eta(t_1) - g(t_0) \eta(t_0)) d\xi d\Omega + \int_D \int_\Xi g(t_0) \eta(t_0) d\xi d\Omega = 0,
\]  
(B.28)

where
\[
A' = \frac{1}{\rho} \left\{ \frac{\partial A}{\partial \rho} \rho + \frac{\partial A}{\partial \mathbf{u}} \cdot (\xi - \mathbf{u}) \right\},
\]  
(B.29)
\[
a' = \frac{1}{\rho} \left\{ \frac{\partial a}{\partial \rho} \rho + \frac{\partial a}{\partial \mathbf{u}} \cdot (\xi - \mathbf{u}) \right\}.
\]  
(B.30)

Therefore, the initial condition of the adjoint equation is the following,
\[
g(t_1) + A' = 0 \quad \text{in} \ D \times \Xi.
\]  
(B.31)

We note that the second term of Eq. (B.28) affects the initial boundary conditions for the adjoint BGK-Boltzmann equation.

Finally, we consider the boundary conditions of the adjoint equation. From the third term of Eq. (B.15), and Eqs. (B.18)–(B.20), we obtain the following:
\[
\int_I \int_{\Gamma_{in}} \int_\Xi g \xi \cdot \mathbf{n} \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt + \int_I \int_{\Gamma_{out}} \int_{\Xi_{n, \xi < 0}} g(\eta(\xi) - \eta(-\xi)) d\xi d\Gamma dt + \int_I \int_{\Gamma_{in}} \int_\Xi (g - g_{in}) \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt + \int_I \int_{\Gamma_{out}} \int_\Xi (g - g_{out}) \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt = 0.
\]  
(B.32)
The second term of the above equation can be eliminated. Therefore, the above equation is rewritten as

\[
\int_I \int_{\Gamma_w} \int_\Xi \eta \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt + \int_I \int_{\Gamma_{in'}} \int_\Xi \eta \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt + \int_I \int_{\Gamma_{out'}} \int_\Xi \eta \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt \\
+ \int_I \int_{\Gamma_{in}} \int_\Xi (g - g_{eq_{in}}) \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt + \int_I \int_{\Gamma_{out}} \int_\Xi (g - g_{eq_{out}}) \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt = 0. 
\] (B.33)

Here, using the first term of the above equation, the boundary condition of \( \eta \) is obtained as follows:

\[
\int_I \int_{\Gamma_w} \int_\Xi \eta \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt = \int_I \int_{\Gamma_w} \int_{\Xi_{n \cdot \xi > 0}} g(\xi) \eta \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt \\
+ \int_I \int_{\Gamma_w} \int_{\Xi_{n \cdot \xi < 0}} g(\xi) \eta \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt \\
= \int_I \int_{\Gamma_w} \int_{\Xi_{n \cdot \xi > 0}} g(\xi) \eta \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt \\
- \int_I \int_{\Gamma_w} \int_{\Xi_{n \cdot \xi < 0}} g(-\xi) \eta \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt \\
= \int_I \int_{\Gamma_w} \int_{\Xi_{n \cdot \xi > 0}} \eta \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt \\
- \int_I \int_{\Gamma_w} \int_{\Xi_{n \cdot \xi < 0}} \eta \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt \\
= \int_I \int_{\Gamma_w} \int_{\Xi_{n \cdot \xi > 0}} \eta \eta d\xi d\Gamma dt, 
\] (B.34)

where \( \Xi_{n \cdot \xi > 0} \) is the velocity space of \( \xi \) that satisfies \( n \cdot \xi > 0 \). Note that the boundary condition of \( \Gamma_w \) for the adjoint equation has to be set in \( n \cdot \xi > 0 \), while the boundary condition of Boltzmann equation has to be set so that \( n \cdot \xi < 0 \). The reason why different settings are required for the Boltzmann equation and the adjoint equation is that both the propagation and time evolution directions of adjoint equation are opposite those of the Boltzmann equation. Consequently, from the above equation, the following boundary conditions are obtained:

\[
g(\xi) - g(-\xi) = 0 \quad \text{in} \quad I \times \Gamma_w \times \Xi_{n \cdot \xi > 0}. 
\] (B.35)

Similarly, the boundary conditions for \( \Gamma_{in} \) and \( \Gamma_{out} \) can be described as follows:

\[
g - g_{eq_{in}} = 0 \quad \text{in} \quad I \times \Gamma_{in} \times \Xi, 
\] (B.36)

\[
g - g_{eq_{out}} = 0 \quad \text{in} \quad I \times \Gamma_{out} \times \Xi. 
\] (B.37)
Appendix C

Adjoint boundary conditions

C.1 Prescribed pressure and velocity boundary conditions

First, the boundary condition for the no-slip boundary, \( \Gamma_W \), in Eq. (3.18) for the adjoint equation can be derived as follows:

\[
\Theta_W = \int_I \int_{\Gamma_W} \sum_{i=1}^{9} (\mathbf{e}_i \cdot \mathbf{n}) \delta \tilde{f}_i \tilde{f}_i d\Gamma dt
\]

\[
= \int_I \int_{\Gamma_W} (-\tilde{f}_3 \delta \tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_5 \delta \tilde{f}_5 - \tilde{f}_6 \delta \tilde{f}_6 - \tilde{f}_7 \delta \tilde{f}_7 + \tilde{f}_8 \delta \tilde{f}_8 + \tilde{f}_9 \delta \tilde{f}_9) d\Gamma dt
\]

\[
= \int_I \int_{\Gamma_W} (-\tilde{f}_3 \delta \tilde{f}_5 + \tilde{f}_5 \delta \tilde{f}_5 - \tilde{f}_6 \delta \tilde{f}_8 - \tilde{f}_7 \delta \tilde{f}_9 + \tilde{f}_8 \delta \tilde{f}_8 + \tilde{f}_9 \delta \tilde{f}_9) d\Gamma dt
\]

\[
= \int_I \int_{\Gamma_W} \{(\tilde{f}_5 - \tilde{f}_3) \delta \tilde{f}_5 + (\tilde{f}_8 - \tilde{f}_6) \delta \tilde{f}_8 + (\tilde{f}_9 - \tilde{f}_7) \delta \tilde{f}_9\} d\Gamma dt,
\] (C.1)

where, since the boundary condition is defined so that Eq. (C.1) equals zero under \( \delta f_{5,8,9} \neq 0 \), the boundary condition is obtained as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
  \tilde{f}_5 &= \tilde{f}_3 \\
  \tilde{f}_8 &= \tilde{f}_6 \\
  \tilde{f}_9 &= \tilde{f}_7
\end{align*}
\] (C.2)

This is same result as that of the previous research in which the Boltzmann equation was used to formulate the optimization problem, and is used here for the bounce back boundary condition expressed in Eq. (3.18).
Next, the boundary condition corresponding to the prescribed velocity boundary condition in Eq. (3.19) is derived as

\[
\Theta_V = \int_I \int_{\Gamma_V} \frac{1}{3} \sum_{i=1}^{9} \delta f_i \mathrm{d}\Gamma \mathrm{d}t + \int_I \int_{\Gamma_V} \sum_{i=1}^{9} (c_i \cdot n) \delta f_i^b \tilde{f}_i \mathrm{d}\Gamma \mathrm{d}t \\
= \int_I \int_{\Gamma_V} \left\{ \frac{1}{3} \sum_{i=1}^{9} \delta f_i - \tilde{f}_3 \delta f_3 + \tilde{f}_5 \delta f_5 - \tilde{f}_6 \delta f_6 - \tilde{f}_7 \delta f_7 + \tilde{f}_8 \delta f_8 + \tilde{f}_9 \delta f_9 \right\} \mathrm{d}\Gamma \mathrm{d}t, \tag{C.3}
\]

where, based on Eq. (3.19), \( \delta f_3, \delta f_6, \) and \( \delta f_7 \) are represented as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta f_3 &= \delta f_5 + \frac{2}{3} \rho' v^0 \\
\delta f_6 &= \delta f_8 + \frac{1}{6} \rho' v^0 - \frac{1}{2}(\delta f_2 - \delta f_4) \\
\delta f_7 &= \delta f_9 + \frac{1}{6} \rho' v^0 + \frac{1}{2}(\delta f_2 - \delta f_4),
\end{align*}
\tag{C.4}
\]

where

\[
\rho' = \frac{\delta f_1 + \delta f_2 + \delta f_4 + 2(\delta f_5 + \delta f_8 + \delta f_9)}{1 - v^0}. \tag{C.5}
\]

Equation (C.3) can be rewritten as

\[
\Theta_V = \int_I \int_{\Gamma_V} \left\{ \frac{1}{3} \sum_{i=1}^{9} \delta f_i - \tilde{f}_3 \left( \delta f_3 + \frac{2}{3} \rho' v^0 \right) + \tilde{f}_5 \delta f_5 \\
- \tilde{f}_6 \left( \delta f_8 + \frac{1}{6} \rho' v^0 - \frac{1}{2}(\delta f_2 - \delta f_4) \right) \\
- \tilde{f}_7 \left( \delta f_9 + \frac{1}{6} \rho' v^0 + \frac{1}{2}(\delta f_2 - \delta f_4) \right) + \tilde{f}_8 \delta f_8 + \tilde{f}_9 \delta f_9 \right\} \mathrm{d}\Gamma \mathrm{d}t, \tag{C.6}
\]

in which it is assumed that \( \delta f_{1,2,4} = 0 \) is naturally satisfied when the velocity at \( \Gamma_V \) is orthogonal to this boundary. Thus, we obtain the following equation,

\[
\Theta_V = \int_I \int_{\Gamma_V} \left\{ \delta f_5 \left( \frac{2}{3(1 - v^0)} - \tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_5 - \frac{v^0}{1 - v^0} \left( \frac{4}{3} \tilde{f}_3 + \frac{1}{3} \tilde{f}_6 + \frac{1}{3} \tilde{f}_7 \right) \right) \\
+ \delta f_8 \left( \frac{2}{3(1 - v^0)} - \tilde{f}_6 + \tilde{f}_8 - \frac{v^0}{1 - v^0} \left( \frac{4}{3} \tilde{f}_3 + \frac{1}{3} \tilde{f}_6 + \frac{1}{3} \tilde{f}_7 \right) \right) \\
+ \delta f_9 \left( \frac{2}{3(1 - v^0)} - \tilde{f}_7 + \tilde{f}_9 - \frac{v^0}{1 - v^0} \left( \frac{4}{3} \tilde{f}_3 + \frac{1}{3} \tilde{f}_6 + \frac{1}{3} \tilde{f}_7 \right) \right) \right\} \mathrm{d}\Gamma \mathrm{d}t. \tag{C.7}
\]
As a result, the boundary condition on $\Gamma_V$ for the adjoint equation is defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{f}_5 &= -\frac{2}{3(1-v^0)} + \hat{f}_3 + \hat{f}_6 + \hat{f}_7 \left\{ 4\hat{f}_3 + \hat{f}_6 + \hat{f}_7 \right\} \\
\hat{f}_8 &= -\frac{2}{3(1-v^0)} + \hat{f}_6 + \hat{f}_7 \left\{ 4\hat{f}_3 + \hat{f}_6 + \hat{f}_7 \right\} \\
\hat{f}_9 &= -\frac{2}{3(1-v^0)} + \hat{f}_7 + \hat{f}_8 + \hat{f}_9 \left\{ 4\hat{f}_3 + \hat{f}_6 + \hat{f}_7 \right\}
\end{align*}
\] on $\Gamma_V$. \hspace{1cm} (C.8)

The boundary condition corresponding to the prescribed pressure boundary condition expressed in Eq. (3.20) is derived as

\[
\Theta_p = -\int_I \int_{\Gamma_p} \left\{ \frac{1}{3} \sum_{i=1}^9 \delta f_i \, d\Gamma \, dt + \int_I \int_{\Gamma_p} \sum_{i=1}^9 (e_i \cdot n) \delta f_i \, \hat{f} \, d\Gamma \, dt \right\}
\]

\[
= \int_I \int_{\Gamma_p} \left\{ -\frac{1}{3} \sum_{i=1}^9 \delta f_i - \hat{f}_3 \delta f_3 + \hat{f}_5 \delta f_5 - \hat{f}_6 \delta f_6 - \hat{f}_7 \delta f_7 + \hat{f}_8 \delta f_8 + \hat{f}_9 \delta f_9 \right\} \, d\Gamma \, dt, \hspace{1cm} (C.9)
\]

where, based on Eq. (3.20), $\delta f_3$, $\delta f_6$, and $\delta f_7$ are represented as

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta f_3 &= \delta f_5 + \frac{2}{3} \rho^0 v' \\
\delta f_6 &= \delta f_8 + \frac{1}{6} \rho^0 v' - \frac{1}{2} (\delta f_2 - \delta f_4) \\
\delta f_7 &= \delta f_9 + \frac{1}{6} \rho^0 v' + \frac{1}{2} (\delta f_2 - \delta f_4),
\end{align*}
\] \hspace{1cm} (C.10)

where

\[
v' = -\frac{\delta f_1 + \delta f_2 + \delta f_4 + 2(\delta f_5 + \delta f_8 + \delta f_9)}{\rho^0}.
\] \hspace{1cm} (C.11)

Equation (C.9) can be rewritten as

\[
\Theta_p = \int_I \int_{\Gamma_p} \left\{ -\frac{1}{3} \sum_{i=1}^9 \delta f_i - \hat{f}_3 \left( \delta f_5 + \frac{2}{3} \rho^0 v' \right) + \hat{f}_5 \delta f_5 \\
- \hat{f}_6 \left( \delta f_8 + \frac{1}{6} \rho^0 v' - \frac{1}{2} (\delta f_2 - \delta f_4) \right) \\
- \hat{f}_7 \left( \delta f_9 + \frac{1}{6} \rho^0 v' + \frac{1}{2} (\delta f_2 - \delta f_4) \right) + \hat{f}_8 \delta f_8 + \hat{f}_9 \delta f_9 \right\} \, d\Gamma \, dt,
\] \hspace{1cm} (C.12)
in which it is assumed that \( \delta f_{1,2,4} = 0 \) is naturally satisfied when the velocity at \( \Gamma_P \) is orthogonal to this boundary. Thus, we obtain the following:

\[
\Theta_P = \int_I \int_{\Gamma_P} \left\{ \delta f_5 \left( -\frac{1}{3} \tilde{f}_3 + \frac{4}{3} \tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_5 + \frac{1}{3} \tilde{f}_6 + \frac{1}{3} \tilde{f}_7 \right) \\
+ \delta f_8 \left( \frac{4}{3} \tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_8 - \frac{1}{3} \tilde{f}_6 + \frac{1}{3} \tilde{f}_7 \right) \\
+ \delta f_9 \left( \frac{4}{3} \tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_9 + \frac{1}{3} \tilde{f}_6 - \tilde{f}_7 + \frac{1}{3} \tilde{f}_7 \right) \right\} d\Gamma dt. \tag{C.13}
\]

Consequently, the boundary condition on \( \Gamma_P \) for the adjoint equation is defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{f}_5 &= \tilde{f}_3 - \frac{1}{3} \left( 4 \tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_6 + \tilde{f}_7 \right) \\
\tilde{f}_8 &= \tilde{f}_6 - \frac{1}{3} \left( 4 \tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_6 + \tilde{f}_7 \right) \\
\tilde{f}_9 &= \tilde{f}_7 - \frac{1}{3} \left( 4 \tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_6 + \tilde{f}_7 \right)
\end{align*}
\]

on \( \Gamma_P \). \tag{C.14}

In the pressure drop minimization problem based on the proposed method, the adjoint equation in Eq. 3.39 is solved using the initial condition expressed in Eq. 3.40, and the boundary conditions expressed in Eqs. (C.8) and (C.14). In addition, it is noted that boundary conditions other than those presented above can be used, including a higher accuracy method (e.g., [72, 21]), in fluid flow optimization problems using the LBM.

### C.2 Adiabatic and prescribed temperature boundary conditions

We first consider the adjoint boundary condition for the adiabatic boundary, \( \Gamma_W \cup \Gamma_P \). In the following, only \( \Gamma_P \) is treated, since \( \Gamma_W \) is the specific case when \( \mathbf{u} = \mathbf{0} \). The adjoint boundary condition for \( \Gamma_P \) can be derived as follows:

\[
\Theta_A = \int_I \int_{\Gamma_P} \sum_{i=1}^{9} \left( c_i \cdot \mathbf{n} \right) \delta g_i \tilde{g}_i d\Gamma dt \\
= \int_I \int_{\Gamma_P} \left( -\tilde{g}_3 \delta g_3 + \tilde{g}_5 \delta g_5 - \tilde{g}_6 \delta g_6 - \tilde{g}_7 \delta g_7 + \tilde{g}_8 \delta g_8 + \tilde{g}_9 \delta g_9 \right) d\Gamma dt, \tag{C.15}
\]
where, based on Eq. (4.18), $\delta g_3$, $\delta g_6$, and $\delta g_7$ are represented as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta g_3 &= \frac{1}{9} T'(1 + 3v) + \frac{1}{3} T'v' \\
\delta g_6 &= \frac{1}{36} T'(1 + 3v) + \frac{1}{12} T'v' \\
\delta g_7 &= \frac{1}{36} T'(1 + 3v) + \frac{1}{12} T'v',
\end{align*}
\]  
(C.16)

where

\[
T' = \frac{6(\delta g_5 + \delta g_8 + \delta g_9)}{1 - 3v} + \frac{18(g_5 + g_8 + g_9)}{(1 - 3v)^2} v',
\]

and $v'$ is given by Eq. (C.11). Equation (C.15) can be rewritten as

\[
\Theta_A = \int \int_{\Gamma_p} \left\{ -\bar{g}_3 \left( \frac{1}{9} T'(1 + 3v) + \frac{1}{3} T'v' \right) + \bar{g}_5 \delta g_5 \\
-\bar{g}_6 \left( \frac{1}{36} T'(1 + 3v) + \frac{1}{12} T'v' \right) \\
-\bar{g}_7 \left( \frac{1}{36} T'(1 + 3v) + \frac{1}{12} T'v' \right) + \bar{g}_8 \delta g_8 + \bar{g}_9 \delta g_9 \right\} d\Gamma dt
\]

\[
= \int \int_{\Gamma_p} \left\{ \delta g_5 \left( \frac{1 + 3v}{1 - 3v} \left( -\frac{2}{3} \bar{g}_3 - \frac{1}{6} \bar{g}_6 - \frac{1}{6} \bar{g}_7 \right) + \bar{g}_5 \right) \\
+ \delta g_8 \left( \frac{1 + 3v}{1 - 3v} \left( -\frac{2}{3} \bar{g}_3 - \frac{1}{6} \bar{g}_6 - \frac{1}{6} \bar{g}_7 \right) + \bar{g}_8 \right) \\
+ \delta g_9 \left( \frac{1 + 3v}{1 - 3v} \left( -\frac{2}{3} \bar{g}_3 - \frac{1}{6} \bar{g}_6 - \frac{1}{6} \bar{g}_7 \right) + \bar{g}_9 \right) \\
+ v' \left( \frac{T'(1 + 3v)}{1 - 3v} \left( -\frac{2}{3} \bar{g}_3 - \frac{1}{6} \bar{g}_6 - \frac{1}{6} \bar{g}_7 \right) \right) \right\} d\Gamma dt.
\]

Consequently, the boundary condition on $\Gamma_p$ for the adjoint equation is defined as

\[
\begin{align*}
\bar{g}_5 &= \frac{1 + 3v}{6(1 - 3v)} (4 \bar{g}_3 + \bar{g}_6 + \bar{g}_7) \\
\bar{g}_8 &= \frac{1 + 3v}{6(1 - 3v)} (4 \bar{g}_3 + \bar{g}_6 + \bar{g}_7) \\
\bar{g}_9 &= \frac{1 + 3v}{6(1 - 3v)} (4 \bar{g}_3 + \bar{g}_6 + \bar{g}_7)
\end{align*}
\]  
(C.19)

Due to $v' \neq 0$ on $\Gamma_p$, the adjoint boundary condition for $\tilde{f}_i$ is defined as

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{f}_5 &= \tilde{f}_3 - \frac{1}{3} \left( 4 \tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_6 + \tilde{f}_7 \right) - \frac{12T(1 + 3v)}{\rho_0(1 - 3v)} (4 \bar{g}_3 + \bar{g}_6 + \bar{g}_7) \\
\tilde{f}_8 &= \tilde{f}_6 - \frac{1}{3} \left( 4 \tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_6 + \tilde{f}_7 \right) - \frac{12T(1 + 3v)}{\rho_0(1 - 3v)} (4 \bar{g}_3 + \bar{g}_6 + \bar{g}_7) \\
\tilde{f}_9 &= \tilde{f}_7 - \frac{1}{3} \left( 4 \tilde{f}_3 + \tilde{f}_6 + \tilde{f}_7 \right) - \frac{12T(1 + 3v)}{\rho_0(1 - 3v)} (4 \bar{g}_3 + \bar{g}_6 + \bar{g}_7)
\end{align*}
\]  
(C.20)
Next, the boundary condition corresponding to the prescribed temperature condition, expressed in Eq. (4.19) is derived as

\[
\Theta_T = \int_I \int_{\Gamma_V} \sum_{i=1}^{9} (e_i \cdot n) \delta g_i b_i d\Gamma dt \\
= \int_I \int_{\Gamma_V} (-\ddot{g}_3 \delta g_3 + \ddot{g}_5 \delta g_5 - \ddot{g}_6 \delta g_6 - \ddot{g}_7 \delta g_7 + \ddot{g}_8 \delta g_8 + \ddot{g}_9 \delta g_9) d\Gamma dt,
\]
(C.21)

where, based on Eq. (4.19), \( \delta g_3, \delta g_6, \) and \( \delta g_7 \) are represented as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta g_3 &= \frac{1}{3} T'(1 + 3\nu) \\
\delta g_6 &= \frac{1}{36} T'(1 + 3\nu) \\
\delta g_7 &= \frac{1}{36} T'(1 + 3\nu),
\end{align*}
\]
(C.22)

where

\[
T' = -\frac{6(\delta g_1 + \delta g_2 + \delta g_4 + \delta g_5 + \delta g_8 + \delta g_9)}{1 + 3\nu}.
\]
(C.23)

Thus, Eq. (C.21) can be rewritten as

\[
\Theta_T = \int_I \int_{\Gamma_V} \left\{ -\ddot{g}_3 \left( \frac{1}{9} T'(1 + 3\nu) \right) + \ddot{g}_5 \delta g_5 - \ddot{g}_6 \left( \frac{1}{36} T'(1 + 3\nu) \right) - \ddot{g}_7 \left( \frac{1}{36} T'(1 + 3\nu) \right) + \ddot{g}_8 \delta g_8 + \ddot{g}_9 \delta g_9 \right\} d\Gamma dt \\
= \int_I \int_{\Gamma_V} \left\{ \delta g_5 \left( \frac{2}{3} \ddot{g}_3 + \frac{1}{6} \ddot{g}_6 + \frac{1}{6} \ddot{g}_7 + \ddot{g}_5 \right) + \delta g_8 \left( \frac{2}{3} \ddot{g}_3 + \frac{1}{6} \ddot{g}_6 + \frac{1}{6} \ddot{g}_7 + \ddot{g}_8 \right) + \delta g_9 \left( \frac{2}{3} \ddot{g}_3 + \frac{1}{6} \ddot{g}_6 + \frac{1}{6} \ddot{g}_7 + \ddot{g}_9 \right) \right\} d\Gamma dt.
\]
(C.24)

Consequently, the boundary condition on \( \Gamma_V \) for the adjoint equation is defined as

\[
\begin{align*}
\ddot{g}_5 &= -\frac{1}{6}(4\ddot{g}_3 + \ddot{g}_6 + \ddot{g}_7) \\
\ddot{g}_8 &= -\frac{1}{6}(4\ddot{g}_3 + \ddot{g}_6 + \ddot{g}_7) \\
\ddot{g}_9 &= -\frac{1}{6}(4\ddot{g}_3 + \ddot{g}_6 + \ddot{g}_7)
\end{align*}
\]
(C.25)
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